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FORE WORD
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This manual provides procedural and technical guidelines for the implementation of system
and cost effectiveness analysis for different classes of Air Force systems throughout any
life cycle phase during which design and technical program tasks are being defined, eiralu-
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ated, or changed.

As such, the procedures and techniques contained herein can be used
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(PM) for Selected Acqaisitions and the information requirements of Air Force Authorized
Data Item, S-145, System/Cobt Effectiveness Program Plan of AFSCM/AFLCM 310-1,
Management of Contractor Data and Reports.
Distribution of the report is restricted under the provisions of the U.S. Mutual Security
Acts of 1949.
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ABSTRACT

The manual defines and describes the system and cost effectiveners
Trnagement implemertation process which .wiLprovide buth AL: Fort e
and contractor management with the necessary mission responsive criteria, authoritative perspective, and visibility for critical system development decisions,

Technical activities, procedur!es, guidelines, and

objective! for the efficient and mxcan

ul Lxmulatiou 4 uZectiveness

criteria, and for the evaluation and assurance of effectiveness, are detailed on a step-by-step aintime-phased, action basis for eah of tbz
systems management phases of Concept Formulation, Contract Definition,
and Acquisition. Furhthe she

integration of the effectiveness

(mplemeta-

375-4) and systems engineering management procedures (AFSCII 375-5) is
outlined for each major effectiveness activity and polarized with information flow networks. Also provided in the manual are guidelines fox the
neceEsary Air Force and contractor management actions to Implement the
effectiveuss process and to insure attainment of its objectives. Finally,
4pecific application guidelines are detailed for each of QLx major classes
of Air Force systems to provide intelligence on the needd te-chnical translation of the general effectiveness procedures for specific applications.
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.NVAWJATICO
This wc w had as it8 objective the developmnt of a mamual for_
t. It was the intent
use dmving the v.e&ious hases of system , devel=
of the effo-t to provide needed guidelines for beth •overnment and industry
Datinn to formafaon mid imlementation of called-for system effectiveness evaltwtions, The guidelines in question were to be Darticular to such
aativities as (1) deternination, of apprvDriatn system effectiveness fimimes

of merit, (2) stecification of apopmpriate supgorting data needs? (3) specifiatim of nessary Darticular tecncai analyses, and (4) definition of
practical im,2erntation vrocedures.
All objectives of the pronwn were realized. This final report
contains the aforementicred details broken doan for six particular classes
of Ai3r Force systems and subsystem (Cc¢myand and Control, WarnIng and
Specific
Detection, Airmaft , Ballistic Missile, Booster, and Satellite)
uidelines relative to analvsis, scope and makeup, data availability and

sourmcs,. and ancillary Evaluation activiti-es am- spelled out for each of
three phases of systean developrent (Conceptual', Definition, and Acquisition).
Nscsssary
included. foll tuhrough and coordinatini, actions between nhases are also
In addition tothe above., in order to integrate system effectiveness
activities with the other tasks nolmelly called for in system develorAnent,
the system effectivmess analysis efforts called for are coordinated with
twrinent AFFCM1 375 and AFqCM 310 tasks and follow the frami•ork of each
such task. The nrooedures and tedriicues smefled out in the final reiort are
d to iamplent the emneral and snecific system effectiveness
also truc
inameering Management).
activities called for in MrI[-STD-499 (System
One of the nitfalls in the hath of successful aonlication of system
effectiveness is a reneral lack of kncledae (or, on the other hand,
existensm of erroneous innressions) Pertinent to how svstem effectiveness
analysis hould be applied to the system development nrocess. The only way
to combat this situation is by =vvidinr docmwnts such as this -=u&L
which 1rovide the necessary kncwledge and gu,:danoe, This docmwit is a
major step to this end. It will be of aid to both industry and rovernrmnt.
Steps are under way to combine this manual and the comleted RADC System/Cost
Effectiveness N'Totebook into an official Air Force document. (It is also
possible that the manual alone will be, in the interim, called out as an

exhibit on ali future AFSC systems.) In addition to this, the usual DDC
distribution will be urovided this reoort such that it reaches general
industr-, in as short a tm.e -)eriod as nossible.
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Chapter 1
*

INTRODUCTION

Summary

I
*

The system and cost effectiveness technology embodies scientific and engineering
concepts and techniques which can be used to facilitate the creation and selection
of the system design with the best balance of technical performance, schedule, and
total cost to meet mission and operational requirements. A management implementation process is identifiable and can be established, with distinct technical
elements and practical procedures, for the formulation of effectiveness criteria,
and for the evaluation and assurance of system and cost effectiveness in Air Force
systems. System and cost effectiveness has a dual technical meaning. It denotes
a management science. It also denotes measurable system parameters of the
overall technical performance and the cost value or merit of a system. The
manual addresses both .f these aspects of effectiveness, and is designed to provide Air Force and contractor management personnel with the necessary authoritative perspective and the consistent but unrestrictive guidelines for the !mplementation of the system and cost effectiveness process. An emphasis is placed on
technical elements and procedures that will accommodate the normal development,
procurement, and specification practices of current system developers.

Further,

to facilitate use of the manual, implementation and formating features have been
incorporated.

These include (1) chapter summaries, (2) military management
phase orientation, (3) technical management guidelines, (4) specialized application
guidelines for specific classes of Air Force systems, and (5) an example illustiating the implementation procedures.

-II

____

--

____-*

--

1-1i-.n

1-1 GENERAL
The system and cost effectiveness technology is a management science for toplevel decision-making.
techniques.

It encompasses scientific and engineering concepts and

When formally applied early and periodically throughout a system's

design life, the technology can provide continuous visibility into the coherency
and proper balance of a total system design.

System and cost effectiveness pro-

cedures and technical elements permit a multiplicity of system design and use
criteria, such as mission requirements, technical performance parameters,
design factors, and resource allocations to be integrated and evaluated within a
common framework. The expedient and efficient implementation of the technology
provides a logical evaluation of how successfully mission requirements and operational needs are translated into appropriate systems and system descriptions
representing the best combination of technical performance, schedule, and total
cost.
The scientific and engineering foundation of the system and cost effectiveness
technology is based on sound engineering and management principles, physical
laws, probability concepts, and empirical relationships.

The technology draws

and builds upon existing concepts and techniques employed by the highly complementary and creative systems engineering disciplines that it integrates. A management process can be defined and established for the practical implementation, of
the system and cost effectiveness technology during the conceptual, definition,
development, tnd operational evolutionary phases of Air Force military systems.

".

Identifiable w~th this management implementation process is a distinct series of
activities.

These activities consist of technical elements and procedures for the

formulation of criteria, and for the evaluation and assurance of system and cost
effectiveness.
In addition to its role as a management science, system and cost effectiveness
denotes measurable system parameters representing the conglomerate, interactive
influences of the diverse technical, schedule, and cost parameters of a system.

1-2

In this context, system effectiveness refers to a quantitative measure of the extent
to which a system may be expected to achieve a set of specific mission requirements.
It is a measure of the technical performance value(s) or merit(s) of the system to
achieve specific mission and operational requirements. A cost effectiveness
measure relates the system effectiveness measure (value received) to the resource
cost.

1-2 PURPOSE OF MANUAL
This Air Force manual serves multi-purposes. However, the primary intent is to
meet the technical need for a general management manual which will provide consistent, but unrestrictive, guidelines and procedural guidance for accomplishing
the necessary action, in implementing a system and cost effectiveness process by
both Air Force technical and procuring activities and industrial contractors.

Con-

sistent with this purpose, the manual describes specific technical elements with
associated procedures that can be validly and effectively applied on a step-by-step
basis to al: major classes of Air Force systems.

The technical elements are

addressed to fundamentaX aspects of the system and cost effectiveness management
implementation process.

These aspects are:

0

the formulation of effectiveness criteria

*

the evaluation of effectiveness

*

the assurance of effectiveness progress and achievement

The system and cost effectiveness technology is broad and complex.

It encompasses

and operates on diverse, but complementary, technologies and engineering disciplines.

An authoritative perspective and a basic unierstanding of the technology by

Air Force and contractor management-level persomnel are vital prerequisites for its
valid application. The manual is designed to provide this penetrating management
*

visibility as well as to establish a technical base for the specialists who are responsible for the creative and innovative application of the technology.
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The manual emphasizes technical elements and procedures that are consistent with
technical activities common to current development, procurement, and specification practices of system developers.

For example, while it is expected that the

system effectiveness parameter will be introduced into top-level system specifications as a new, specialty parameter which measures the collective contribution to
the system of its critical functional and specialty technical performance parameters,
its introduction is not expected to change the current practice of separately specifying and evaluating these sy3tem parameters.

Furthermore, the analytical tech-

niques, procedures, and data sources detailed in this manual will be readily recognizable by managers of any of the multi-specialty disciplines of the applied science
of systems engineering as being congruous with current technical activities.

It is

the formalizing, restaging, and redirecting of these related technical activities to
obtain an optimum balance of technical performance, schedule ,and total cost that
Is the challenging and creative goal of the system and cost effectiveness management
implementation process.
The fort. -1 implementation of the effectiveness management process will facilitate
the transfer and cascade of consistent and ,critical system information and decisions
from one phase of the system management process to another. For example, the
results of gross trade-off studies performed on critical system parameters during
the Concept Formulation phase as part of a gross effectiveness analysis will be
available for expansion and refinement during the Contract Definition phase.

Con-

sequently, an additional purpose of the manual is to ensure the formalizing and
availability of this continuum of objective, systom-level information and decisions
throughout a system's life cycle.
In principle, it is the objective of the system and cost effectiveness technology to
determine the interactive influence *f the array of system functional and specialty
technical parameters.

While current knowledge may not support an in-depth aralysis

of all such interacttons, it is the further intention of the manual to provide visibility
of the pertinent technical considerations and, where feasible, means for determining
the quantitative effects.

Therefore, the effectiveness elements and procedures

described i. the manual are intended to be unrestrictively and selectively applied,
with alternate techniques to be developed and used if existing data do not fully support
the application of these elements and procedures.
1-4
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1-3 USE OF MANUAL

To accommodate a wide readership within Air Force activities and industrial concerns, and to facilitate technical continuity, understanding, and ease of usage,
implementation and formating features have been incorporated.

Some of these are

chapter summaries, military management phase -)rientation, technicml management
guidelines, specalaized application guidelines for specific classes of Air Force
systems, and an example illustrating the implemenlation procedures.
Chapter Summaries
Each chapter begins with a summary.

This will allow the users to obtain rapidly a

broad perspective of the technical elements and procedures involved in the implementation process.

Also, a segmented flow chart is fncluded for each effectiveness

element described to provide technical continuity and to summarize input-output
informati.n flow.
Phase-Oriented Structure
The manual is oriented to the military management phases of Concept Formulation,
Contract Definition, and Acquisition. The effectiveness management implementation
activities applicable to each of these phases are detailed and integrated with the
phase-related system program management procedures delineated in AFSCM 375-4 and
the systems engineering management procedures of AFSCM 375-5. A general knowledge of these procedures is necessary for a full technical understanding of the interactions and complementations of the effectiveness management process with the system
program and systems engineering management processes.
Technical Manasement Guidelines
The implementation of the system and cost effectiveness technology is a Government
and contractor participating development, with each of the parties having specific
primary responsibilities for its execution. Accordingly, technical program management guidelines are provided in the following areas of responsibility:
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Government
*

The determination and specification of the appropriate system
and cost effectiveness measures

*

The establishment and specification of the data needed to document,
and to provide visibility and confidence of, overall system progress
towards meeting technical goals and requirements
The specification of the required technical analyses for credible
and defensible effectiveness evaluations

Contractor
e

The implementation of the effectiveness process

0

The establishment of sufficient and valid data sources with maximum
utility for effectiveness evaluations
The establishment of organization, management, and data feedback
plans for effectiveness evaluations and dynamic monitoring of progress
towards achievement of effectiveness objectives

Specialized Application Guidelines
General procedures applicable to multi-classes of Air Force systems are provided
for each technical element of the effectiveness implementation process for each
system management phase. These general procedures require a technical translation for each specific application, to accurately represent the technical characteristics of the system and the circumstances surrounding its development and use.
Accordingly, a chapter is included in the manual of specialized application guidelines
useful for the formulation of effectiveness criteria and for the effectiveness evaluation
of specific classes of Air Force Rystems.
Example of Implementation Procedures
An example is presented in Appendix A to demonstrate and illustrate the effective hess technical elements and procedures described in the manual. The example
addresses the effectiveness formulation and evaluation process for the Concept

1-6

Formulation Phase as applied to a transport aircraft system with multiple nission
objectives.

The •ample preserves and illustrates the step-by-step sequence of

activities for this phase described in Chapter 3. An extension ol the example to
iUustrmte the procedures described in Chapters 4 and 5 for the Contract Definition
and Acquisitions Phases involves the incorporation cl addional complexities,
such as design details and other effectiveness activities, and then iterating the
basic procedures covered in the example. In consideration of the useful value of
a simple example, these complexities are not introduced.
iSstem/Cost Effectiveness Notebook
Since the manual is designed to provide a broad overview of the technical elements
and procedures associated with the effectiveness management implementation
process, apecific technical concepts, methodologies, and data useful for effectiveness analyses 'ire not expanded In detail herein. Such detail information useful to
technical specialists responsible for conducting effectiveness analyses and application of the techuologn is contained in the System/Cost Effectiveness Notebook,
RADC-TR-68-352. a document directly applicable as a techk,1cal supolement to

*Ithis

manual.
1-4 ABBREVIATIONS AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMB USED
ABBREVIATION
AAE - Aerospace Ancillary Equipment
ADC - Air Defense Command
AFLC - Air Force Logistics Command
AFSC - Air Force Systems Command
AGE - Aerospace Ground Equipment
AVE - Aerospace Vehicle Equipment
CDP - Contract Definition Phase
CDR - Critical Design Review
CEI - Contract End Item
CFP/TDP - Concept Formulation Package/Technical Development Plan
FACI - First Article Configuration Inspection
FOM - Figure of Merit
MGE - Maintenance Ground Equipment
1-7
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OGE - Operating Ground Equipment
-i

PBS - Program Work Breakdown Structure
PDR - Preliminary Design Review

h

PSPP

Proposed System Package Program

-

RAD - Requirements Action Directive
RAS - Requirements Allocation Sheet
RDT&E

-

Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation

RFP - Request For Proposal
ROC - Required Operational Capability
SAC - Strategic Air Command

SDD

-

System Definition Directive

SOW

-

Statement of Work

SPD - System Program Directive
SPO

-

System Program Office

SPP - System Package Program
TAC - Tactical Air Command

TAD - Technical App~roml Demonstration
TPM - Technical Performance Measurement

j

WBS - Work Breakdovm Structure

DEFINITION
Availability - A measure of the condition of the system at the start of the
mission at any point in time.
Accountable Factor - A physical or functional, specialty, or operational design
variable influencing one or more top-level system performance parameters.

In

a general context for any level of system design, it is any input variable influencing one or more output variables or parameters.
Capability - A measure of the ability of a system to achieve the mission objectives; given the system condition(s) during the mission, and specifically accounts
for the performance spectrum of a system.
Cost Effectiveness - A measure of the performance value received (system

J

effectiveness) for the resource expended (cost).
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Dependability - A measure ol the system condition at one or more points during
the mission; given the system condition(s) at the start of the mission, and may
be stated as the probability that the system will enter and/or occupy any one
of its significant states during a specific mission.
Effectiveness Parameter - A parameter such as an availability, dependability,
or capability measure directly related to a top-level Figure of Merit measure,
usually compositing a set of measurable system performance parametere to
which it can be technically traced.
Effectiveness Technical Element - A major, identifiable technical actsvity of
tLe system and cost effectiveness management implementation process.
Figure of Merit - A measure of system effectiveness pertinent to one or more
mission requirements.
Performance Parameter - A physical or functional, specialty, or operational
technical parameter normally appearing in Section 3. 1, PERFORMANCE, of the
system specfi.ýttion, and describing a measurable, terminal characteristic
of a system that can be observed.
Specialty Technical Parameter - A performance parameter addressing a specialty
engineering discipline, such as the human factor, maintainability, penetrability,
reliability, safety/security, su--ivability, or vulnerability parameter.
System Effectiveness - A measure of the extent to which a system may be
expected to achieve a set of specific mission requirements, and which may be
expressed-as a function of availability, dependability, and capability. It is a
measure of the technical performance value(s) or merit(s) of a system.
Transfer Function - A mathematical representation of a functional cause-andeffect relationship of system performance behavior and is based on physical
laws, theoretical and empirical design equations, or probability concepts.
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Chapter 2
OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM AND COST
EFFECTIVENESS TECHNOLOGY

The system and cost effectiveness technology Is applied throughout the life of a
system. While the effectiveness parameter has a dominant technical characteristic,
the technology is implemented as a subprocess of the system program management
process and is interactive with the systems engineering management process. A
general overview is presented cf the effectiveness management implementation process and its integration with these processes which are detailed in AFSCM 375-4 and
AFSCM 375-5, respectively.

The interactions of the three processes are summar-

ized in time-phased networks for the Concept Formulation, Definition, and Acquisition Phases of systems management. Technical goals of the system and cost
effectiveness activities are highlighted for these phases, and a compendium of the
activities, their purposes, and their use is provided.

The general conceit of system

and cost effectiveness rr asures to provide objective criteria and continuoue management visibility for critical system selection, development, and operational decisions
is described.

Figures of Merit as measures of system effectiveness also are de-

scribed, including their utility during each phase of systems management and their
general applicability to different system levels.

2-1.

--------------------------------------------.

o

•3-1 GENERAL

S,

The technical and manaagment activities of the system and cost effectiveness
technology are integral elements of the Air Force system program management and
systems engineering management procedures desc'ibed in AFSCM 375-4 and 375-5,
respectively. The general contributions of the effectiveness technology to both processes are described in these documents.

The specific manner in which this tech-

nology can be implemented on a time-phased and practical basis for multi-classes of
Air Force syst-.s has been the subject of major Air Force development activities in
recent years.

To a large extent, the content of this manual represents the results of

these activities. Gsneral and specific procedural guidelines are prescribed for the
implementation of the system and cost effectiveness management process. In principle
and in practice, these guidelines are designed to be non-duplicative of existing procedures and activities of the AFSCM 375-4 and 375-5 networks. Additionally, the
implementation guidelines are structured to maximize the use of data which are normally generated and required for executing the procedures of these exicting networks,
thus providing for ease and efficiency of implemen-tation at the technical management
level. Because of the broad nature of the system and cost effectiveness technology, a
knowledgeable perspective is required of (1) its technical roles, (2) the basic implementation concepts and considerations involved, (3) the interrelations of its specialized
and general elements and procedures, and (4) the mutual contributions of the effectiveness, system management, and systems engineering management processes toward the
creation and selection of military systems with maximum effectiveness to the using
commands.

The application of the system and cost effectiveness technology throughout

a system's life will provide management visibility and information on a continuous
basis for critical development and operational decisions. it is vital, t'herefore, to
implement the effectiveness management process as early as possible in the Concept
Formulation Phase to insure that a system will evolve with the best balance of technical
performance, schedule demands, and total. cost to meet specific mission objectives
and/or to improve military force effectiveness. The useful power of the effectiveness
process, especially the effectiveness analysis activity, will diminish if initial implementation is deferred to a subsequent phase.
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2-2 INTEGRATED SYSTEM AND COST EFFECTIVENESS AND SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT
NETWORKS
The system and cost effectiveness process with its technical elements and procedures
iptegrates, augments, and lends direction to the technical actions of the system program management and systems engineering management processes. The manner in
which this is accomplished on a time-phased bais is sh, vn in F•!'x!s 2-1, 2-2, and
2-3.

These integrated networks provide a genei

r,

dependencies of the three processes during the Cor
Acquisition Phases of systems mar ='.r;L-,nt

.: ,,ne tid technical
iai, Definition, and
lhe effectiveness,

system program, and systems engineeri:•; ,
one program application to another.

, d will vary from

The a t

specifically related to the AFSCM 375-4 and

ni -,aies

*>

However, comparable relationships exist, and re
effectiveness process and any well-disciplined aiLJ

process are
in the manual.

,1ished, between the
ti

systems enginecring management effort, since only tnivers..
been included in the networks and expanded in detail in the mat, a.

program and
. f activities have
Additionally, the

effectiveness process shown relates principally to the system effectiveness portion of
the system and cost effectiveness technology, namely the aspect of the technology that
provides visibility of technical performance adequacy as contrasted to cost performance.
This is not to be interpreted as an exclusion of cost performance in the overall analysis,
but an emphasis of the system effectiveness technical elements and procedures because
of their complexity, their cross-process interactions, and their vital contributions to
the achievement of technically efficient military systems. From a technical and managenment viewpoint, the separately sho-,m effectiveness process can be considered as a
prominent sub-network of the systems engineering management network with overlaps
into the system program management network.
The system and cost effectiveness process is dynamic in nature, increasing in scope
and utility as a system progresses from concept formulation through acquisition and
operational turn-over to the using command or agency. During the Concept Formulation
Phase, the activities of the process are nrimarily directed towards:
*

The definition of the mission in terms of quantifiable, specific objectives and
anticipated mission conditions expected to influence system performance.
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*

The formulat.'on of broad effectiveness criteria, including preliminary Figures
of Merit and cost effectiveness measures, to provide a comparison and evaluation basis for the creation and selection of the best system concept4s).

a

The gross identification of system performance parameters expected tc critically influence system effectiveness.

*

The structuring of a gross analytical mode2_ for use in effectiveness analyses.

.

The system and cost effectiveness analysis of the candidate concepts to factually
establish their technical ability and economy to meet military needs, the degree
of technical and resource risks involved, and the critical devign areas expected.
The reporting of the analysis rationale and the criteria formulation and evaluation results.

During the Contract Definition Phase of systems management, the system and cost effectiveness process is primarily directed towards:
*

The establishment oe quantitative system and cost effectiveness measures for
each mission objective. Each system effectiveness measure is denoted as a
principal Figure of Merit.

o

The apportionment of the Figures of Merit. At the top system level (e. g., a
military force structure consisting of one or more major systems. such as a
strategic aircraft Wing composed of an air-to-ground missile system, a bomber
aircraft system, and a ground support system), Figures of Merit can be defined ý.nd allocated to each type of constituent system to represent a system's
particular contributions to each of the mission objectives. Additionally, an
apportionment of the fir st-level, system Figures of Merit can be accomplished
by translating the Figures of Merit into subsystem Figures of Merit or limiting
values on the functional and specialty performance parameters of the system.
A further extension of the apportionment process to the design accountable
factors with critical influence on these system parameters can then be accomplished as design details permit.

*

The establishment of system and cost effectiveness models and submodels to
provide the analytical analog of the influence of system parameters and accountable factors on the effectiveness measures.
2-7
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*

The determination of data availability for the required analyses, ana the
identification of the data sources.

0

The identification of the system parameters and their first-level accountable
factors critical to effectiveness, and definition of their sensitivity and functional cause-and-affect relationships.

4

The analysis of system effectiveness for each feasible design configuration
or design approach to determine its current effectiveness and predicted ef-

fectiveness growth potential within schedule constraints.
9

The analysis of cost effectiveness for each feasible desig-i configuration or
design approach to determine total system cost, including development cost,
acquisition cost, and operational cost associated with manning, operating,
maintaining, and logisticaLy supporting the system.

•

The formulation of an effectiveness progress monitoring and demonstration
plan.

o

The reporting of the defined system and cost effectiveness criteria baseline,
analysis rationale, and evaluation results.

With the onset of the Acquisition Phase, the system configuration baseline which is
anticipated to provide the optimum balance of performance, time, and cost will have
been established. Additionally, the principal Figures of Merit, effectiveness parameters, and critical system performance parameters will have been defined and apportioned, the critical accountable factors of the design identified, and models developed for computing effectiveness measures. During this phase, system and cost
effectiveness activities primarily are addressed to:
*

The re-evaluation and re-selection of the system performance parameters
and their required parameter values affecting the Figures of Merit.

*

The refinement of effectiveness models and submodels, including the development 4f computer simulation er other analysis routines, and the validation
and re-xamination of assumptions to increase model precision.

•

The integration of submodels by the prime/integrating contractor with models
of the subcontractor/associate c,,ntraotors, including the establishment of
effectiveness analysis standardL, Mad guidelines.
2-8

0

The reapportionment of effectiveness parameters, system performance
parameters, and critical accountable factors as required.

*

The identification of accountable factors to the ne---t lower level.

•

The analysis oi the system configuration to determine current and predicted
effectiveness status, and the monitoring of the convergence progress of critical system performance parameters, effectiveness parameters, and Figures
of Merit to their targeted values.

a

The analysis of engineeriDg changes for effectiveness implications.

*

The demonstration of Figures of Merit achievement.

*

The final reporting of effectiveness results.

Table 2-1 presents a compendium of the effectiveness technical activities (elements),
the principal purposes of the activities, and their main contributions to system program management and systems engineering management activities.

2-3 SYSTEM AND COST EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES
The objective of the Air Force Inilitary management process is to develop systems
which are optimum in terms of performance capability to meet current and future needs
for the resources applied. System and cost; effectiveness measures are usable to provide quantitative estimates of how well a system can meet this objective.

System ef-

fectiveness denotes a measure oF the extent to which a system may be expected to
achieve a set of specific mission requirements. A Figure of Merit is a measure of
system effectiveness pertinent to one or more mission requirements of the set. Cost
effectiveness is the measure of system effectiveness relative to resource cost.
The system and cost effectiveness measures are used to provide a composite display
of the extent to which an optimum mission-system match is achieved for the resources
applied,

These measures are versatile indices with multiple decision-making usage
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TABLE 2-1 COMPENDIUM OF SYSTEM AND COST EFFECTIVENESS ACTIVITIES

Activity

Purpose

Principal Use

1CONCEPT FORMULATION PHASE
*

*

Mission

To define the missions

For inclusion in the RAD

Analysls

in terms of qantifiable

and CFP/TDP, for es-

specific objectives and
anticipated mission
conditions

tablishing preliminary
FOMs, and for updating
ROC

Specifying
Preliminary
Figures of Merit

To provide a technical
comparison and evaluation basis for selection
of the system concept
with optimum balance of
performance effectiveness
and cost

For inclusion in RAD and
CFP/TDP, for effectiveness analysis of system
concepts, and decision
criteria for system
creation and selection

Performance
Requirements
Analysis

To translate mission
parameters to gross
system functions and
system performance
requirements

For analyzing basic
mission/system relationships, for documenting
initial effectiveness decisions., for establishing
system performance
parameters critical to
the preliminary FOMs,
and for inclusion in
CFP!TDP

Operatioual
Requirements
Analysis

To translate mission
operational requirements
to gross system manning,
operations, maintenance,
and logistic support
requirements

For analyzing basic
operational/system relationships, for documenting initial effectiveness decisions, for
establishing system
operational parameters
critical to the preliminary
FOMs, and for inclusion

in CFP/TDP
*

lffectiveness
Parameter
Selection

To define and relate systern parameters critical
to FOMs

2-10
*

I

For inclusion in CFP/TDP
and for effectiveness
evaluations

TABLE 2-1 COMPENDIUM OF SYSTEM AND COST EFFECTIVENESS ACTIVITIES
(Continued)

Activity

0

Model
Structuring

Purpose

Principal Use

To establish mathematical
and simulation analogs relating system and effective-

For inclusion in CFP/TDP
and for evaluation of systern and effectiveness param-

ness parameters to FOMs

eters and FOMs

0

System and Cost
Effectiveness
Analysis

To evaluate overall balance
of performance, schedule,
and cost for each system
concept

For inclusion in CFP/TDP,
for highlighting critical effectiveness design problems
and risks as criteria for
system comparisons, and
for justification of system
selection

*

Report

To provide compendium of
effectiveness formulation
and evaluation results and
rationale

For inclusion in CFP/TDP,
for updating of the HAD,
and for preparation of
Definition Plan

ICONTRACT DEFI14ITION PHASE
*

Effectiveness
Analysis
Refinement

To update, refine, and
extend the activities previously initiated in CFP

I!
4

.1

For guiding trade-off
studies in shaping design
solutions, for guiding
parameter tracking and
demonstration planning,
for highlighting critical
design problems and
technical/cost
risk areas,
and for inclusion
in the
PSPP

*
0

Apportionment
Analysis

To establish traceability
and to define allocations
of system and subsystem
functional and specialty
performance parameters

2-II
*

For inclusion into system
and detailed CEI
specifications

I

TABLE 2-1 COMPENDIUM OF SYSTEM AND COST EFFECTIVENESS ACTIVITIES
(Continued)

Activity
*

*

Effectiveness
Progress
Moritoring and
Demonstraiýn
Planning

Report

Purpose

Principal Use

To define the essential
system parameters and
their expected convergence profile which are
to be tracked, and the

For preparation of the
PSPP, for Category II
and III and TAD test
planning,and for providing
current visibility of

parameters to be
demonstrated

progress during
Acquisition

To provide compendium
of the updated, refined,
and extended effectiveness
Analysis results

For updating of the TDP
and for preparation of the
PSPP and other baseline
documents

ACQUISITION PHASE
Detail
Effectiveness
Analysis

*

Effectiveness
Progress
Monitoring and
Demonstration

S~and

To provide current and
predicted estimates of
system and cost effectiveness
a continuing
basis as on
significant
de-

To guide trade-off decisions in shaping detail
design solutions, to evaluate
current
system
and and
costpredicted
effective-"

sign details are developed
on product configuration,
or as performance requirements are changed.

ness status as design
progresses, and to reapportion effectiveness and
system parameters as
needed for optimum costperformance -time balance.

To provide a current
assessment of technical
progress in meeting requirements and goals on
effectiveness-related
parameters and measures.

To provide management
visibility of technical
progress on effectiveness
growth, critical problems
and high risk areas requiring timely attention,
demonstrated peratformance results under
operational conditions.
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TABLE 2-1 COMPENDIUM OF SYSTEM AND COST EFFECTI-TENES
(Continu4

Activity
a

Final
Report

Principal Use

Purpose
To provide the SPO with
a compendium of the final
effectiveness baseline used
for analyses, achieved
versus required/targeted
effectiveness objectives,
and system improvement
potentials for effectiveness growth.

ACTIVITIES

To determine whether
effectiveness goals have
been met, the extent that
operational tactics are
affected by final results,
and validation of areas
requiring engineering
modifications.

NOTE: See Chapter 1, paragraph 1.4 for explanation of abbreviations,
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depending upon the system evolution p'

to which they are applied.

effectiveness measures are usable for L,

ollowing purposes:

For example,

Concept Formulation
*

Determination of the best system performance and cost mix in terms of a
defined standard (e. g., threat, resource, strike capability) during Explcratory and Advanced Development

0

Identification of the degree to which innovations should be pursued

0

Evaluation of candidate system concepts ior selection of the preferred
system

*

Guide definition of preferred system(s)

*

Determination of optimum force level and ovnerational concepts

&

Comparison of existing systems with proposed systems

Contract Definitinn Phase
*

Guide trade-off analysis
Determination of the critical and limiting parameters and priorities in terms
of technical and mission objectives

o

Evaluation of candidate configurations of the chosen system concept

•

Guide definition of operational policies and tactics

•

Guide preliminary design activities

*

Provide visibilit!y of critical problem and high risk areas

Acquisition Phase
#

Guide trade-off and engineering change analysis at detail design levels
Establishment of design criteria for optimura performance effeciveness

,4
*

Guide areas requiring design concentration

•

Evaluation of progress in meeting design objectives on an amalgamated basis

Many Air Force systems have more than one mission and will require more than one
Figure of Merit. The multi-mission characteristics of some systems are shown in
2-14

Table 2-2.

Figures of Merit are mission-oriented and relate to the extent that a

system can accomplish each of its mission assignments.

Effectiveness measures,

therefore, should be in the form of narrative descriptions capable of being quantified
into Figures of Merit.

Technical performance parameters of a system, such as

logistics parameters, navigation accuracy, target recognition capabilities, weapon
delivery accuracy, range, power, maintainability, vulnerability, reliability, etc.,
have considerable effects on the mission and are collectively considered in establishing Figures of Merit. Individually, these parameters are insufficient as measures of
the overall performance -cost merits of a system in that they cannot be singularly
optimized without influencing the other technical parameters of the system.
System effectiveness may be expressed as a function of three (3) effectiveness parameters of availability, dependability, and capability.
these parameters applies in geaerva:
a

The following interpretation of

Availability
A measure of the condition of the system at the start of the mission at any
point in time. Factors influencing availability include the manning, operations, maintenance, and logistic support parameters.

*

Dependability
A measure of the system condition at one or more points during the mission;
given the system ccndition(s) at the start of the mission, and may be stated
as the probability that the system will enter and/or occupy any one of its
significant states during a specific mission.

Factors influencing dependa-

bility include the system parameters of reliability, ground survivability,
and in-mission repairability and maintainability.
0

Capability
A measure of the ability of a system to achieve the mission objectives; given
the system condition(s) during the mission, and specifically accounts for the
performance spectrum of a system. Factors influencing capability include
functional performance parameters, enemy threatc, vulnerability, penetrability, human performance, and safety/security parameters.

2
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TABLE 2-2 EXAMPLES OF MULTIMISSION AIR FORCE SYSTEMS

Multimission System

Mission

Interceptor Aircraft

Enemy Bomber Interception, Crew Training,
Combat Engagement, Ferrying

Strategic Bomber

Enemy Target Destruction, Airborne Alert, Crew
Training, Ferrying

Tactical Aircraft

Reconnaissance, Close Air Support, Tactical
Bombing, Combat Engagement, Ferrying,
Loitering

Transport Aircraft

Emergency Deployment, General Transfer of
Cargo, Ferrying

Communications Satellite

Transmission of Priority Messages, Transmission
of General Messages

Reconnaissance Satellite

Area Surveillance, Point Surveillance

Command and Control

Air Traffic Control, Interceptor Vectoring, Strike
Planning

.I

2-lB

The basic system effectiveness framework is not to be interpreted as restrictive.
For a particular application it may be desirable or practical to combine the availability and dependability parameters, such as might be considered for a set of mission
assignments recurring in different sequences.

For other applications, it might be

appropriate to stratify the system effectiveness measure into effectiveness parameter sets other than availability, dependability, and capability, as long as subsequent compositing of the sets will yield the defined Figures of Merit.
Figures of Merit can be established for different system levels, including:
0

top-level (e. g., a force structure composed of systems from different system classes, such as an aircraft system, a missile system, a commandcontrol system, and a support system)

•

first-level (e.g., a strategic aircraft system consisting of a strategic aircraft and an air-to-ground missile system carried by the aircraft)

*

second-level (e. g., an air-to-ground missile system)

*

third-level (e. g., an avionics subsystem of a strategic aircraft)

Many development programs involve the improvement of a constituent system of an
overall weapon, support, or electronic system.

For such situations, second-level

Figures of Merit can be established for the system being improved, as long as its
assigned mission roles are defined (even in the absence of higher-order integrating
Figures of Merit for the first-level and top-level systems).
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Chapter 3
SYSTEM AND COST EFFECTYVENESS IMPLEMENTATION
FOR CONCEPT FORMULATION.PHASE

The principal system and cost effectiveness criteria formulation and evaluation
elements of the management implementation process which can be efficiently and
meaningfully accomplished during Concept Formulation for all major classes of Air
Force system are described in detail. The effectiveness elements are defined and
related in terms of eight step-by-step implementation activities.

These are (1)

mission analysis, (2) specifying preliminary Figures of Merit, (3) performance requirements analysis, (4).operational requirements analysis, (5) effectiveness parameter selection, (6) model struchiring, (7) system and cost effectiveness analysis,
and (8) report.

The technical nature, purpose, and application aspects of each

activity are presented.

Additionally, practical, simple, and versatile techniques and

methods are outlined for each activity. These techniques and methods have general
applicability to all classes of Air Force systems and are responsive to the gross-type
of information normally available to conduct the Concept Formulation studies and
analyses.

Specific procedural implementation guidelines also are presented and sum-

marized fo" each activity of the effectiveness process.

Further, the information

needed to implement each activity, and the technical uses of the activity outputs are
polarized with respect to other contributing and recipient activities of the effectiveness
process and the interfacing system program management (AFSCM 375-4) and systems
engineering management (AFSCM 375-5) processes.
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GENERAL

The Concept Formulation Phase of system development projects is the responsibility
of HQ USAF. The purpose of this phase Is to provide the technical, economic, and
military justification and bases for proceeding with the subsequent phases of Contract Definition and Engineering Development.

The primary results of the Concept

Formulation Phase are documented in a Concept Formulation Package/Technical
Development Plan (CFP/TDP). Department of the Air Force Rer'lation, AFR 80-20,
requires that conditional approval for proceeding with engineering development be

based on Concept Formulation Phase results that have met the following six prerequisites:
(1)

The effort required is primarily engineering rather than experimental, and
the technology needed is sufficiently in hand.

(2)

The mission and performance envelopes are defined.

(3)

The beat technical approaches have been selected.

(4)

A thorough trade-off analysis has been made.

(5)

The cost effectiveness of the proposed i'iem has been determined to be favorable
in relationship to the cost effectiveness of competing items on a DOD-wide basis.

(6)

Cost and 3chedule estimates are credible and acceptable.

The early implementation of the system and cost effectiveness management process
during this phase will contribute to the achievement of all of the six prerequisites by
providing an objective and integrated evaluation of the potentials of proposed system
concepts to meet military objectives as defined in documents such as the Required
Operational Capability (ROC) and Requirements Action Directive (RAD).
The following Implementation steps summarize in general the effectiveness activities
required during Concept Formulation:
!

Step El - Mission Analysis

This activity addresses the aw.iysis of mis-

sion requirements to define themn in terms of quantifiable, specific objectives
and operational conditions.

3-2
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*

tep E2 - Specifying Prelim.i.a

Figu

a of Merit

This activity

provides a technical comparison and evaluation basis for soction of
the system concept with the optimum balance of technical system performance effectiveness.
SRSte

E3 - Performance Reuirements A

sa I

This activity addresses

the technical translation of mission requirements and conditions and the
preliminary Figures of Merit into gross system functions and performance
parameters influencing system effectiveness.

*

Step E4 - Operational Requirements Analysis

This activity addresses

the technical translation of mission operational requirements to gross
system manning, operations, maintenance, and logistic support requirements.
e

Step ES - Effectiveness Parameter Selection

This activity identifies the

gross top-level system performance parameters and accountable factors
critical to a preliminary FOM and its effectiveness parameters of availability,dependability, and capability, and establishes their cause-and-effect
relationships and sensitivities.
*

rStep E6 - Model Structuring

This activity provides the overall mathemat-

ical and/or simulation models for use in numerical effectiveness analysis of
the interactive and integral cause-and-effect relationships of accountable
factors, system parameters, effectiveness parameters, 'and Figures of
Merit for each feasible system approach.

* rtep E7

- f~ystem and Cost Effectiveness Analysis

This activity provides

for the analysis and evaluation of each feasible system approach for an

I

optimum balance of performance and cost. Additionally, the activity provides for each competing system approach current and projected Figure of
Merit estimates to be used as comparative selection criteria for management
decisions, leading to the system description with optimum effectiveness.

I

-3-3

*[Step

E8 - Re]ert

This activity provides the Air Force technical activity

with a compendium of the effectiveness criteria formulation and evaluation
results to support program decisions and for inclusion in the RAD revision
and CFP/TDP document to be issued at the end of the Conceptual Transition
Phase of Concept Formulation.
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MISSION ANALYSIS

SEEl

General
The initial step of the effectiveness criteria formulati-n and evaluation process is the
mission analysis.

This involves the preparation of a description which generally and

specifically defines the mission objectives and operational conditions anticipated to influence the successful accomplishment of the mission.
Procedure
The description of the mission is to include both general and specific mission objectives.
The general objectives are intended as a gross summary of the functions and purposes of
the mission. The specific objectives are to further define the general objectives of the
mission, and are to be meaningfully stated in unequivocal and measurable terms.
Specific objectives should have the following descriptive characteristics:
*

They communicate the mission intent.

The best stated objectives are ones

which minimize alternate interpretations of the specific mission goals.
0

They describe the specific, measurable and observable terminal behavior
required of a system which is acceptable as evidence that the system can
achieve the mission objectives.
They are mutually exclusive in that one specific objective does not encompass any other objectives in part or in whole. This allows for trade-off
decisions on independent objectives and eliminates possible double counting
(in the effectiveness sense).

3-4

0

They refer to mission performance goals of the highest degree of
importance, thereby providing a common frame of reference for (1) the
establishment of top-level and first-level system performance criteria,

and (2) the formulation of unambiguous effectiveness mnasures,
The set of specific mission objectives provides the focal point for the establishment
of system-level functions, the determination of system performance parameters required for these functions, and the formulation of system and cost effectiveness
measures to be accomplished in a later step of the effectiveness process.
The operational conditions under which the mission is to be performed it a necessary
part of an overall identification of mission objectives. General and quantitative de-.
scriptio- are required of the mission conditions expected to significantly influence
system performance, including!
0

The kinds, magnitude, and probability of enemy threats and enemy countermeasures expected to be present as of a specific current date and five years
in the future for the wartime mission.

*

The system survival requirements under battle and peacetime operational
levels of shock, temperature, radiation, and similar natural environments.

During Concept Formulation, specific requirements associated with the mission -bjectives and conditions are progressively refined, especially the quantitative level of mission conditions expected and the terminal performance behavior required of a system.
Where necessary, these requirements must be postulated at the onset before any effectiveness analysis is to be conducted.

Otherwise, unrealistic and ambiguous results
will be obtained and will invalidate system selection decisions, since the analysis would
be based on unspecific, indefinite objectives and conditions which are subject to interpretation.
Information Flow
Normally, the ROC document will provide the basic information for the mission analysis
activity of the effectiveness formulation and evaluation process.

The ROC Aill contain

general mission objectives and conditions, as well as any specific objectives and conditions that may have been confirmed.

Additional mission analysis inputs are the related

technical reports of system studies which may have been issued previously by AFSC and
using commands.
3-5

The mission analysis activity provides the basic inputs to the performance requirements
analysis, the next effectiveness criteria formulation activity. Results of the mission
analysis are to be progressively updated during the Concept Formulation Phase for inclusion in the CFP/TDP and updated RAD to be prepared at the conclusion of the phase.
Coordination, therefore, is required between the AFSC and the using commands to more
specifically define the mission objectives and the conditions for inclusion in the RAD.
The basic information network for the mission analysis activity is shown in Figure 3-1.

3-3 SPECIFYING PRELIMINARY FIGURES OF MERIT

STEP E2

General
The mission analysis defines the mission in terms of specific objectives and operational
conditions. The general measure of the extent to which a system may be expected to
achieve this set of performance objectives is a function of the effectiveness parameters
of availability, dependability, and capability, and is designated as system effectiveness,
with the measure of system effectiveness pertaining to one or more of the mission objectives during this phase defined as a preliminary Figure of Merit (FOM).
Previous conceptual studies of military doctrines, resource availability, and technical
feasibility of various operational and system concepts to accomplish the overall mission
are relevant to the formulation of the preliminary FOM.

Through broad trade-studies

and use of operations research techniques, choices of systems or system combinations
have been narrowed to a few promising concepts potentially possessing the needed basic
capabilities. To a large extent, such informaticn is reflected in the ROC and its supportive studies and, along with the mission mnalysis results, is the minimum required
to formulate a preliminary effectivnenss measure to be used as a technical and evaluation benchmark during the Concept Formulation Phase.
Typically, an effectiveness measure will be broad at this point in time since numerical
values may not be definable because of the general nature of studies tn date. Consistent
with the definition of mission objectives, however, it is important that the effectiveness
measure also be stated in terms of performance behavior which is observable and
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measurable in the candidate systems. An effectiveness measure relates to the net worth
or merit of a system to accomplish its assigned mission objectives. As such, it is not
fully independent of the system configuration, although in principle it is independent in
that it is a reflection of the mission objectives and, therefore, should not be tailored
to fit a specific system configration or make-up which could compromise the mission
objectives. As the caudidate system concepts with the greatest likelihood of meeting
the mission objectivef becie more fully defined, however, a refinement of the preliminary effectiveness measure is required to reflect numerical objectives and the
latL.s. mission requirements for inclusion in the RAD.
The basic rurposes of defiriag a preliminary system effectiveness measure early in
Concept Formulation are:
(1) To provide a common criterion of competence based on an objective, perperformance-oriented measure of a system's overall worth in meeting mission objectives for the initial and critical decision of system concept selection.
(2)

To ensure a focal performance objective for the continuum of system program,
systems engineering, and other disciplinary actions directed at establishing
system requirements and more detail coi,,cepts.

(3)

To provide. a common benchmark for continuing effectiveness decisions and

evaluations by Government and cort.r7:tor pesomel.
A system's overall role in a mission is the principal criterion for the development of
realistic and useful preliminary FOMs.
missions.

A system may be uvable for different types of

Such a system will have multiple FOMs associated with it, one for each type

of mission that the system is capable of executing,

Due to operational concon.4erations

such as tactics and countertreasures, a system also may have t.he capability f r employraent ýa different ways to acuomplish objectives relating to the same type of mission. For
such systems, an additional preliminary FOM should be ascribed to each significantly different way for which a particular type of mission can be executed.

Where a large number

of ways are involved, a composite FOM addressing the system's adequacy to accomplish
the spectrum of ways may be the most practical measure to use, The use of a composite
FOM measure also may be equally appropriate for the anal ous situation where a lai ,
or cotiAiuous range of mission outcomes is present for any single v _y that a particular
tyoe of mission can be accompiished,
3-8

ti

IIn IcnIr:il. a nmininmm
1,i.-;sion dfi

-iniinarv F1)M statement should be based on probability concepts, with
1

J 1imu11,or ('xIxpctcd value assigned depending on the extent of system and

lion :whieved and the specific mission needs.

Further, weighted mathe-

miticA combi ntations of FOMs associated with different missions to arrive at a composite,
overall FOM Ior the totality of missions should be used only under restrictive conditions
\herein (1) a relative importance can be validly assigned to each mission, (2) the FOMs
to he combined are ot the same measurement unit, and (3) the resultant, single FOM

does not create an artificial technical and militar'v use situation.

The primary utility of the preliminary FOM (or FOMs) to be established in the Concept
Formulation Phase is to provide a technical comparison and eo-uluation base for conceptual studies.

For some applications, a subset of specific objectives or unique capa-

bilities required for improving military force effectiveness coUld be emphasized.

For

use in this context, the preliminary FOM may not necessarily correspond to the principal
FOM to be developed during Contract Definition,

nor be structured as an encompassing,

integrated measure of the system's net worth to the mission.

Procedure
The procedure for establishing _apreeliminar~y FOM involves the following technical
activitie s:
Identify from the mission objectives the basic capabilities that the system is
to possess and which are to be used as a technical and comparison base for
concept selection decisions
*

Translate the mission objectives into quantifiable, compositing meaa.ures of
6ystem performance which are observable
Ildentifv the kinds -,nd levels of mission conchcions which are to apply, assigning
niinint tni. maximum :2nd/'or average values as appropriate

*

Prepare a description of the preliminarDy FOM for inclusimx

in the RAD.

Ex-

;imples of t'OMs are listed in Table 3-1.

Ihe p)rimar'.

inlputs for preparing the descriptive statement of the preliminary FOMs

;are he result (1"fthe ni ssion ;Ma vsis,

Figure 3-2 shows the information network for

the :-cit.,, ingmpreli minarv Figurcs of Merit activity of the effectiveness process.
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TABILE 3-1

System Class
*

Interceptor

* Strategic
Bomber

*

Tactical
Aircraft

FI(GU1RE OF MERIT EXAMILES

Figure of .erit

Mission
(a)
The interceptor squadron is to
identify and/or destroy assigned
target aircraft; the prime mission
is to be supported with necessary (b)
training missions

The strategic bomber is to deliver its payload to an assigned
target within prescribed accur!icy and then return to base; the
prime mission is to be supported
with necessary training missions

The tactical aircraft is to (1)
provide close air support for
ground troops, (2) bomb tactical
targets, (3) fly reconnaissance,
and (4) provide air escort for
tactical bombers,

Prohbahiity (f destreijng 1n)
enemy aireraft per engagemnt
Expected targets kilrle
iy a fixed force

pcerda,,

ic)

Expected number of trainin,
missions which can be completed per month

(a)

Probability (A destro.'inp ,n'
targets

(b)

Probability of (n) bombs on
target per aircraft

(c)

Expected number of training
missions which can be completed per month

(a)

Expected number of sorties
which can be accomplished
per month

())

Probability of successfully
completing a close air suppor-t

(c)

Probability of successfully
completing a tactieal bombing
mission

(d)

Probability of su ceessfully

comp)leting a reconnaissance
mission

ipi

Probabi!)ty of' succe ssfidlly
11ission

a Transport

The transport aircraft is to (1)
deliver a strategic carg'o fro.1
origin to destination within a
Frescrihed time, arnd (2) trans-

pot gene ral cartgo

0

- - --

ma) Probabilitv of de!ivering a
specified strategic cargo to its
destination tton-milcsi within
1x) hours

ST.\B,: 3,-1

FIGURE OF MERIT EXAMPLES (Continued)

stem Class

S[

Mission

Transport
i ontinucd)

Figure of Merit
(b)

Expected
time required
deliver strategic
cargo to

(c)

Expected number of ton-miles
of general cargo transported
per sortie

(d) Probability of take-off and landing in (x) distance with a specified gross weight
*

Spa'ce Launch
Vehicle

The launch vehicle is to place
a given payload into a pr.scribed orbit within a specified
time interval

(a)

Probability of placing the payload into orbit

*

Communications
,satel]itc

The communications satellite is
to (1) transmit high priority
messages within a specified time,
and ý2) transmit low priority
during slack time

(a)

Probability of transmitting a
high priority message within
(x) seconds

(b)

Expected number of low priority
messages transmitted per month
(c) Expected waiting
time of a low
priority message
(d)

Expected number of channels
operating at a specified effective radiated power over (n) years

ie)

Probability that the ground system
will operate continuouslh for (x)
j eriod of time amd
(1) locate an orbiting satellite at
a given point in time,

f

(2)
(3)
(4)

1'

I

id

i

II-

transmit commands to, and
receive data from the satellite,
spatially correlate the data
when required, and
control and operate the payload

*i

TABLE 3-1

FIGURE OF MERIT EXAMPLES (Continued)

System Class
*

.

*

Intercontinental
Ballistic
Missile

Air Interceptor
Missile

Figure of Merit

Mission
The ground-to-ground ballistic
missiles are to destroy prescribed eneiy targets, given
a prescribed sequence of missiles initiated at random times

The air-to-air missile is to destroy enemy aircraft when
launched on a prescribed pursuit path

(a)

Probability of destroying a
prescribed target of (x) hardness when (n) irissiles are
targeted on it

(b)

Expexcted numbxr ofltargets
destroyed of (x) hardness
with (n) or less missiles

(c)

Probability that the missile can be stored in the silo
with all circuits energized
for (x) years and no mainte.ranc.

(d)

Probability that a missile
can respond to. and meet,
a specific mis3sion directive,
Mt a randoin 1tint in tune
fel lowin- an alarm conditionl
shall Wxgreater than (y')

(a)

Probability oe destroying an
enemiy aircraft with (n) or less
missiles
bEpected number of niissiier
required txmr squadron to m~ain-

fain an kx) level of oix-rationa~l
readiness

i
•Ai-CoGom
SMissile
.
:
i

The air-to--round missile is to
destroy presceribe~d targets

(a)

Probability c;f destroyingo, ar x)
hardened tarpet with ýn) or lo.ss
missile S

0(h

1",,Ijected level of damlage Lo) zin
.) harflen(ýd tar.-et wvi th (n) or,
, ,-:ss Missiles-

(1sIo I

,'d) I.?x~c'td
n mbt~ r;.1"i.-'silcs
I)e r sq,,qidron requti red Ito ni;ý ýn fair an !x) level of operationmd

TABLE 3-1 FIGURE OF MERIT EXAMPLES (Continued)
System Class
*

Command
and
Control

Mission
The command and control system
is to (1) store, process, and retrieve information for command
decision, (2) control traffic of
tfriendly aircraft, (3) detect and
track enemy aircraft, and
vector interceptors engaging
enemy aircraft

(a) Expected information retrieval time
(b) Probability of information
loss
o4)
(a) Probability of controlling
traffic up to (n) friendly aircraft given no enemy aircraft
are being engaged
(d) Probability of successfully
vectoring intercepts against
(n) enemy aircraft

-

a Warning
-. d
Detection

Figure of Merit

The warning and detection systern is to detect and track an
airborne or sea-launched object within a prescribed accuraey and a prescribed coverage area

(a) Probability of detecting an
object given that (n) tracks
are in process
(b) Probability of successfully
completing a track, given
detection
(c) Expected number of tracks
which can be performed
simultaneously within a
prescribed accuracy
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RAD ISSUED

I
3-4 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

STEP E3f

General
The purpose of the performance requirements analysis is to translate the mission
objective3 and conditions into gross system functions and system performance parameter requirements critical to the preliminary FOM and, thus, the effectiveness of the
system.

The analysis is best accomplished by the preparation of a performance require-

ments profile.

This profile is a practical method for compositing and analyzing the

mission-system relationships influencing mission accomplishment and system effectiveness.
A performance requirements profile is time-phased. It usually consists of a set of tables
and matrices that collectively provide an analytical compendium of the quantitative system
performance parameters.
e

The primary uses of the profile during Concept Formulation are:

To establish the basic reference frame for establishing a more specific,
analytical description of the preliminary FOMs, and for the subsequent analysis
of a system's ability to meet the FOMs.

0

To document initial effectiveness decisions for later retrieval, and to reveal
where future decisions are required.

0

To identify the set of relevant system performance parameters Influencing
effectiveness for trade-off studies and decisions.

*

To provide visibility of the system performance parameter values which are
unknown, grossly known, or more precisely known, and, thus, ensure validation
of the credibility to be attached to later effectiveness evaluation results.

Separate resolution of each mission is required for midti-mission systems.

Also, where
a system is intended for multi-mode usage, such as primary, secondary, back-up, etc.,
or where different combinations of system functions will be utilized, each mode and funetion combination must be separately portrayed and analyzed.

3-15

Relationships of mission objectives to system performance requirements to be
quantitatively analysed with a performance requirements profile include the
following:
*

Mission objectives to mission performance requirements.

0

Mission performance requirements to overall gross system functions.

.

Overall gross system functions to gross system performance parameters, including functional/physical parameters and specialty technical
parameters of reliability, maintainability during mission, survivability,
safety, human factors, etc.

*

System counter threat or neutralizing capabilities for the kinds and levels
of mission conditions expected.

During Concept Formnulation, the profile is to be grossly portrayed at the top-level in a
simplified form, and is to be extended to the first level of design if details permit. A
Raher extension to the second level is not required.

In the development of the profile,

it is desirabie to quantitatively define as many of the relationships as possible. Those
relationships for which values cannot be practically assigned at this point must be handled
qualaitively, but should be kept to a minimum.
Procedure
The following steps are necessary to a performance requirements analysis:
Identification of mission performance requirements and the specific kinds
and levels of conditions surrounding the mission, including their probability
of occurring
*

identification of overall system functions required for each candidate system
concept to realize the mission performance requirements
Identification of top-level system desigrn performance parameters and constraints
imposed on those parameters by the mission requirements, mission conditions,
and system functions

3

Identification of the maintenance concepts applicable to a mission
assignment, including capability requirements for correction of nualfunctions,
over-ride, and correction of battle damage through permanent or temporary
repairs (e.g., in-flight or ground controlled adjustments)
0Preparation of matrices xndor tables of the relationships.

Table 3-2-

presents a typical listing of mission requirements, mission conditions, and
system performance functions and parameters for inclusion in a performance
requirements analysis.

The listing addresses all classes of Air Force

systems and a typical information availability situation. Therefore, all of
the listed requirements, conditions, functions, and parameters will not
necessarily apply to any one system or system class.
Information Flow
The basic input data required for the performance requirements analygia are:
0

Mission objectives,requirements, and conditions, and their values, from the

"missionanalysis activity and the RAD.
The preliminary FOMs, the related objectives represented by the FOMs,
and the rationale for FOM selection from the RAD and/or from the effectiveness activity of specifying preliminary Figures of Merit.
*

The time-sequenced, proposed system functions, the Requirements Allocation
Sheets, Trade Studies, and Time Lines from the Develop Gross Functions
activity of the systenis engineering management process defined in
AFSCM 375-5.
The initial top-level system design/performanc requirements and their
values, from the Determine Design Requirements activity of the systems
engineering management process, also defined in AFSCM 375-5.

The results of the performance requirements analysis will be used to establish the
top-level system performance parameters for each system that are critical to the

k
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TABLE 3-2 TYPICAL MISSION REQUIREMENTS, MISSION CONDITIONS, SYSTEM
FUNCTIONS, AND SYSTEM PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Mission Requirements

System Performance Parameters

0
0
0
*
*
*
*
&
*
*
*

*
0
0
0
*
&
*
*
*
.
*

0

0
0

Destination and path
Accuracy
Payload
Envelope
Range
Kill probability
Coverage
Life
Rate
Weight end size
System effectiveness
Safety/Security
C
Communications
Training

a
•
*
t
0
*
*

Mission Conditions
.
0

Enemy threats and countermeasures
Natural

*

environments
* time Natura
Reaction

*

System Functions stabilzatio
0
Control and stabilization
a
Propulsion
*
Communications
0
Command
0
Detection and identification
*
Acquisition
*
0
*
*
*
*
•
*
*
*
*
a
*

Track
Cruise
Climb
Payload delivery
Combat
Navigation
Data processinTerrain avoida..-e
Land
Intercept
Engage
Reconnaissance
Ferry

3-18

Trajectory
Weight
Accuracy
Envelope
Information rate
Payload dynamics
Range
Take-off and landing distances
Refueling characteristics
Speed
Thrust
Weapon capacity
Maintainability during mission
Reliability
Survivability
Vulnerability
Penetrability
Sefetb
Safety
* Poe
Power
Rates
Noise
Human performance

a

Lethality

*

Stability

preliminary FOMs.

Upoýi an integrated analysis of the top-level system design/

performance requirements later in the effectiveness process, the best combination
of parameter values for a maximum effectiveness can be determined. These values

I

then can be used to confirm or update the initial va-lues for inclusion in the CFP/TDP.
Figure 3-3 illustrates the basic information network for the performance requirements
analysis.
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OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

FftepE4_

General
The technical concepts and parameters for manning, operating, maintaining, and
logistically supporting a weapon, electronic, or support system have a major influence
on the effectiveness of the system to respond to mission directives and to accomplish
mission assig.ments of the Air Force (TAC, ADC, SAC, AFLC, etc.). These concepts and parameters are the basis by which the using commands can plan tactics,
readiness exercises, and training to fully utilize the capabilities of the system.
Mission requirements and system performance parameters have been defined by the
performance requirements activity of the previous step in the effectiveness process.
These parameters are normally associated with the effectiveness parameter sets of
dependability and capability. To complete the definition of the parameter sets which
can influence the effectiveness of a mission, another set of performance parameterr
must be defined, and the associated mission-system interrelationships analyzed.

This

set consists of the system operational pa.cameters. Consistant with the performance
requirements analysis, the purpose of the operational requirements analysis is to
translate the mission operational requirements into needed system concepts and dominant manning, operations, maintenance, and logistics parameters contributing to systern effectiveness.
The availability parameter of system effectiveness, by encompassing the manning,
ground operations, maintenance, and logistics characteristics of

P

system, is a meas-

ure of the readiness or condition of the system at the start of the mission at any point

I
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5

in time.

Eor rzcurring type nissions (e.g., air escort missions, tacticai air-to-

ground missions, weapon delivery missions of a squadroi. of tactical aircraft,
warning and detection missions, etc.), the effectiveness parameter of availability
is aiso dependeni, upon the mission system reniabiiity parameter of ihe effectiveness
dependability parameter, since the frequency and duration of needed ground maintenace and repairs will be influenced by the kinds and magnitude of failures and
malfunctions expected to occur during mission assignments.
An integrated approach to the analysis oi o) r.rational parameters is required 0
collectively and quantitatively identify and define the principal system parameters
contributing to availability, and hence to system effectiveness. This is a technical
necessity because of the interrelationships among the operational parameters.

Th3

results of this integrated approach will provide useful design guidelines to system
developers as well as simplified information for decision making by both logistics
and operational planners relative to obtaining maximum utilization of the system at
minimum operational cost.
System operational parameters which -re inte,-•rattd And pro,,-.de the bniq_ ýOr norformance, time, and resource trade-offs, the comparative analysis oa alternate system concepts, and the evaluation of different operational policies, include:
0

Maintenance

•

Employment

0

Deployment

*

Trr'-portation

a

Personnel

0

Base and depot support

6

Training

*

Test and activation
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As with the performance requirements anaiysib,

i~.o operatinnal rEquirerirts analysis

Is best accomplished by the preparation of a profile, with the basic uses of the p,.'f~1e
being identical to those fur the performance rnquli ......

profliv.

Procedure
The foilowLng is a procedure for accomplishing an operational requirements a-alysis.
0

Identification of the operational requirements for the mission in terms oi
specific, quantifiable objectives and constraints.

*

Establishment of a mission-level measure of operational performance
which can be commonly used for :an- candilate systems concepts. The
measure is to reflect the opera'ional availability of the system for a
specific mission assignment, and is to account for the integrated contribution to the total operational turnabout and react .on time span by the
system's manning, operations, maintenance. and logistic support parameters and assets. Examples of availability measures are listed in
Table 3-3.

*

Definition of the operational concepts associaid with each candidate system approach.

Examples of concepts to be defined also are listed in

Table 3-3.
*

Gross identification of the requirements for system operational parameters
such as maintainability, reaction time, and required turnabout time influencing the mission operational requirements. and constraints that the
requirements may impose on these parameters.

0

Preparation of a composite display of the interrelationships in the form of
an operational requirement profile.

For the parameters where gross values

cannot be established at this point in the Concept Formulation Phase, the
values are to be defined later in the effectivenees process.
operational parameters influencing availability 9lso are. lird
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Examples of
in Table .R-3.

I
"TADLE 3-3

FX A -TPIT

C74
Cr V. IA D

D a -I"

•:

....

MFIASU RES, CONCEPTS, AND PARAMETERS

Availaoility Measure
SOperational ti ne per a fixed period (e. g., available fJliht lime per month)
*
1
.

Probability that the weapon can be stored with all circuits ener'gized for
(x) years and no maintenance
In-commision (ready) rate or utilization rate
Probability of completing turn-about in (t) time or less
Reaction time

Operaticaal Concept
*

0

A

Basic Maintenance Policy
Level and location uo maintenance
Level and location of spares*
Alert conditionj*

Number of installaticns, sites, arid operating locations*

Operational Parameter
Maintenance Parameter
6
a
k

Mean and maximum time to repair*
Mean and maximum time to restore for continuous operation
SMaintenance man-hours per operating hours*
Time constraints for preventive maintenwice*
a
Maintenance
environment, including facilities, climate, and geographical
location

*
a
9

I

Probability of maintenance (probability that maintenanue will be compleied
in (t) time or less)
Type and level of personnel required, by specialty skills*
First-level spares required, by type and piantity*
Cost

Employment Parameter
Critical performance interfaces of the system with other systems to be
employed in the mission, including total reaction time, error contribution,
survival periods, target identification time, etc.

Deployment Parameter

*

*
*

Kinds and levels nf peacetime-uartimc at•i:al enviowauuLz,, including
gross estimates of expected wind loading, snow loading, precipitation,
temperature, humidity, atmospheric pressure, wind shear, turbulence,
vertical gust velocities, energy input from solar radiation, particle mass
and energy spectrum, etc., as appropriate
Special facilities required for system mission readiness state
Cost

*Depending on the degree of preliminary design and the establishment of operational
details during Concept Formulation for a particular application, defensible estimates
of these parameters may not be available.
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Transportation Parameter
[

*
*

Cubage
Special handl.ng facilities (time restraints)
Cost

Personnel Parameter
*

Number of Wing level personnel whicii may be allocated to the operadioa
and control of the system. This quantitative figure is to be compatible
with expected or anticipated changes in Air Force personnel resources*

Base and Depot Support Parameter
*
*
*
*

AGE requirements by type*
Lead time*
Spares distribution*
Cost*

Training Parameter
0
0

Cost*
Special training facilities*

Test and Activattion Parameter
_
Test and activation equipment mean and maximum time to repair*
• Cost*

*Depending -onthe degree of preliminary design and the establishment of operational
details during Concept Formulation for a particular application, de'ensible estimatas
of these parameters may not be available.
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information Flow
The basic input data required for the operational reequirements analysis are:

S•
*

I

The operational requirements from the ROC and RAD.
The preliminary FOMs, the corresponding mission objectives rep-esented
by the FOMs, and the rationale for FOM selection from the RAD and/or
from the effectiveness activity of specifying preliminary Figures of Merit.

*

I

The proposed system maintenance functions, operational test and activation
functins, Requirements Allocation Sheets, Trade Studies, and Time Lines
from the Develop Gross Functions activity of the systems engineering
management process defined in AFSCM 375-5.

*

The initial top-level system design/performance requirements, and their
values, from the Determine Design Requirements activity of the systems
engineering procass, also defined in AFSCM 375-5.

F

The results of the operational requirements a-nlysis are usable to establish the system
operational parameters critical to the preliminary FOMs for each candidate system
concept.
i

Upon an integrated analysis 3f the top-level system design/performance

requirements later in the effectiveness process, the best combination of parameter
values for a maximum system effectiveness can be determined. These values then
can be used to confirm or update the initial values defined in this effectiveness step
for inclusion in the CFP/TDP.

Figure 3-4 illustrates the basic information network for the operational requirements
analysis. This network is similar t,: the pa.rformance requirements network. At this
point in the elfectiveness procass, an identification has been made oflue totality of
top-level functional, specialty, and operational system parameters influencing the preliminary FOMs

This is the union of the tw : sets of information represented by the re-

sults of the performance requirements analysis of Step E3, and the operatioinl requirements aaalysis of this step.

di 1
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F41, respectively, were directed at identifying the total set of mission-related Systern fnctions and pa'ameters for each system concept.
LL

The results of the analyses

provided a broad perspective of the primary mission-system cause-and-effect relationships potentially influencing system effectiveness.

The purpose of the effec-

tiveness parameter selection activity is to reduce the total set of effectiwvnessrelated system functions and parameters to a simplified and analytically manageable
subset of efiectiveness velationships and parameters which are critical to tho evaluation of system effectiveness and the preliminary FOMs.

Principle technical elements

of the effectiveness parameter selection activity include:
0

The formulation of criticality matrices

*

The identification of critical accountable factors

9

The establishment of transfer functions

*

The analysis for effectiveners sensitivity

Formulation of Criticality Matrices
Criticality matrices can be used to provide a gross, but visible rating of relative
importance of system parameterc to each other, and to the FOMs.

In the initial

formulation of the matrices, rankings are to be assigned based on engineering
judgment.

This is a necessary beginning step to an eventual resolition of the rank-

ings using the results to be obtained from applying the more objective and scientific
technique o.

ross sensitivity analysis later in this step.

A criticality matrix shou2d be prepared for each praliminary FOM.

The matrix is

formed by listing in rows týr columns) the top-. 'eve] system perforance para~etera
postulated to have a critical effect cn the FOM.
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The critical first-level accountable

==aid

factors (design variables) that will significantly influence the range of values for
the selected parameters are listed In the remaining dimension of the matrix. A
temporary numerical rating is then placed at each applicable intersection of the
matrix to represent the criticality of each intersection relative to the other. An
accountable factor may influence more than -ne system parameter, with most
parameters having more than one accountable factor.

Parameters to be included

in the matrix should be those representing top-level functional, specialty, and
operational system parameters contributing to the availability, dependability, ance
capability of the system for the particular preliminary FOM being analyzed.
An accountable factor is critical to a system parameter, and as a corollary,

'.

system parameter is critical to a preliminary FOM, if it is known or suspected
to have a potential of causing a significant effectiveness change. This change can
arise from the phisical and functional characteristics of the design whereby an incremental change in value or precision of an accountable factor results in a corresponding incremental change Jn the system parameter which it influences. Such
directional shifts may occur through instability, -accumulation biases, or a deliberate design localizing to a particularly desirable range of values to obtain an optimum
performance behavior.

An accountable factor also may be temporarily considered
critical if its relationship to the parameter is unknown and/or complex to define
during this phase, and if its exclusion may cause a crucial error in a system effectiveness analysis.
The assignment of ranking requires an authoritative perspective of the system concept features under consideration. This knowledge normally is available hy the time
of conceptual transition and includes:
0

Knowledge of the gross performance potentials of first-level elements
of the system through related experience, broad operations research
analyses, and exploratory trade-off/optimization studies, including
early simulation analyses

•

Knowledge of gross interactions and response behavior, either directly
or through interpolations or extrapolations from similar systems
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0

Knowledge of the system elements or functions representing technological
advancements and, hence, areas of high technical risk with major impact
on effectiveness.

Identification of Critical Accountable Factors
Accountable factors are the design variables which influence the top-level system
performance parameters composited by the availability, dependability, and capability effectiveness parameters of the system.

Most accountable factors are quanti-

fiable and, thus, directly usable in a numerical analysis of effectiveness.
tifiable accountable factors also exist for a system design, and include

Nonqqan-

nonphysical

and nonfunctional elements such as design reviews, maintenance and checkout procedures, etc.

Such accountable factors normally are not usable in a numerical

analysis of efiectiveness.

Thus, only critical, quantifiable accountable factors are

of relevance and are to be identified during the Concept Formulation Phase.
All accountable factors have constraints.

These constraints are imposed by design

considerations such as the state of technological advances, by apportionments of
system parameters, and by economic or resource limitations.

A constraint on an

accountable factor is important only if the margin existing for trade-off analyses is
small or is difficult to achieve.
Nature of Transfer Function
Transfer functions are the mathematical representation of system cause-and-effect
(input-output) relationships and exist for all system designs.

Typical cause-and-

effect relationships influencing system performance and, correspondingly, the preliminary FOMs, for which gross transfer functions can be defined during Concept
Formulation include:
Cause/Input
*

Effect/Output

First-level accountable

System performance parameters

factors

*
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*

Causqlniiu' (Continued)

Cause/Output (Ceninued)

Syster• peiformance parameters
or first-levl accountable
factors

Effectiveness parameters of
availability, dependability,
and capability

Effectiveness parameters, system
performance parameters, or firstlevel aw.eottable factors

Figures of Merit

The mathematical representations are based on physical laws, theoretical or
empiric," deql&. relctivnships, and probability concepts. and must be established
and used if the potential of a system concept with respect to the defined preliminary
FOMs is to be analyzed.
The top-level effectiveness transfer function is the equation which relktes an FOM
(E) to its system effectiveness parameters of availability (A), dependability (D), and
capability (C).

This relationship may be expressed as:

E= f(A, D, C)
where f is a function depending on the nature of a defined preliminary FOM. Firstlevel transfer functions also can be established to relate the effectiveness parameters
of A, D, and C to their respective sets of system performance parameters which they
integrate, or directly to the critical accountable factors influencing the system performance parameters.

An FOM also may be directly related to these factors.

Additionally, design transfer functions can be associattd with each lower level that
the system functions can be partitioned, with accountable factors identifiable for each
level. During the Concept Formulation Phase, gross transler functions can be constructed based on functional task analyses, extrapolations from similar systems,
theoreticai and empirical design relationships, probability concepts, and physical
laws, Such functions normally will form the basis for mathematical or physical
simulation models to be used for determining the interactive influences of the accountable factors on the performance of the candidate system. The simulation process is
iterative and converges onto the broad functional solutions which describe the response
of the effectiveness parameters and system performance parameters to changes in
values or precision of their critical accountable factors.
3-30

I
Gross transfer functions are to be established and documented for each system
prformance parameter included in the criticality mat. ces. As a minimum, this
should include first-level functions, and is to be extended to second-level functions
if design details permit,

ifthdesignrdetalpermnit.W

SMethods For DetermininjTransfer Functions and Initial ';ies
System design fundamentally involves determining exactly how the elements of a
system are to be connected, what sensitivities are best, the limitations of the system, its output performance capabilities, and the values of input accountable factors
required to achieve the desired capabilities. The dimensionality of the design
choices available is extensive, because the number of parameters to be fixed is
large, their range is broad, and each is affected by many system inputs. The design
problem is complicated further because of the statistical properties of the design
variables. Each of the system input accountablo factors has a range of values, and
the system responses to this ensemble of inputs must be determined.
The prelimirary design of a system for optimum system effectiveness normally involves finding initial approximations of transfer functions to describe the behavioral,
cause-and-effect characteristics of the system for initial postulated or desired values
of input accountable factore and output parameters. The synthesis method is a practical procedure for determining transfer functions given this minimum of knowledge.
Table 3-4 summarizes the application characteristics of the synthesis method, with
a more detail description of the method presented in Appendix B, Part Bi.
Analysis For Sensitivity
The formulation and definition of a system concept with maximum effectiveness require
a judicious selection of the design value for each critical accountable factor so that an
optimum combination of values for the output parameters (system and/or effectiveness
parameters) will result. The selection of the best design values will be dependent upon
the amount -f visibility present on the quantitative Influence of each critical accountable
factor to its output parameter(s).

Normally, the complex transfer functions previously

described are used in simulation or theoretical analyses to provide this perspective.
Dur•rg Concept Formulation, however, a need exists for broadly converging onto these
quantitative cause-and-effect relationships.

Sensitivity functions can be used for this

purpose and can be developed as simplified resolutions of the more complex relat.ionships
3-31

TABLE 3-4 CHARACTERISTICS OF SYNTHESIS METHOD

Characteristic

SyntheeiL Method

* Phase normally
applicable

Conr~eA Formulation and Contract
Definition

9 Fase of application

Difficult

SRelationship of
variables*

Transfer functions are implicit
functions of inputs and outputs

Information needed
to start preliminary
design

Mlinimum amount. Requires
knowledge of inputs and outputs.
Then find transfer functions

* Input-output
expression for linear,
time-varying systems

Provided by a superposltion
integral

* Procedure

Ftnd transfer functions to satisfy
superposition integrals. Then
find physical characteristics of
system which satisfy transfer
functions

* Optimizing
procedure
(example)

Find transfer function such that the
difference (error) between each output and the true output ir as small
as possible, using this transfer
function

Error criterion
(example)

(1) minimum time-averaged squared
difference or absolute difference, or
(2) minimum expected value of squared
difference

e Solution method for
simple, linear timevarying systems
* Solution methodfor con plex,
linear and non-linear
time-varying systems•

Determine transfer functions using
vector analysis, matrix theory, and
Laplace transforms, for example
Combination of numerical and analytical
procedures using digital computations

Special technique to facilitate
solution for linear,
time -varying system

No simple mediod

*'Inputs and outputs normally are in the form of time-functions
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expressed by the transfer functions.

The sensitivity functions are generated also by

simuIations or theoretical analyses.
The procedure for generating sensitivity functions involves the following basic steps:
(1)

Postulate an initial nominal value, a standard deviation value, and a candidate
range of achievable values for all critical accountable factors influencing each
output parameter under investigation.

These values will normally be based

upon the initial broad trade-off studies which established the feasibility of the
system concepts, and on the functional analyses performed to establish the
system performance parameters required to meet the mission objectives.
(2)

With the previously identified critical accountable factors for each output
parameter, perform a simple simulation or theoretical analysis of the accountable factors to determine the best value, or the region where potentially the
best value may be contained.

Use the range of achievable values and the

transfer functions established with the synthesis method as the starting point
for the simulation or theoretical analysis.

For each accountable factor which

independently influences an output parameter, vary its value within the candidate range of achip%,able values, while maintaining all other accountable
fnctors at their postulated nominal value. For accountable factors which have
mutual interactions, the same procedure may be followed, except that the
effects due to these factors are assessed by a pairwise or otherwise mutual
scanning of the values over their preestablished probable range.
(3)

Portray the sensitivity of the effectiveness perameter to the range of values
for each accountable factor (or sets of factors where interactions are present)
by plotting the resporse value of the parameter for each change in value of
the accountable factor.

Describe this response with a curve and a simple,

approximate mathematical function, which normally will be nonlinear.
(4)

Approximate the nonlinear curve or function with a linear curve or function in
the region wher, the best vaahxes are present.

Mathematical transformations

can be used to accomplish hitu linearization.

The linearization of the cause-

and-effect relationships is a practical necessity to (a) provide a perspective of
the relative criticality of accountable factors to each other, and to the
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effectiveness parameters. (b) facilitate simple analysis of the response distribution for
the effectiveness parameter, and (c) eliminate interactive effects.

Examples of

sensitivity curves are shown in Figure 3-5.
Each sensitivity curve or function thus generated will relate the amount of change in an
output parameter for a fixed incremental change of one of its accountable factors. With
these visible cause-and-effect relationships, an index can be established of the relative

"-riticality of the accountable factors to each other, and to the output parameter(s) they
influence.

Additionally, the results of the s. n-sitivity analysis will provide a scientific

basis for revision of the accountable factors to be included in the criticality matrix and
the prelinxdnary rankings previously assgned.

For example, the initial broad rankings

can be converted to sensitivity coefficients based on one of the following forms:
The incremental amount of change in an output parameter expected for a
normalized incremental change of an accountable factor (6.g., a standard
deviation change). The normalizing of the accountable factor is required
because of the difficulty in assessing the relative importance of different
increments of change for accountable factors of different measurement units.
The amount of change required for each accountable factor for a fixed increment of improvement in the output parameter (e.g., a .05 increase in its
probability measure).
Normally, sensitivity functions for natural environmental factors which express their
direct relationships to the output parameters will not be required during Concept Formulation.

While natural environmental factors technically are accountable factors for

system behavior, they directly affect the design values achievable by the critical
accountable factors.

The natural environmental factors cause a critical accountable

factor to depart from a desired output value in the form of a shift in its design nominal
value, or excessive variation in its output distribution and, therefore, can be consider6d
as belonging to a class of lower-level accountable factors to be analyzed in later phases.
With the sensitivity relationships, a preliminary optimization of each output parameter
can be accomplished. This n it be tempered with a composite FOM and cost
optimization described in a later step. A description of the output distribution
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for each output parameter also can be made.

With all sensitivity functions

linearized, the mean of the output distribution is directly obtainable fron, the transfer
functions.

This is the response value corresponding to the critical accountable factors

being assigned their selected optimum nominal value.

The variance (a measure of

variation) can be estimated as the sum of the postulated inherent variances for each
accountable factor. An estimate then can be determined for the probability that
an

output

parameter will exceed a limiting value.

These are required Inputs for an

FOM evaluation.
An aAlt,,ate procedure for determining the response distribution is to use a standard
procedure such as Monte Carlo simulation.

Such a complex procedure normally should

not be attempted unless suiicient design details are available.
Procedure
The procedure for the technical accomplishment of the effectiveness parameter selection

step can be summarized by the following general activities:
Identify those system functions and parameters which are critical to the preliminary FOMs. (For example, assume that the FOM prescribed for a closesupport aircraft is the probability that a single aircraft will destroy an assigned
target of a specified posture. Ideally, a close-support aircraft would be assigned
to destroy as many targets and make as many passes as its weapon delivery capability would allow. Additio nally, if an aircraft hac a low probability of kill per
pass, multiple aircraft may be committed as a normal tactic.

For such a system,

the primary contributions to effectiveness are supplied by the navigation, target
acquisition, and weapon delivery functions. One area where a significant payoff
in effectiveness is apparendy present is by increasing navigation accuracy.

This

will (1) enhance the ability to locate the Identification point under marginal weather
conditions, (2) increase probability of acquiring targets under marginal weather
conditions, (3) decrease pilot workload, thus enhancing survivability through reduced
pilot errors, aad (4) provide greater accuracy of inputs to tho bombing computer.
One of the critical functions, therefore, is the navigation function with the needed
navigation accuracy being its critical performance parameter.)
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*

Identify quantifiable, critical accountable factors for each critical system
performance parameter contributing to the effectiveness parameters of
availability, dependability, and capability.
a critical..ty m atrix for each FOM to provide a visible perspective
of the relative contribution to the FOM and aach effectiveness parameter of
the critical top-level system parameter and its accountable factors
0

Assign preliminary rankings of criticality
Develop the needed set of gross traansfer functions to describe m=themetically
the functional cause-and-effect relationships of the critical accountable factors
to their system performance parameters.

Examrnles of transfer functions are

listed in Table 3-5.
Analyze the sensitivity of each selected output performance parameter to a
candidate range of achievable values for its critical accountable factors, using
simplified simulation or theoretical analysis techniques. Portray the response
with a curve and a simple mathematical function
0

Identify the response region where the best values for optimum results are
included. Linearize the function (or curve) in this region.

*

Convert the results of the sensitivity anal3sis to sensitivity coefficients.
Revise composition and rankings of criticality matrb- as needed.

Information Flow
The basic data required for the effectiveness parameter selection accavity are:
o

The results of the performance requirements analysis of Step E3

e

The results of the operational requirements analysis of Step E4

*

The proposed system maintenance functions, operational test and activation
functions, Requirements Allocation Sheets, Trade Studies, and Time Lines
from the Develop Gross Functions activity of the systems engineering procass
as described in AFSCM 375-5
The initial system design/performance requirements, and their values, from
the Determine Design Requirements acti.,!ity of the systems engineering
process as described in AFSCM 375-5
3-37
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TABLE 3-5 EXAMPLES OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

Transfer Function

Accountable Factor

* Basic availability equation (A)

Reaction time
Mean time to prevent~ve maintenance
Mean time required for repair
Mean time to failure

*

Operating time
Failure rate
In-flight repair rate

Basic dependability equation (D)

* Basic survivability equation (D)

Dispersion
Hardness
Reaction time

* Available flights per month
for aircraft ;ytiems (A)

Mean turnabout time
Fraction of total time in flight
Mean time to restore

* Breguet range equation for
aircraft systems (C)

Lift and drag coefficients
Weight of aircraft at takeoff and at landing
Density of atmosphere
Specific range of fuel
Wing arrca

* Drpg eauation for aircraft
or missile systems (C)

Maximum frontal area
Angle of attack
Velocity
Density of atmosphere

* Mlaxim, un range equation for

Earth's radius

ballistic missile
systems (C)

Earth's surface gravity
Burnout velocity

e Point target kill probability
equation for nissile systems (C)

Radius of eftect of ordnance
Accuracy of delivery of ordnance

e Thrust equation for booster
systems (C)

Nozzle. throat area
Thrust coefficient
Chara, tzristic exhaust velocity
Chamber pressure
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TABLE 3-5 EXAMPLES OF TRANSFER FUNCTIONS (Continued)
Transfer Function
o Equation of motion for booster
systems (C)

I

Kepler's laws for orbital
period and velocity for
satellite systems (C)

Accountable Factor
Velocity of exhaust
Direction and magnitude of thrust,
forces
Mass vs. time curv.Maximum and minimum distance of satellite
from the center of the earth or other
attracting body
Mass of attracting body

* Transfer period sensitivity
equation for spacecraft
systems (C)

Velocity of vehicle and error in velocity
Orbital parameters

* Rayleigh scattering law
for small objects for
radar systems (C)

Wavelength of radar
Radius of object

Range equation for radar
systems (C)

System loss factor
Transmitted power
Cross section of detected object
Power gain of the antenna
Radar wavelength
Signal-to-noise ratio

Probability of detection
equation for radar
systems (C)

Threshold voltage
Amplitude of signal or noise

* Spiral search acquisition
probability equation for
radar systems (C)

Distance between curves on spiral
One sigma acquisition radius
Number of sensorm
Single pass acquisition probability
Dispersion in probable location of target

(A) denotes availability function
(D) denotes dependability function
(C) denotes capability function
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0

The ROC and IRAD requirements and preliminary FOM descriptions

*

The theoretical and empirical design equations, physical laws, and
probability relationships used to relate the eusenble of broad system inputs
to outputs from the initial concept trade-off studies.

The results of the effectiveness parameter selection activity will be used to structure
the effectiveness models to be applied for the evaluation and optimization of the candidate system concepts with respect to the FOM measures. Upon completion of the subsequent effectiveness evaluation and optimization analysis, a final adjustment of the
criticality matrix may be necessary prior to its inclusion in the CFP/TDP.
Figure 3-6 shows the basic information network of the effectiveness parameter
selection activity.

[
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3-7 MODEL STR'JCTURII4G

STEP E76

General
Effectiveness models are required to evaluate the capabi'ities of the candidate design
concepts with respect to their current and projected performance potentials and economy.
These models are usually in the form of mathematical equations suitable for direct or
computer simulation analysis. A system effectiveness model is used to measure
technical performance as a function of either the effectiveness parameters of availability, dependability, and capability, or as a direct function of the critical system
parameters composited by the effectiveness parameters. A cost model is used to

I;

measure the cost performance of the candidate designs based on the resource parameters.
A cost effectiveness model provides a measure of the relative merits of the designs with
respect to the efficient balance of technical performance and cost.

F

System effectiveness models are to be developed for each defined preliminary FOM.
These models are to be adaytive for the evaluation of multi-threats, alternate modes of
operations, critical accountable factors, and similar influences which may measurably
affect the FOM potential of a system. System effectiveness models normaliy will consist of several submodels, with each submodel based on models at still lower levels.
Because of the interactions among the submodels, model integration will be necessary.
Where design details permit during Concept Formulation, first-level system submodels
are to be formulated in addition to top-level models.
System and cost effectiveness submodels which may be structured for the evaluation of
the spectrum of technical performance parameters of a system include models for:
:

Each effectiveness parameter

o

Each subsystem FOM, reflecting the contributions to the system FOMs of the
restrictive mission objectives associated with a subsystem's capabilities and
role in each mission assignment (normally not required during Concept
Formulation).
Each critical accountable factor (normally not required during Concept

0

Formulation).
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The structuring of effectiveness models during Concept Formulation is a four-step
process involving:
*

Defining analysis assumptions

*

Formulation of effectiveness parameter models

*

Integration into overall FOM models

0

Integration of FOM models into overall cost effectiveness models

Defining Analysis Assumptions
Prior to the formulation of an effectiveness analysis model, a listing of assumptions,
including their explicit rationale and justification, is required.

This listing should

include the major assumptions influencing the validity, credibility, realism, and confidence to be attached to the model and model outputs.

Assumptions to be listed and

justified during Concept Formulation, in order of decreasing criticality, include those
addressing technical uncertainties associated with:
(1)

FOM definition

(2)

Mission scenarios and strategic content, mission performance and
operational requirements, and mission conditions (most probable and
worst situation)

(3)

Transfer functions, procedures used to generate these functions, system
performance parameters, and accountable factors, including values
achievable.

(4)

Source data representativeness

(5)

Mathematical approximations used to simplify analysis, form of probability
distributions for the ensemble of system input-output functions, linearity
approximations, and dependencies or interactions of functions.

To the extent possible, unifying sets of assumptions should be preestablished for (1)
and (2) by the AF technical activities and reflected in the RAD.

These assumptions

should cover any basic uncertainties about the mission content and the requirements
against which system terminal performance is to be measured.
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While the evaluation of FOMs and their effectiveness parameters is sensitive to the
nature and criticality of assumptions, it is also sensitive to the validity of the rationale
and justifications underlying the assumptions. In turn, the validity of the rationale and
justiciations used for the needed assumptions is dependent upon the quality of the
supporting data base to be used. In an order of decreasing quality, the followigdata
bases are normally usable to support assumptions during Concept Formulation:,
(1) Proven concepts and/or facts substantiated by in-depth studies (e.g., war
game analysis, in-depth intelligence reports, minor extensions of current
state-of-the-art, etc.)
(2) Repeatable experimental results verifiable by theory
(3) Theoretical or scientific hypotheses not verified experimentally nor
empirically.
(4)

Major extrapolations from similar or related systems

(5)

Engineering guesses

The composite influence of the nature and criticality of assumptions made, and of the
validity of the justifications for these assumptions, is an error in the calculated value
for each FOM. The largest error will be associated with the use of many highly
critical assumptions and insufficient justifications. A determination of the magnitude
of the composite error can be made based on worst case analysis and reflected in the
calculated FOM in terms of an interval (e.g., plus and minus three standard deviations)
in which the FOM value is expected to be included.

Where data permit, this interval

is extendable to include statistical uncertainties (risks).
Formulation of Effectiveness Parameter Models
Models are to be formulated for each effectiveness parameter of availability, dependability, and capability to integrate their respective set of system performance parameters. In the formulation of these models, many decisions must be made.

These

decisions basically address the extent to which the presence of certain operaional
conditions will significantly influence the effectiveness parameters and the FOMs,
such as different system states, multiple threats, and multiple missions.
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Mission accomplishment is directly affected by the different significant states that
the system may occupy during its mission assignments. These states refer to the
different functional conditions of the system at the beginning of the mission, during
the mission, and upon completion of the mission.

For a complex system, there

theoretically may be a continuous spectrum of system states.

One extreme of the

spectrum is represented by the state associated with the system completely functioning properly without error, the fully operable state (mission not aborted). The
opposite extreme is the state associated with the system completely inoperable
(mission aborted). A significant intermediate state would be the fall-operable condition of the system (major elements of the system failed, but not requiring mission
abort).

From a practical implementation viewpoint, it is necessary to group states

to reduce their total number to a manageable size suitable for rapid effectiveness
evaluations.

Thus, during Concept Formulation, it is expected that system functional

analyses will only be of sufficient detail to allow for a simplified two-state analysis
(operable and inoperable states).
In addition to selecting and defining the significantly different states to be addressed
by each effectiveness parameter model, specific technical details necessary for overall model integration and evaluation of a system's FOMs are to be developed. These
are:
0

A graphical representation of the system progression from state to state
during the time periods of the missions.

Figure 3-7 illustrates a typical

system effectiveness state flow graph for a simplified two-state analysis.
For this representation, the states are considered to be applicable over
the entire mission profile, independent of time intervals for which the
mission may be partitionable.
0

The determination of probabilities for each of the significant mission
states. For a system which is considered to occupy only one of the two
states of operable and inoperable at any time prior to, during, or at the
end of the mission, estimates are required of the probable occurrence of
each state.
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Mission accomplishment is further influenced by the type and magnitude of natural
environments and hostile enemy threats. As previously indicated in the Effectiveness
Parameter Selection Step, natural environmental stresses normally can be considered
and evaluated as influences to critical accotmtable factors.
reasonably and accurately predictable.

Their range of values are

On a comparative basis, the type and magnitude

of hostile enemy threats, previously identified in the Mission AnalysiB Step, will have
the more serious effect on performance.

When considering the influences of different
types and magnitudes of enemy threats, an analysis based on the moot probable level of
threat can result in the selection of a system concept which may be extremely ineffective
in the presence of a different and worse level of threat. The selection of a system which
can respond to the worst level of threat, although it may have a low probability of
occurrence, also may have unsatisfactory consequences because of the conservatism
of this approach and its usual high attendant cost.

A technical decision Will be required

as to the manner in which multiple threat influences are to be reflected In the analytical
results.

A practical procedure to follow is to establish distinctly different groupings of

threats by severity level, on the order of approximately four levels, with probabllities
assigned for the expected occurrence of each level.

Each effectiveness parameter

should then be evaluated against each defined level. As a minimum, the effect of the
most probable and the most severe levels should be assessed to provide a common
comparative basis for concept selection decisions.
Multiple missions impose additional conditions on the formulation of the analytical
models for the effectiveness parameters.

Different mathematical expressions for the

models will be required for each mission in the majority of cases.

Additionally,

model outputs must be in the same measurement urniu, if FOMs are to be combined.
Multiple modes of operation also will require a separate modeling consideration.
Integration Into Overall FOM Models
In addition to defining and formulating the analytical models for th- individual evaluation of the effectiveness parameters, a composite system effectiveness model must
be developed for each of the defined preliminary FOMs.

These composite models will
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be the analytical mechanisms for the quantitative determination of a system's
technical FOM potentials.

Also, the development of an overall system cost model

will be required, as well as a cost effectiveness model to integrate the system
effectiveness and cost models.
The structuring of each system effectiveness model is a two-step process.

Ini-

tially, the submodels for the critical functional, specialty, and operational system
parameters are composited into their respective effectiveness parameter sets of
availability, dependability, and capability.

A typical procedure would be to apply

a product rule, since the individual system parameters normally are independent,
or can be subgrouped into more inclusive independent parameters. Following this
step, the effectiveness parameter sets then can be Integrated into overall FOM models.
Examples of simplified overall system effectiveness models useful for application durIng Concept Formulation are presented in Table 3-6.
teg..ration Into Overall Cost Effectiveness Models
The integration of the separate system effectiveness models and cost models into a
single cost effectiveness model for each set of mission objectives, and the analytical
results obtainable from the use of the integrated models, provide a comparative basis
for system concept selection. Additionally, by comparing the cost effectiveness of
the preferred concept to that of competing systems on a DOD-wide basis, a determination can be made of the preferred system's performance-cost stance. A favorable
comparative result is one of the prerequisites for obtaining conditional approval to
,proceed with the Contract Definition Phase and subsequent engineering development.
Examples of cost effectiveness models useful for Concept Formulation applications
are listed in Table 3-7.

The structuring of the cost effectiveness model involves de-

fining the cost effc'.tiveness selection criteria (a single criterion for single mission
systems) which is to be used as a common measure for all competing system colcepts.
Normally, the criteria are to be stated in units of dollar cost per unit of mission task
performed, or the equivalent inverse form. Examples of cost effectiveness measures
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TABLE 3-6 EXAMPLES OF SIMPLIFIED SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
MODELS FOR CONCEPT FORMULATION APPLICATIONS
Type of Mission

Characteristic

Model

SIMPLE DISCRETE AND CONTINUOUS MISSIONS
o Discrete (with
respect to mission
time)
Non-recurring

Mission is short i, duration,
and system expended after
one mission assignment

FOM evaluated as simple
ADC* product, or as an
average or minimum
capability.

Recurring

System is reusable and is
operationally employed on
many assignments to accomplish the same set of
mission objectives

FOM is a measure of average
or minimum capability

System is-operationally
employed over an extended
period of time

FOM is integral over time
of ADC product, with D and C
potentially changing with time.
Where a worst case analysis
is appropriate, the FOM L; a
minimum value of the ADC
product

a Continueovs (with
respect t missi in
time)

[COMPLEX DISCRETE AND CONTINUOUS MISSIONS,'
a Multiple levels
of threats

Effectiveness E is min {E } or
most probable, where E. Is
FOM for i-th threat leve'. Also,
E may be expressed as 1..Ei9

System is oparatiorally
employed in the face of
all threat levels

where pj i's the probability of i-th
threat level occurring
e Multiple missions
for discrete and
continuous missions

E is min { Ei) or most probable,
where Ej is FOM for j-th set
of mission objectives. Also,
E may be expressed as ZPi E ,
where p3 is probability of f-th

System is operationally
employed for a variety of
missions. A composite
FOM for all missions can
be realistically defined

mission occurring

•

*

Multiple missions
and threats

A

Availability

System is operationally
employed in the face of all
threat levels and for a variety of missions. A composite
FOM for all missions can be
realistically defined
D = Dependability
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E is mrin { E1i} or most probable.
Also, E mayi1e expressed as
z XP E
j i i ii

C = Capability

,-

-NOON

TABLE 3-7 EXAMPLES OF COST EFFECTIVENESS MODELS

•

System effectiveness (E) for a fixed cost (C)

*

Cost (C) for a fixed level of system effectiveness (E)

"*

System effectiveness (E) per cost (C), or cost (C) per system effectiveness (E) -

"•

Not value* (V) received for cost (C) expanded - (Net Value Received Model).
Can be expressed as:

(Ratio Model)

Net value received = VE - C
= gross value received minus cost
= value per Increment of effectiveness times planned
level of effectiveness minus coet

"*

Net rate of return per unit of cost - (Rate of Return Model).

Can be expressed

asB:

= V CC

Net rate of return

= Net value received per cost
a

Gross value received, averaged over entire life of system, per cost (C) (Long Term Ratio Model). Can be expressed as:
V(t) Et) dt

f
C (to - td)

d

where (to - td) is
remaining useful life

*Value (V) is assignable to a fixed increment of system effectiveness (e. g.. X dollars
per .05 increment of E), and is expressed in units of cost (C) per effectiveness (E).
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for various classes of Air Force systems are listed in Table 3-8.

This table is

essentially a derivative of Table 3-1, Figure of Merit Examples, previously described in paragraph 3-3. A criterion for system selection which is responsive
to mission objectives is typically based on one of the following rules:
(1) The maximum system effectiveness for a fixed cost
(2)

The maximum system effectiveness per unit of cost, or its inverse.
RBles (1) and (2) will have general applicability during the Concept
Formulation Phase.

(3)

The minimum cost for a level of system effectiveness.

Formulation of Cost Models
Tasks and factors relevant to the construction of a cost model for each set of mission objectives to provide a quantitative analysis of the total system costs involve

the following:
*

Identification of cost resources and constraints (schedule demands, size
of commodities such as operating skitls, critical material, technology, and
dollars)

*

Identification and synthesis of cost alternatives, including the affected critical accountable factors and system performance parameters

.

Development of cost relationships and the cost models.

Cost measures should be capable of accommodating the assessment of major types of
resource expenditures on a common basis, such as dollar cost. Toward this end, the
development of cost models will be needed to evaluate separately the major components
of total cost.

These are the components of development costs, acquisition costs, and

operational costs (including logistics support elements such as maintenance).

Addi-

tionally, separate evaluation of costs will be required for alternate development schedule
time spans, if appropriate, and if the time span alternatives are sufficiently different
so as to affec¢ the efficient utilization of resources.
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TABLE 3-8 EXAMPLES OF COST EFFECTIVENESS MEASURES
System Class
9 Interceptor

Cost Effectiveness Measure*
(a) Expected number of enemy aircraft destroyed
per unit of cost
(b) Expected number of hours of training per unit
of cost

Strategic Bomber

(a)

Expected number of point targets destroyed per
unit of cost

(b) Expected number of hours of training per unit
of cost
* Tactical Aircraft

(a) Expected number of sorties per unit of cost
(b) Expected number of successful close air supports
per unit of cost
(c) Expected number of successful tactical bombing
missions per unit of cost
(d) Expected number of successful reconnaissance
missions per unit of cost
(e) Expected number of successful air escort missions
per unit of cost

s Transport

(a) Expected number of consecutive deliveries of specified cargo to its destination within (x) hours per
unit of cost of delivery
,b) Minimum cost-tlme product required to deliver a
specified cargo
(c)

Expected munber of ton-miles of general cargo
transported per unit of cost

(d) Expected number of consecutive take-offs and
landings in (x) distance with a specified gross
weight per unit of cost per trip
a Space Launch Vehicle

(a) F-pected number of pounds of payload placed in a
specified orbit per unit of cost

*Cost normally will be in terms of dollars.
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TABLE 3-i' EXAMPLES OF COST EFFECTIVENMSS MEASURES (Continued)
System Class
e

Communications Satellite

Cost Effectiveness Measure*
(a)

Expected number of consecuitive successful
attempts to transmit a high priority message
within (x) seconds per init of cost

(b) Expected number of bith of low priority messages
transmitted per unit of cost
(c)

9 Intercontinental Ballistic
Missile

Expected number of channel-years operating at a
minimum specified effective radiated power per
unit of cost

(a) Minimum cost of destroying a prescribed target
of (x) hardness with a prescribed probability
(b) Expected number of targets of (x) hardness
destroyed per unit of cost
(c) Expected dollar value, strategic value, or percent
of damage to enemy property per unit of cost

* Air Interceptor Missile

(a) Expected number of enemy aircraft destroyed per
unit of cost

.

(a) Expected number of targets of (x) hardness
destroyed per unit of cost

Air-to-Ground Missile

(b) Expected level of damage to (m) hardened targets
per unit of cost
(c) Minimum cost required to destroy (n) or more of
(m) specified targets
*

Command and Control

* Warning and Detection

(a) Expected number of stored bits of information retrieved within a specified time and probability per
unit of cost
(b)

Expected number of intercepts or track-hours of
friendly aircraft per unit of cost given a specified
level of enemy activity

(c)

Expocted number of intercepts or track-hours of
enemy aircraft per unit of coat

(a) Minimum cost of detecting and tracking an object
with a specified probability
(b)

Expected number of track-hours with a specified
accuracy of track per unit of cost
* Cost normally will be in terms of dollars.
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In formulating the cost models, special emphasis should lie given to insure that the
models have the capability to accommc•date'the following:
Inclusive identification of cost by categories, including the nature of historical

*

data to be vued as v basis for projecting cost.

A guideline for a typical break-

down of development costs, acquisition costs, and operational costs by
categories iF presented in Table 3-9.
*

Estimation of total and per year cost by broad aggregations.

Thus, it is

expected that cost estimates below the caLegories listed in Table 3-9 will be
required only in the special case where sufficient design or operational
details are available
*

Estimation of total cost on a basis suitable for use in guiding Air Force
system selection decisions.

*

Cost sensitivity and variance analysis to provide a perspective of the precision of the cost estimates and to assess the influences of cost uncertainties.
A procedure based on a cost variance concept or a PERT-can -analysis of
least possible, expected, and maximum possible cost can be applied to extrapolations of historical data from similar or related systems.

Wocedure
TB procedure for the techimcal accomplishment ct the model structuring step can be
sunmarized by the follawing general activities:
*

List major assumptioDs used, including their e::plicit rationale and justification

*

Select and define the significant states which are to be incorporated into each
effectiveness parameter model.

For simplicity, use a two-stage analysis

Represent graphically the progression of the system from state to state for
the time period•a of the mission
Deter*ine probabilities for each of the defined otates which are appropriate
at the beginning and during the mission
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TABLE 3-9 EXAMPLES OF COST CATEGORIES* FOR
COSn EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

Development Costs (RDT & E)

Operational CAts

*

.

CFP and CDP studies

IMaterials for operations and

a Development of each stage and
subsystem of system

turnaround
e Operating personnel

* AGE development

* Training exercises and aids

e Training equipment development

e Spares replenishment

* Test program and test articles,
including spares. AGE, and
operational test
personnel
trainng

a Depot and base operations and
maintenance
•Equipment maintenance

training

*

Configuration managoment

e Technical data
Acquisition Costs
*

*For some applications, it may be

Purc~hase and rework of major
manufacturing facilities

necessary to further divide the
cost categories into recurring and

@ Purchase of hard tooling

non-recurring costs, direct and

* Purchase nf new basi2 facilities

indirect costs, or any combination

* Transportation and delivery o;

thereof. Also, depending on the
depth of Concept Formulation stadies

* Purchase of information network
facilities
e Purchase of depots and logistics
support bases

and of the technological advances involved, a combining of the listed cost
categories may be more appropriate

* Production of ancillary equipment

for the cost analyses.

I

Purchase of initial spares

e Training equipment
e Technical data
* Modifications of systems
* Stage and subsystem production
(including AGE & OGE)
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0

Define and formulate models for the availability, dependability, and
capability effectiveness parameters to be used in the evaluation of each
preliminary FOM. Each model normally will be a composite of submodels
for its appropriate critical system performance parameters previously
identified, defined, and functionally related to critical accountable factors
in Step E5.

*

Group threats into distinct levels.

a

Integrate the availability, dependability, and capability parameter sets into
an overall system effectiveness model which can be used to calculate an
FOM.

Where more than one preliminary FOM is applicable, a separate

overall model will be required to evaluate each FOM
a

Determine the feasibility of combining FOMs. If technical meaning can be
attached to a combined measure, then establish a method for combining
multiple FOMs
Define and structure cost effectiveness model.

Define system concept

selection criteria (criterion)
Identify significant cost resources and constraints

a

Define cost measure.

*

Develop cost relationships.

Also formulate a cost model for each FOM with

the capacity to accommodate estimates of total and per year costs by broad
aggregations and cost sensitivity and variance analysis
Information Flow
The basic data required for the model structuring activity are:
•

The results of the mission analysis activity of Step El for the identification of
the applicable mission states and the establishment of the analysis framework
for multiple threats

*

The defined FOMs from the specifying of preliminary FOM activity of Step E2

0

The results of the effectiveness parameter selection activity of Step E5
which established the critical system parameters to be included in the availability, dependability, and capability models
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•

The ROC, RAD, and program task statements for determining the technical
performance and cost constraints, and for a selection criterion which may be
included

*

Cost data from cost analyses.

The effectiveness parameter models and overall system FOM models formulated from
the model structuring activity will be used for the system and cost effectiveness analysis
to determine the system performance and cost potentials with respect to each defined
FOM, and to a combined, single FOM, if appropriate.

Figure 3-8 shows the basic

information network for this activity.
3-8 SYSTEM AND COST EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

ITPE

General
The principal use of the models for system effectiveness, cost., and cost effectiveness
developed in the previous step of the effectiveness process is to provide an estimate of
current effectiveness and a prediction of the effectiveness growth potential expected to
be present in five years. These estimates are directly usable to:
*

Provide a timely and objective management decision criterion for the
selection of the preferred system

*

Highlight technical and cost weaknesses of the system, or potential problem
areas requiring resolution during later phases

0

Justify proceeding with the Contract Definition Phase and subsequent
engineering development

*

Provide the initial traceability of critical system performance parameters
to preliminary design requirements.

A system and cost effectiveness analysis is an iterative, trade-off process involving the
use of optinization techniques to arrive at a design concept with the best balance of
technical performance and total life cycle costs to meet mission objectives.

Simple

optimization techniques which have general and practical applicability during Concept
Formulation include:
*

FLmple maximization method. This technique is applicable when the accountable
factors must be restricted to a limited range of candidate values. The FOM Is
evaluated for each value in the range of alternate values for each accountable
factor
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I
M
Method of steepest ascent.

This technique is applicable when the FOM depends

in a linear or otherwise simple analytical form on its accountable factors. Alternate values for the accouutable factors are chosen so as to increase the FOM in
steps which are as large as possible.
a Graphical method.

This technique is applicable if the transfer functions and

constraints are based on empirical data or curves.
Evaluation of FOMs and Cost Effectiveness
The evaluation of the current effectiveness potential of each system concept Involves computing the FOMs based on calculated values• for the availability, dependability, and capability pazameters. A preliminary design is chosen by repetitive analyses.

Each of the

performance and cost alternatives is analyzed, and the results are compared with a
previous choice.

This process is inherently difficult since it involves choosing an optimum

value for many system paramtiters, each of which is affected by numerous accountable
factors with different inputs. The synthesis method for speeding this trial and error selection process with an orderly and systematic solution, in addition to providing considerable
insight into the design problem, has been described in Step E5.

In using this method, sys-

tem developers will have visibility of how the input, output, and system functional characteristics are connected, what sensitivities are best, and the limitations of the system performance capabilities.
While the system developers will have the freedom to adjust the system parameters and
accountable factors to their best values and for best cost, there remains the problem of
determining which combination will provide the optimum system and cost effectiveness.
A practical method for providing this perspective is to develop sensitivity functions which
will directly relate incremental changes in critical accountable factors to a corresponding
inagnitude and direction of change in the FOMs.
generated directly.

This form of sensitivity functions may be

Alternately, it may be developed by combining the sensitivity functions

previously prepared, which related the accountable factors to effectiveness parameters,
with a aensitivity function relating, the set of effectiveness parameters to each FOM. The
general procedure for arriving at thiq combined sensitivity function for an FOM is described in Appendix C. Based upon such relationships, the preliminary criticality matrix
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initially formulated in Step E5 can be updated, and the ranking and the index of relative
criticality of accountable factors to the effectiveness parameters and the FOM revised.
With the cost effectiveness optimization of a system concept and a determination of its
current FOM potential, an optimum system effectiveness value will be obtained.

Due

to the statistical distribution properties of the accountable factors, the FOM is a
distribution of values. If each accountable factor influences Its FOM Independent of
another accountable factor, then an estimate of the variance for the FOM can be obtained
simply. This variance will be the sum of the variances for the individual accountable
factors. In addition to the best estimate, a lower confidence estimate can be prepared
to account for inherent statistical risks. Also, an estimate of the error range to be
associated with the uncertainties of critical model assumptions can be calculated.
Analyses Required
The goal of system and cost effectiveness evaluations during Concept Formulation is to
provide specific outputs usable for management decisions.

Interim analysis results

provide Air Force and contractor management with the necessary visibility for creating
the best system concept, given the technical and other resources at their disposal.
Correspondingly, the final analysis results provide criteria for Air Force management
decisions on the preferred system concept(s) to select.

Additionally, they contribute

to the necessary technical and cost Justifications for proceeding with subsequent phases
of the program.
Standareization of a desired set of analytical outputs is necessary to insure an objectively candid and compatible Air Force evaluation of the candidate systems. As a
minimum, therefore, the system and cost effectiveness analysis activity is to be directed
at providing current and predicted estimates of the performance and cost characteristics
of the 'candidatesystem concepts. Ygasures to be evaluated during Concept Formulation are:
• FOMs
9

I

Cost effectiveness
Availability
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*

* Dependability
* Capability
a Each critical system parameter constituting the availability, dependability,
and capability parameters
To the extent possible, both a mean estimate and a lower confidence estimate is to be
provided for these measures, along with the expected error range for both types of
estimates. The pr,6acipal uses in the decision process of these estimates resulting from
the effectiveness tnalyses are listed in Table 3-10. Also listed are examples of
measurement units which will require designation prior to any evaluation of system and
cost effectiveness for concept comparison purposes.
A decision is required as to how to optimize for multiple missions for which different
preliminary FOMs have been defined. Usually one of the following rules can be applied
as a compromise:
e Optimize to the most significant FOM (difficult, primary, etc.) subject to meeting
minimum performance on the balance of the FOMs.
* Optimize to improve the lowest FOM value.
a Optimize to an average or weighted average FOM, where such a measure has an
operational physical parallel.

Procedure
The procedure for the technical accomplishment of the system and cost effectiveness
analysis step can be summarized by the following general activities:
* Identify the vital trade-off factors available within constiaints, to include alternatives for critical system parameters, critical accountable factors, and cost
elements.
* Determine values of accountable factor which will maximize the effectiveness
parameters, using the sensitivity functions developed in Step E5. An accountable
factor which influences more than one parameter will require a composite
optimization at the overall FOM level.
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TABLE 3-10 MINIMUM ANALYSES REQUIRED AND PRINCIPAL USES
Analysis
0 system
Effectiveness
(FOMs)

Unit of Measure
Probability or expected
value

Principal Use
Measure of overall technical
performance and response to
mission objectives.
System selection criterion and
justification.

0 Cost
Effectiveness

System effectiveness per
cost
Dollar value per cost
Dollar value
System effectiveness per
unit time per cost

1 Availability

Probability or expected v-loe
as a function of total turnaround time
ready rate
In-commission
Utiliationrateoperational
Utilization rate

Measure of overall technical
and cost perforwance and
response to mission objectives.
System selection criterion and
justification.

Measure of system condition at
start of mission.
potential
Provide intelligence
problem on
areas and
traceability of preliminary
dasign requirements.

& Dependability

Probability or expected
value as a function of mission
time, failure rate, in-mission
repair rate, alternate modes
of
reaction
time,
ofdoperation,
ospersato
rtanct
ie,

Measure of system condition at
one or more points during mission,
given the system condition(s)
at the start of the mission.
Provide intelligence on potential
reliability and survivability
problem areas and traceability
of preliminary design requirements.

e Capability

Prdbability or expected
valu

*

Probability or expected
value

Critical System
Parameters
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Measure of system ability to
achieve mission objectives.
v erovides intelligence
on potential
general limitations of system's
performance capabilities, problem
areas, and traceability of
preliminary design requirements.
Individual measure of each critical
performance capability or characteristic of system.
Provides intelligence on potential
design problem areas, safety margins,
and traceability of preliminary
design requirements.

9 Develop a sensitivity function to relate incremental changes in the values
of accountable factors to changes in an FOM.
* Calculate the FOMs based on the accountable factor values and using the FOM
models developed in Step E6.
*

Calculate the cost associated with the selected alternatives.

* Optimize the FOM and cost interactions, and calculate the cost effectiveness
measure, .sing the model defined and developed in Step E6.
0 Calculate a lower confidence estimate for each FOM based upon statistical
distribution principles.
o Update the preliminary criticality matrix prepared in Step ES.
*

Compute a confidence estimate for the cost effectiveness measure, using
statistical distribution principles and a cost variance aualysis technique.

*

Compute an error range for the FOM and cost effectiveness estimates to
account for assumption errors.

* Tabulate for each mission, and for the most probable and worst threat levels,
the current and predicted (for a period of time five years hence) values for the
FOM and cost effectiveness measures, the availability, dependability, and
capability parameters, and the critical system parameters.
*

Compare candidate system concepts with respect to all these classes of
estimates for intelligence as to the concept to select.

Information Flow
The basic data required for the system and cost effectiveness analysis activity are:
The alternate functions and their associated performance parameters and
accountable factors, and the candidate range of values for the critical accountable
factors.

These were identified in Step E6 with significant inputs from the Develop

Gross Functions and Determine Design Requirements activities of the systems
engineering process defined in AFSCM 375-5.
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* The models, model assumptions, technical performance and cost constraints,
and optimization criteria from the model structuring activity of Step E6.

1

j

The cost data for the various alternatives.
The sensitivity functions and criticality matrices from the effectiveness parameter selection activity of Step E5.

The principal uses of the analysis results are as previously delineated in Table 3-10.
Additionally, the analysis results are to be incorporated into a report which summarizes
the major outputs of the system and cost effectiveness management implementation process
developed during Concept Formulation.

The basic information network for the system and

cost effectiveness analysis step is shown in Figure 3-9.
3-9 REOT

STEP E8

39REPORT
General
A report is to be prepared and submitted to the Air Force technical activity summarizing
the system and cost effectiveness formulation and evaluation results for the Concept
Formulation Phase.

The technical data to be included in this report will serve many vital

needs of the system planners at HQ USAF, HQ AFSC, and the SPO cadre. Of dominant
relevance are the followinganticipated uses of the data:
9 To provide the justification for a new system, and to demonstrate that the six
prerequisites required for conditional approval to proceed with engineering
development have been met. These prerequisites are dsscribed in AFR 80-20 and are
listed in paragraph 3-1 of this manual.
e To provide a decision criteria for Air Force selection of the most promising candidate system concepts) to meet current and contingent mission objectives, including
strike, retaliatory, and defense capabilities.
* To have available realistic data for updating and refining the HAD, and for establishIng the program baseline requirements as part of the planning process for entering
the Contract Definition Phase.
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* To have valid inputs of system performance and cost characteristics for
Inclusion into the CFP/TDP and the Preliminary Definition Plan to be prepared
at the conclusion of Concept Formulation.
* To provide the necessary background and continuity for the related technical
activities of the Contract Definition and Acquisition Phases on the traceability
of preliminary design requirements and the areas of system and cost effectiveness
criteria formulation and evaluation requiring expansion and refinement.
* To focus the inherently critical design and operational problems and limitations
requiring further definition, detail analysis, and resolution in latei phases.
These include those areas of high technical risk, high cost, and insufficient prior
a&alysis.
The syatem and cost effectiveness report is to inade the following technical data:
stAn explicit definition and description of the preliminary FOMs, to include mission
conditions which apply.
An explicit definition of the cost effectiveness measure.
* Analysis results giving current and predicted estimates of FOMs, cost effectiveness measures, effectiveness parameters of availability, dependability, and
capability, and each critical system parameter constituting the effectiveness
parameter sets (e.g., reliability, maintainability, accuracy, etc.). Estimates
are to be tabulated by separate FOMs, cost effectivenes measures, and threat
levels, as applicable. The precision of the estimates is to be furnished.
*l Mission analysis results, including:
(1)

A general description of the intended purposes and functions of the system

(2) Summaries, descriptions, and analyses of enemy threats, enemy countermeasures, and system neutralizing capabilities
(3)

Interactions of mission requirements with existing systems or systems
contemplated to be in use within the same time frame

* System performance requirements profile, including parameters and values
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* System operational requirements analyses relating to:
(1) Operational requirements profile, including parameters and values
(2)

Maintenance concept under hostile conditions, such as capabilities for
repair of battle damage and for over-ride and temporary correction of
malfunctions under hostile conditions

(3)

Logistics support concept, including maintenance policy and transportability

(4)

Concept of practice exercises for maintaining system readiness state

* Current and projected technical and cost deficiencies influencing effectiveness
*

Criticality matrix, to incjude relative r4nkings of system parameters and

accountable factors
* Models and submodels used in the evaluation of FOMs, cost effectiveness measures,
and effectiveness parameters, including descriptions and listings of:
(1) Major assumptions and their criticality
(2)

Transfer functions used in the evaluation of the critical system parameters

(3)

System states and probabilities assigned

(4)

Threat level

(5)

Major performance and cost alternatives considered

* Sensitivity functions (or curves) relating the critical accountable factors to
FOMs or to the effectivenes. parameters
* Data sources used in the analyses
*

Cost data and cost basis used for the evaluation of cost effectiveness.
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Information Flow
All of the major criteria formulation and evaluation activities of the effectiveness
process, Steps El - E7, will provide inputs to the report, with reciprocating con-

tributions from the systems engineering management activities of Develop Gross
Functions and Determine Design Requirements as defined in AFSCM 375-5. The
technical data incorporated in the report are directly usable for updating the RAD
and for the preparation of the Preliminary CFP/TDP and Definition Plan documents.
These documents are an integral part of the program requirements baseline needed
to commence Contract Definition. The basic information network for the report
activity of the effectiveness process is shown in Figure 3-10.
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Chapter 4
SYSTEM AND COST EFFECTIVENESS IMPLEMENTATION
FOR CONTRACT DEFINITION PHASE

Summary

The major effectiveness formulation and evaluation activities to be accomplished
during the Contract Definition Phase are (1) effectiveness analysis refinement,
(2) apportionment analysis, (3) effectiveness progress monitoring and demonstration planning, and (4) report of analytical results. The effectiveness analysis refinement activity is addressed to the necessary improvement and expansion of the
technical analysis activities initiated on a gross basis during Concept Formulation
for the system being defined in detail.

The apportionment analysis activity is di-

rected at the establishment of design criteria which are technically traceable and
critical to system effectiveness for inclusion in system and detail specifications.
This is accomplished through the optimum allocation of top-level effectivenessrelated measures and parameter values to first-level measures and contributing
accountable factors. The activity of effectiveness progress monitoring and demonstration planning focuses on the definition of a dynamic monitoring and evaluation
program and a demonstration program.

These programs collectively will provide

a contri-ing visibility of effectiveness progress so that timely management decisions can be made to insure achievement of an optimum balance of performance,
cost, and schedule.

The report activity provides the SPO with a compendium of the

analytical results and decisions influencing effectiveness which are needed to prepare the baseline documents for the Acquisition decision. The basic manual format
used to describe the effectiveness process during Concept Formulation is continued
for this phase.

The general descriptions of procedures and methods which can be

applied, implementation guidelines, and the information flow are delineated on a
step-by-step basis. The interactions of the effectiveness activities with the system program management procedures of AFSCM 375-4 on a composited basis also
are detailed.
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4-1 GENERAL
The Contract Definition Phase is a sequential action process on a time basis, as
was characteristic of the Conceptual Phase. The purpose of the Definition Phase is
to define as early as possible the cost, schedule, and system elements required to
satisfy the approved CFP/TDP, RAD, and other program directives and baseline
requirements issued by HQ USAF to direct this phase of the system project. The
Definition Phase is intended to achieve specific objectives.

These are:

(a) Effective use of defense resources.
(b) Preparation of the System Performancei/Design Requirements
General Specification (the "System Specification'".
(c) Preparation of detailed program management plans.
(d) Determination of realistic cost and schedule estimates.

The schedules

and cost estimates will reflect requirements for production engineering,
facilities, transportation, construction, logistic support, and production
hardware, as well as development engineering.

Planning cost and schedule

estimates for investment and for operating the system for 5 years will be
included.
(a) Identification of high-risk areas.
(f) Definition of intersystem and intrasystem interfaces and corresponding
responsibilities.
(g) Evaluation of time-cost-performance trade-offs.
(h) Determination of firm and achievable Part I CEI Detail Specifications and
Inventory Equipment Requirement Specifications.
(i) Validation of the technical approach for the total system cost which will
lead to the formalized firm fixed-price (FFP), Lzced-price incentive (FPI),
or cost-plus-incentive-fee (CPIF) contract for the design and development
portion of the Acquisition Phase.
(j) Identification of personnel and training requirements.
(k) Identification of the procedural data required.
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The technical activities of the effectiveness process to be implemented during this
phase will contribute directly towards achieving objectives (a), (b), (e), (f), (5),
(h), (l), and (k), and indirectly towards (c), (d), and (j).
Application of the system and cost effectiveness technology during Contract Definition
will provide the initial penetrating analysis of the inherent effectiveness potentials
present in the selected weapon, support, or electronic system concept(s).

Effective-

ness analyses to be accomplished will shape design solutions for achieving the optimum
balance of time, cost, and performance.

Additionally, they will provide a detail

management focus of the performance proficiency and economy of the system configuration by identifying the specific high technical and cost risk areas requiring further
exploration, the system and subsystem performance and design parameters to be
included in specifications, and the critical system parameters to be tracked and
demonstrated during Acquisition.

In general, the following implementation steps

summarize the activities of the effectiveness criteria formulation, evaluation, and
assurance process required during the Contract Definition Phase to provide this
authoritative perspective:
a

Step E9 - Effectiveness Analysis Refinementl

This activity is directed

at refining and extending the system and cost effectiveness activities
previously initiated on a gross basis in the Concept Formulation Phase.
Step E10Apportionment
Analysis

This activity establishes the

technical definition and traceability of the system performance and design
requirements and subsystem allocations to be included in the System
Performance/Design Requirements General Specification and the major
Contract End Item (CEI) detailed specifications prepared and issued during
this phase.
*

Step Ell - Effectiveness Progress Monitoring and Demonstration Planning
This activity establishes the essential system performance parameters and
their expected convergence profile which are to be tracked during Acquisition
as a fundamental effort of a Technical Performance Measurement program
to determine the impact to the principal FOMs of vari&nces in their values
from planned vaiues.

As a related task, this activity defines the demon-

stration approach and the parameters to be demonstrated as evidence of the
achievement of the FOMs during the Category I, II, and IIl testing and Technical
Approval Demonstrations (TADs) to be conducted in the Acquisition and
Operational Phases.
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Step E12 - Reporting

This activity provides the compendium of the

system and cost effectiveness criteria formulation, evaluation, and
assurance results durIng the Contract Definition Phase to be included in
the Proposed System Package Program (PSPP) document upon synthesis
by the SPO of the best features of each design approach into an optimumly
operable and economical system.
The degree that system and cost effectiveness requirements are to apply during
the Definition Phase will be specifically set forth in the CFP/TDP or Statement of
Work (SOW) baseline requirements documents.
e

Typical requirements include:

Establishment of the principal FOMs and their numerical values, if not
provided in the RAD, System Performance/Design Requirements General
Specification, or CFP/TDP.

The principal FOMs are to be fully responsive

measures cf system performance with respect to the total set of mission
objectives. In contrast, the preliminary FOMs established during Concept
Formulation may have related only to specific subsets of the mission
objectives. Such special purpose FOMs were useful as comparative
criteria for distinguishing unique capabilities of the candidate system
concepts, and for establishing their feasibility.
*

Implementation of updated system effectiveness analyses to include analysis
of the availability, dependability, and capability effectiveness parameters,
specifically accounting for various significant system states and critical
factors of influence.

*

Implementation of updated cost analyses to include developmental,
acquisitior., operational, and maintenance costs in relation to system
development and acquisition schedules.

0

Implementation of a refined, composite cost effectiveness analysis to obtain
an optimum balance of technical performance, cost, and schedule time.

*

Apportionment of the principal FOMs and the constituent system parameters
which make up the availability, dependability, and capability effectiveness
parameter sets.

*

Reporting of analysis results, progress monitoring planning, and demonstration planning, with supporting data.
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These typical requirements presume the existence of formalized effectiveness
criteria formulation an'd evaluation results from previous activities of the Concept
Formulation Phase. However, prior results are not a prerequisite for procurement
situations where it is expendient or Judicious to defer full implementation of the
effectiveness technology to the Contract Definition Phase (e.g., due to the immediacy
of the progrhoi or Insufficient definition during Concept Formulation).
The system and cost effectiveness activities to be implemented during Contract
Definition is characterized by a continuous refinement and expansion of the initial,
summary-level criteria formulation and evaluation elements of the Concept
Formulation Phase to first and second system indenture levels on the preferred
concepts selected for detail definition. This is a natural companion to the refinement
and updating of design and performance details and definition which are progressively
and concurrently accomplished under the system program management and systems
engineering management processes during this phase.

Both of these processes are

evolutionary in nature and are represented in AFSCM 375-4 and 375-5, respectively,
as asequential series of finely-divided technical and management activities,
typically iterated in part in each of the three subphases of Contract Definition.
To provide the proper technical perspective of the system and cost effectiveness
process during this phase, and the necessary visibility of the true interactions of
the three processes, a composite and non-iterative series of system program
management and systems engineerkng management activities has been defined. These
composite activities, representing a derivative of the system program management
process of AFSCM 375-4 only (which, In itself, already is a first order integration
of the more detail systems enginlering management network and other program
networks), are:
*

Establishment of baseline requirements, including trade-off studies
required to adequately define the system concepts

*

Preparation and issue of the specification tree, the System Performance/
Design Requirements General Specification, and detail specifications on
major CEIs.

*

Preparation and issue of the program work breakdown structure (PBS).
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Preparation and issue of the SOW and Request for Proposal (RFP), and
updating of the Definition Plan.
Review, verification, modification, and expansion of design details by

selected contractors to accommodate their design approach, including
determination of detail performance and design requirements for operations,
maintenance, test, and activation functions.
Revisiot,
,
and expansion by the SPO and contractors of functional analyses,
Requirements Allocation Sheets (RASs), Trade Study Reports, schematic

:

diagrams, time-line sheets, and effectiveness models.
Preparation and issue of initial test plan.
Establishment of detailed end item, facility, personnel, and training
requLrements.

*

System requirements review, technical evaluation, and baseline updating.

4-2 EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS REFINEMENT
General
The effectiveness analysis refinement activity is addressed to the refinement and
expansion of the gross results obtained in implementation Steps El-E7, and
documented in Step E8 during Concept Formulation. This information is directly
available for use in the Definition Phase via the CFP/TDP, RAD, and other baseline
documents to provide direction for the analyses and to illuminate areas requiring
emphasis and refinement.

Technical results and analyses that normally will

require updating include the following:
s

Mission analysis
Specifying principal FOMs

0

Performance requirements analysis

0

Operational requirements analysis
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*

Effectiveness parameter selection

0

Model structuring

a

System and cost effectiveness analysib

The nature of the refinement and the specific extent, timing, and areas in which the
refinements are to be accomplished will depend on the exigencies and particular
definition needs of each program.
Mission Analysis
Descriptions of the specific objectives of the mission are to be updated to reflect
the latest information on the terminal performance that is required to be achieved
by the system under ope_- i-tional conditions.

Correspondingly, the kinds, magnitude,

and probability of occurrence oi enemy threats currently expected, and projected
to be present in the five year future, may require further confirmation and definition.
The modifying influences of specific neutralizing capabilities of the system against
the threats or combination of threats, as well as the survival requirements under
battle and peacetime operational levels of man-made and natural environments,
also will require more precise definition in terms of prescribed limitations. These
limitations normally are to be prescribed as maximum, minimum, or nominal values,
or nominal values with a permissive range of values.
The basic sources of accrued information needed to obtain the detail level of
definition required for the mission analysis activity will principally be the updated
RAD, intelligence studies, system planning studies, and analyses of the performance
impact of complementary systems to be employed in conjunction with the planned
system, as described in the baseline CFP/TDP.

While it is expected that the

specific mission objectives may raquire a penetrating reexamination if the Conceptual
studies indicate over-conservatism or over-optimism of specific objectives, it also
is not expected that the mission will be redefined solely to be compatible with the
capabilities of the preferred systems.

!By maintaining a conservative, but acceptable,

mission objective stance, a reduction in total system cost can be anticipated.
Correspondingly, overly optimistic mission objectives can be achievable by
merging capabilities of existing systems with the planned new system as one of the
effective operational alternatives available.
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As a result of defining in greater detail and in a more quantitatively precise frame
the mission objectives and operational condition under which the objectives are to be
achieved, the principal FOMs can be accurately formulated.

Furthermore, an explicit technical correspondence can now be established between FOM statements ar d
specific objective requirements.

Specifying Principal Figures of Merit (FOMs)
principal FOMs are to be developed during Contract Definition as measures of the
L

r

over-all performance quality of the system being defined for acquisition, For this
purposa, the principal FOMs are to be directly identifiable with the total set of
mission objectives, and are to envelop the critical and measurable top-level performance parameters observable in the system.

These system parameters normally

will include any quantifiable mission requirements (or translation of requirements)
which may describe the basic capabilities that the selected system is to possess.
Major baseline decisions are required in formulating the principal FOMs during the
Contract Definition Phase, including the following:
..

Means by which the FOls are to be responsive to the technical considerations
of multiple missions.

Typical responsive approaches to this aspect of the FOM

definition probiem are (1) to develop an overall FOM comlJsiting each
&jstemFOM or (2) to establish a rank-order of the FOMs in terms of their
relative importance.
Mapping by which a technical correspondence can be established between each
FOM and the spectrum of critical system performance parameter which it
composites.
Extent to which '.he principal FOMs are to be quantitatively and descriptively
apportioned to the major subsystems to accurately repreEent the restrictive
performance contributions of each major subsystem to the principal FOMs.

To the extent practicable, quantitative values for each defined FOM are to be up% ified
in the system specification, and incl,ided in the RFP to guide contractor definition
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activities.

The value to be sp

ifiled for each principal FOM defined at the inception of

the Definition Phase cari be estaolished through extrapolations of the effectiveness analysis results acquired during Concept Formulation.

Each principal FOM defined and FOM

vaiue specified will require a re-examination at the conclusion of Definition Phase studies
for possible revision prior to use in the next phase of Acquisition.
*

Performance Requirements Analysis
With the definition of the principal FOMs, the reassessment of mission goals and
available resources, and the updating and detailing of the system operations funo-jons
to first and second levels by the systems engineering activities, a corresponding extension is required of the set of time-based tables and matrices comprising the performance requirements profile.

The definition of the profile should be sufficiently

complete to provide a technical mapping of each principal FOM to its corresponding
set of required system and subsystem functions and critical design performance
parameters to be associated with the functions. The gross system performance requirements profile available from the Conceptual studies will provide visibility of the
areas requiring further detail trade-off studies to establish, refine, or confirm the
*

critical system parameters and parameter values to be included.

The updating of the

profile is ax' iterative process for the purpose of providing a current system parameter
reference frame for the effectiveness parameter selection, model structuring, and
r•effectiveness

analysis activities during this phase.
The basic input data required are the revised and expanded (1) timeo-lines, (2) functional diagrams depicting system requirements in functional terms, (3) schematic
diagrams of design characteristics within and between each subsystem, (4) RASs
irlating functions to be performed by the system to the design requirements which
must be satisfied to meet these functions, (5) trade-off study reports describing the
comparative analysis and selection of alternative design approaches, (6) mission
analysis and FOM descriptions, and (7) the RAD and CFP/TDP baseline documents.
The primary technical contributions of the performance requirements analytical results
are to provide the following:
.

The basic technical traceability of the FOMs to system and subsystem design
aLd performance parameters
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*

The principal benchmarks and reference frame for the updating of the
dependability and capability effectiveness parameters, models, and effectiveness analyses.

* A documented compendium of parameter-accountable factor cause-and-effect
relationships for each defined system level
Operational Requirements Analysis
Consistent with the extension of the performance requirements profile to lower
system levels, a corresponding expansion of the operational requirements profile
is to be accomplished. System and subsystem parameters and concepts associated
with manning, operating, maintaining, and logistically supporting the system, which
comprise the effectiveness parameter of availability, are to be defined in detail and
quantitative values established.

These include individual parameters which measure

the performance characteristics of the following operational elements:
*

Maintenance

* Employment
* Deployment
•

Transportation

* Personnel
* Base and depot support
*

Training

o

Test and activation

Examples of operational availability measures, concepts, and parameters to be refined
were presented previously in Table 3-3 of paragraph 3-5.
The basic inputs required to define and establish the system operationaL parameters
are the revised and expanded (1) time-lines depicting ground operations, (2) RASs
which identify personnel, training, training equipment, and procedural data requirements imposed by the equipment and facilities defined in the Inventory Equipment
Requirerzients Specifications, (3) functional analyses of end-item maintenance functions
for AGE and OGE, (4) maintenance design requirements, including maintenance personael and training, from the malitenance RASs, (5) end-item maintenance sheets, (6) mission analysis and FOM descriptions, and (7) RAD and CFP/TDP baseline documents.
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The updated analysis results on operational requirements are directly usable to
provide the following:
.

The basic technical traceability of the FOMs to system and subsystem design
requirements for manning, operating, maintaining, and logistics support
parameters influencing total availability, such as turn-around time, reaction
time, or in-commission rate

*

The principal benchmarks and reference frame for the updating of the

"vailability effectiveness parameter, models, and analyses
* A documented compendium of operational parameter - accountable factor
cause-and-effect relationships for each defined system level
Effectiveness Parameter Selection
The performance and operational requirements analysis updating activities were
directed at defining the total set of principal subsystem and system performance
parameters.

These parameters represent the measurable, or otherwise determinable,

required outputs of system functions to be achieved as evidence that specific demands
of the mission can be met. An initial, gross reduction of this total set of principal
parameters to a restrictive subset of critical system parameters influencing effectiveness is made during Concept Formulation.
The criticality matrices a1 d tables previously prepared are to be updated to include
the top-level functional, specialty, and operational system parameters contributing
significantly to the availability, dependability, and capability parameter sets of
system effectiveness.

The critical accountable factors, acting as input variables

to thie system parameters, also will require expansion and re-examination.

These

accountable factors normally will be the important output parameters of major subsystem functions contributing to principal system functions, and will define the design and performance requirements to be placed on the subsystems. It is expected
that the criticality matrices will not require extension to the subsystem parameter
level.

Such an extension for all first-level functions would be extremely detailed.

Also, the multiple interactions of accountable factors normally present at lower
design levels would obscure the visibility provided by the criticality matrices and

j

H

tables on the relative importance of critical system parameters and accountable
factors to the FOMs.

I4-1

For the purposes of trade-off optimization and apportionment analysis, a refinement
and extension of the transfer functions to more accurately describe the functional
cause-and-effect relationships of the critical accountable factors to their system
and subsystem parameters will be required.

For simplicity, however, transfer

functions are to be established and documented only for top-level system and firstlevel subsystem functions, with all input accountable factors below the first level
considered as a total ensemble, independent of the design levels with which they
are associated.

The synthesis rr,nthod and analysis methods I and II are usable to

determine the required combinations of inputs, transfers, and outputs.

The synthesis

method can be used to determine the transfer functions connecting inputs with outputs
if the inputs and outputs requirements are known or can be reasonably postulated.
This method was previously described in Chapter 3 and summarized in Table 3-4.
Analysis Method I can be used to determine the performance outputs if the characteristics for the inputs and how they are operated upon (transfer functions) are
known.

Analysis Method II addresses the reverse problem of determining account-

able factor inputs for known performance outputs and transfer functions.

The

general characteristics of the three methods are outlined and compared in Table 4-1.
Further details on these methods are described in Appendix A.

Each transfer function relating a system performance parameter to its accountable
factors can be represented by an analog diagram with transformed mathematical
functions.

Additionally, for time-varying systems which are linear (or suitably

linearized with a method such as perturbation), cach transfer function can be
represented by an adjoint analog.

Examples of such systems are closed loop systems,

feedback systems, and similar null-seeking systems.

The adjoint analog is obtained

by reversing all inputs and outputs and generating all time-functions backwards.
For examrple, if a system analog has 3 inputs and 1 output, then the system adjoint
must have 1 input and :3 outputs.

Adjoint analysis is a special case of Analysis Methods I and II and is usable as a
preliminary (design technique to statistically analyze and optimize linear, timevarying systems.

The method employs parameter variation analysis commonly used

I)y system developers.
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"TABLE 4-1

Characteristic

COMPARISON OF SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSIS METHODS

Synthesis Method

Analysis Method I

*

Phase normally
applicable

Concept Formulation Contract Definition
and Acquisition
and Contract
Definition

Contract Definition
and Acquisition

e

Relative ease of
application

Difficult

Simple

Difficult

Relationship of
variables*

Transfer functions
are implicit functions of inputs and
outputs

Outputs are explicit
functions of inputs
and transfer functiopns

Inputs are implicit
functions of outputs
and transfer functions

Information
needed to start
preliminary
design

Minimum amount.
Requires knowledge
of inputs ane outputs.
Then find transfer

More than synthesis
method. Requires
knowledge of inputs,
system functions,

More than synthesis
method. Requires
knowledge of outputs,
system functions,

functions

transfer functions,
and configuration
details on subsystems
and equipment. Then
find outputs

transfer functions,
and configuration
details on subsystems
and equipment.
Then find inputs

Provided by a
superposition
integral

Provided by same
superposition
integral

Provided by same
superposition integral

Find transfer fune-

lteratiie application

Iterative application

tions to ::,aisfy
superposition
integrals, Then
find ohvsical
chareacteristics of
system which
satisfy traosfer
functions

of superposition
integrals by changing
inputs repeatedly,
which alters form of
transfer fcnctioas
until outputs are
obtained

of supLrpýjsition
integrals by changing
outputs repeatedly,
which alters form of
transfer functions
until inputs ar-e
obtained

MIput-output
expression for
linear, timevarying systems
a Pr.ocedure

*Inputs and outputs normally arc in the form of time-functions.

K
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TABLE 4-1 COMPARISON OF SYNTHESLS AND ANALYSIS METHODS (Continued)

Characteristic

Analysis Method I

Synthesis Method

Analysis Method II

Find transfer tunetion such that. the
difference (error)
between each output
and the true output
is as small as possible, using this
transfer function

Find outputs such that
the difference (error)
between each output
and the true output is
as small as possible,
using the known transfer function

Find inputs such that
the difference (error)
between each output
and the true output is
as small as possible,
using the known transfer function

(1) minimum time averaged squared
difference or absolute difference, or
(2) minimum expected value of
squared difference

Same as (1) and (2) of
Synthesis method

Same as (1) and (2) of
Synthesis method

Determine transfer
functions using
vector analysis,
matrix theory, and
Laplace transforms,
for example

Determine outputs by
soling differential
equations or evaluating integrals connecting outputs to inputs

Determine inputs by
solving differential
and matrix equations
connecting inputs to
outputs

Solution method
,or complex,
linear and non
linear timevarying systems

Combination of
numerical and
analytical procedures using digital
compotations

Same as for Synthesis
method

Same as for Synthesis
method

Specia technique to facilitate solution

No simple method

Adjoint method

Adjoint method

a Optimizing
procedure
(example)

Error criterion
(example)

0 Solution method
for simple,
linear timevarying systems

for linear,
tim c-v rying
system
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With the expansion and detail definition of the principal transfer functions, the
sensitivity functions previously developed on a gross basis can be updated at the
system level and expanded to the first-level.

This will provide the insight into the lower-

level trade-offs required for an optimum balance of cost and performance and the detail
design requirementG for major CEIs.

The results of the sensitivity analyses for the sys-

tem parameters are used to revise the normalized sensitivity coefficients and accountable
factors to be included in the criticality matrices.
The basic data required to revise and further define the system and subsystem parameters and accountable factors critical to system performance and operations are (1) the
functional diagrams and related RASs and time-line sheets, (2) the performance and
operational requirements profile, (3) end-item maintenance sheets and related maintenance RASs, (4) the initial system specification, and (5) the RAD and CFP/TDP baseline
documents.

The results of the updated selection of effectiveness parameters are

directly usable to refine the effectiveness models to be applied for evaluation, optimization, trade-off, and apportionment of the FOMs, effectiveness parameters, and system performance parameters composited by the effectiveness parameters and FOMs.

Model Sti ucturing
System models developed and employed during Concept Formulation for the evaluation
i

of the preliminary FOMs will require updating for use in the evaluation of the defined
principal FOMs. The principal FOMs may not correspond necessarily to the pre.liminary FOMs.

Additionally, the need for the system FOM and cost effectiveness

models for Contract Definition to provide an accurate and realistic analog of the system's
cost and performance behavioral characteristics will precipitate a necessary revision
and expansion of the previously es,-ablished system models.

The m, del structuring up-

dating activity normally will includ, the following:
*

Review and reassessment of previous assumptions used, including the explicit
rationale and justifications for the assumptions.

Refine and modify assumptions

based upon the current knowledge of design and performance details.
such assumptions, rationale, and justifications.

i4-i5

List all

Expansion of the limited system state model, normally a two-state analysis
model formulated during Concept Formulation to a larger, but manageable
number of state groups that will realistically represent the significantly different operating conditions that the system may be in during its mission assignment.

State groups are to be defined and established where measurably dif-

ferent mission outcomes are present, and the associated probabilities can be
realistically and validly estimated.

On this basis, and consistent with the

design details being evolved, the states to be defined for an effectiveness
analysis are to be responsive to the system operating conditions of (1) fully
operable (mission not aborted),

(2) fail-operable (system failures, but mis-

sion not aborted), and (3) inoperable (abort). For the fail-operable system
condition, a mosaic of mission outcomes is possible.
normally is analytically manageable.

However, this spectrum

The fail-operable system condition in-

cludes the different outcomes for definable combinations of failed major equipment and their associated functions that (1) are redundantly present, (2) represent
extra performance margins, (3) possess over-ride alternatives, or (4) will not
materially reduce capability.

The fail-operable system operating condition can

be partitioned into a discrete, limited number of states corresponding to equipment failure combinations with similar magnitude of effectiveness influence.
A partially failed system operating condition is synonymous with the condition
of fail-operable.

Any condition less than this is considered inoperable, and

hence of zero capability.
a

Development of a state flow diagram to represent the progression of the multiple
system states during the mission. This diagram is to be time-based and responsive to any partitioning of the mission into discrete time intervals for
separately, definable mission tasks or events.

An example of a three-state

flow graph is shown in Figure 4-1.

* Validation, revision, and expansion of the probability estimates for each of the
defined system states appropriate at the begining,

and at the end of the mission.

These estimates can I e extrapolated from sources such as historical data from
similar or related systems, data in iIiL-HDBK--217 and RADC R•eliability
Notebook, random sampling simulations, and theoretical analys,•s.
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Re-examination and definition in detail of the technical scenario for the
evaluation, including the distinct 1,vels of threat groupings expected to be
presentfor each mission. The Ohreat groups are to be composited so as
to represent significantly different effects that are expected on the magnitude of capability achievable by the system.

1

Formulation, refinement1 and expansion of the system effectiveness models
to be used for the evaluation of the principal FOMs defined for the system,
and the translated FOMs defined for major subsystems. The models are to
take into account the effectiveness parameters of availability, dependability,
and capability.

These parameters typically will represent a technical integration of all the principal system performance, technical specialty,
and operational parameters of the system that will critically contribute to
the magnitude of an FOM achievable. Submodels will be required for each
of the three effectiveness parameters to provide the technical logic of how
the included assemblage of critical parameters are related. Additionally,
for each critical system parameter composited by the effectiveness parameters, a separate model is to be formulated for use in its evaluation.

These

system parameter models normally will be coincident with the transfer
functions that mathematically relate an output system parameter to Its ensemble of critically dependent first-level accountable factors. The transfer functions typically can be applied in analytical, statistical, or simulation analyses.
Refinement and updating of the system cost model. The cost models are to
take into account the phase-related categories of development, acquisition,
and operational and maintenance resource costs (commodity size, technology, and dollars) on a total program basis spanning the useful life of the
system complement.

Submodels also are required to providc the cost relationships of these broad aggregations of cost to their major categories,
such as those previously listed in Table 3-9 of paragraph 3-7, Chapter 3,
for the Concept Formulation Phase. The submodels are to be suitable for
integration into the total system cost model.

An alternate to the develop-

mental, acquisition, and operational and maintenance categories of cost
could be the Level I breakout of cost elements from the Program Work
Breakdown Structure (PBS).

Examples of such cost categories are RDT&E,
system procurement, military construction, operations and maintenance,
military personnel, other procurement, etc.
4-I8

These categories can be

I\

I,

directly correlated with the broad phase-related categories, if such a

correspondence is desired for cost estimating purposes. Where the PBS
is used as a basis for categorizing costs to be integrated by the system
cost model, the cost relationships are tc be defined to Level III of the PBS
as a minimum. This level normally will include the detail work effort and
contractor effort. Additionally, contractor cost relationships associated

K~with

his Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) are to be defined for at least the
next lower summary level of cost categories. System cost estimates normally will represent a composite of inputs from participating commands,
are based on data provided by the involved contractors, with contractor
estimates obtained through responses to the RFP and the studies contracted
for during this phase.

Methods to be used for cost sensitivity and variance

analysis to provide a measure of the precision of the cost data are to be
defined in detail as a part of the model structuring refinement activity.
Examples of techniques useful for cost precision analysis are the cost variance and PERT-Cost procedures.
Reformulation of the cost effectiveness models as necessary and refinement
of the cost tffectiveness criterion for each mission.

Identification from the

design details being expanded concurrently of the significant trade-off alternatives for the accountable factors, system parameters, and system functions.

Determination of the technical constraint boundarie: and the resource

costs associated with each alternative, or each set of intersecting alternatives.
.

Establishment of detail requirements for input data which are fundamental to
obtaining an analytical or simulated output for each system and subsystem
effectiveness, cost, and cost effectiveness mode! defined.

Table 4-2 pro-

vides a listing of the typical input data requirements to be defined and the
expected outputs which can be derived from this data by application of the
transfer functions incorporated in the models. Additionally, a data guide
is to be prepared to document data sources which are to be used for effectiveness analyses, including existing sources and those supplemertal sources
expected to be available and utilized during later acquisition and operational
phases.

I-
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TABLE 4-2 TYPICAL INPUT REQUIREMENTS AND MODEL OUTPUTS

Input Data Requirement

Output Estimate

*

Distribution or discrete range of values
for each critical accountable factor
(design variable)

Distribution of values for each system
performance parameter critically contributing to the capability cffectiveness
parameter set.

*

Failure rates, failure modes, redundancies, alternate modes of operations,
and In-operation n.aintenance, repair,
and adjustment rates.

Distribution of values for system reliability parameter of twe dependability effectiveness parameter set.

Exposure time and reaction time distributions, dispersal radius, hardening
level, alternate modes of initiation,
threat levels and patterns expected,
and mobility.

Distribution of values for system
survivability parameter of the dependability effectiveness parameter set.

Operational schedules, number of
available systems, assets available,
time betiveen inspection, checkout time,

Distribution of values for system
availability effectiveness parameter.
Also suitability of equipment spares,

checkout failure rates, inventory fill
rates, removal rates, time required
for maintenance, transportation time,
deployment mode, and characteristics
of complementing systems.

maintenance and handling facilities,
and manpower allocations.

Probability of occurrence and time
distributions for critical maintenance
items, maintenance frequency and time
duration by type of items, maintenance
assets of personnel, skills, equipment,
and types of facilities, maintenance
activity sequencing for minimum downtime, mean turnaround span for each
item, and delays.

Distribution of values for maintenance,
deployment, transportation, personnel,
base and depot support, training, and
test and activation system parameters
of the availability effectiveness parameter set. Also optimum maintainability
policy (e.g., level of maintenance
which maximizes reliability gain per
unit cost).

a

Resource cost of commodity size
(skills, material, fr.cilities, etc.),
technology, and dollars per mission.

Expected total and per year system
life cycle cost per mission.

*

Output estimates for system availability, dependability, capability,
and cost parameters.

Distribution of values for system and
cost effectiveness measures.
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System and Cost Effectiveness Analysis

System and cost effectiveness analyses are to be updated and to be conducted on a more
refined basis consistent with the amount of design details being defined for the system.
Each effectiveness parameter included in the established
_
models is to be analyzed with
respect to the specific influences and trade-off potentials of critical accountable factors
and effects of threats on the compositad system parameters.

The ultimate output of

these analyses is to technically estabsish and define in detail a system configuration
with optimum performance and cost balance.

Specific analyses required during this

phase include the following:
*

Trade-off analyses of vital design alternatives to provide design visibility and
authoritative knowledge of (1) the high technical and cosi: risk areas requiring
configuration decisions to reduce such risks to sensible ones, (2) the interactive influence of alternate design details and functions on each FOM and its
efiectiveness parameters, and (3) the gross magnitude of effectiveness improvement achievable in each configuration analyzed.

{

*

Analyses of critical accountable factors to analytically determine their specific
range of required values for maximum effectiveness.

These analyses are to

I

include a refinement and more accurate determination of the sensitivity func-

SI

tions relating incremental changes in values of these accountable factors to
changes in effectiveness parameters and FOMs.

The criticality matrix is to

be updated as a result of this analysis.
*

Analyses of the defined system states to exclude those states and considerations
which are least critical to the mission for model simplification.

Analytical,

statistical, and mathematical simulation techniques can be used to derive the
reduced critical state set.
a

System effectiveness analyses to provide an estimate for each defined FOM
measure. These estimates are usually derived from a sequence of optimization iterations. (A typical optimization technique to employ is the Analysis I
method, previously described in this paragraph, with a forward and backward
optimization procedure after terminal design constraints have been met from
previous iterations.

On a forward pass, which is the improvement pass, the

output is determined. The adjoint equations then are solved on the backward
pass using the improved output values. ) Analyses of system effectiveness are
to be performed separately for the availability, dependability, and capability
parameters.

Availability analyses arc directed at defining and evaluating the
4-21

condition or readiness of the candidate system configuration at the beginning
of an assigned mission.

Updated probability estimates for each statp which is

defined as critical are to be esLablished and used for this analysis. Dependability analyses are audressed to an evaluation of the operating conditions of
the system during and at the end of the mission for each defined availability state.
Transition and outcome probability estimates will be needed to assess this
Capability analyses, which are performed to evaluate the output of
the critical system performaince parameters, also wiji be required. For each
system parameter, the output value corresponding to each of the different deparameter.

pendability states is to be estimated.
Cost analyseE to determine the cost cf each major performance or operational
alternative to be analyzed.
Cost effectiveness analyses to establish the optimum performance, time, and
cost balance.
* Statistical analyses to establ;sh or refine the lowar confidence estimate for each
FOM and cost effectiveness measure, taking into account, as a minimum, statistical errors, assunption errors, and cost variances.
Analyses are to be performed and estimates tabulated for each mission and for the most
probable and worst level of threats. Estimates are to be provided on a current and
5--year projected basis for the measures of cost effectiveness, FOMS, effectiveness
parameters, and critical system parameters.
Information Flow
The basic data -required for the effectiveness analysis refinement activity are principally available from the following activities, most of which are progressively updated
throughout the Definition Phase:
a Baseline requirement documents defining system concepts
* CFP/TDP and RAD
* Effectiveness report of Concept Formulation Phase
* Program work breakdown structure
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Detail performance and design defifition stodies

a

Functional analyses, BASs, tradeoff studies, schematic diagrams, and
tini-lines.

The outputs of this activity will contribute to the following:
Establishment and validation of firm and achievable system specification, CEI

*

detail specifications, and Inventory Equipment Requirement Specifications
*

Definition of intersvstem and intrasystem inteifaces

*

Identification of high performance and cost risk areas

*

A basis for the preparation of augmenting and compatible program plans for the
specialty technical disciplines

*

Validation of the technical approach and creation of the best cost-effective
system

*

I:

Identification of personnel and training, logistics support, and other operational
requirements

*

Idenzification of data requirements.

A summary of the basic information network for the effectiveness analysis refinement
activity is shown in Figure 4-2.

4-3 APPORTIONMENT ANALYSIS

StpE

Generai
The apportionment of system effectiveness measures and their influential Parameters
is a technical process which must be implemented if the system design criteria to be
established are to be csisistent wiLl ',ae ±lquired systerm performance to meet
mission objectives.

System effectiveness measures normally to be apportioned during

the Definition Phase include FOMs, their constituent parameters of availability, dependability, and capability, and critical system parameters (whose apportioned firstlevel accountable factors become the top design parameters of major CEls).

Appor-

tionment can be technically considered as being a direct result of an optimization
procedure.

Generally, apportionment is accomphahed by establishing with an iter-

ative procedure the ensemble of input values which will provide the required balance
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Utt
of optimum output values tor the FOM and cost measuies.

Traditionally, appcrtion-

meat ir•plies a rational allocation of ma output to its ensemble of inputs.

In practice,

the rational basis for such a top-leve t k. lower-level allocation is to build from the
lower-level design details up through traisfer functions to the top-level. This building
proces.3 involves au oscillating, series of al'ocations and adjustments of allocations until
achievalk, optieum values for the accounta:`le factors are determined which wil' optimize the output terminal parameters- Having thus optimized the input design variables
with respect to the FOMs, the technical conneeCtons between these variables and the
FOMs, such as system and effectiveness parameters, will in turn be compositely
optixiiz'ed.

App2ortinment of FOMs

k

The apportionment of each principal FOM defined for aa overall weapon, support, or
electronic system configuration is a two-step process that can be accomplh!ehd
typically as follows:
* Translate each top-level system FOM into a set of lovver, first-level sub-FOM
measures. As a minimum, this is to be accomplished for each major subsysThe sub-FOMs must be capable of being technically described in tzrms
of specific subsystem performance parameters that are observable and mea.3urable. A sub-FOM, therefore, represents an integration of a restrictive sAt
tern.

of terminal performance characteristics associated solely with a first-level
subsystem (or a major CEI depending on the point of reference). It is a measure of the performance value or merit of the subsystem with reszpect to its
contribution to the performance value or merit of the overall system.

Each

sub-FOM also must possess a technical link-up with the system FOMs, such
as by contributing or being identical with a dsfited system parameter, or by
contributing to a set of system parameters. One of these two technical connections usually is present, and can be represented by a performance-oriented
logic diagram.

In a similar manner, a companion connection exists between the

availability, dependability, and capability effectiveness parameters of a subsystem (integrated by a sub-FOM) and the effectiveness parameters of a systera
An overview of the technical relationship of a
subsystem F.GM to its system FOM.is shown in Figure 4-3. Additionally shown
is a persp,-ective of how their associated performance parteters are integrated h

composiLedlby a system FOM.

these FOM~S.

1
'
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Numerically allocate an overall system FOM to its defined sub-FOMs. The
technical analog of the connection between the sub-FOMs and the system FOM,
just described, will indicate the sys`,om and subsystem parameters to be
included in the apportionment analysis. Techniques for the numerical apportionment of system FOMs include (1) Lagrangian method, (2) Lagranglan method
with priority lists, (3) dynamic programming, (4) direct comparison (direct
search), (5) linear programming, (6) gradient projection, and (7) calculus of
variations. These techniques are equally applicable for the apportionment of
system effectiveness related measures of availability, dependability, capability,
a-nd system parameters.

A guideline for selecting the technique to use for a

particular application is provided in Table 4-3.

Appendix D summarizes the

detail procedure for each of these techniques.
Apportionment of System Parameters
The tarminal performance and operational behavior of a system are observable and
measurable by its top-level system parameters.

Along with the system FOMs, these

output parameters represent the focal point of most optimization processes. The best
combination of input values for critical accountable factors within resource or requirement constraints which will optimize these parameters is to become a part of the top
design criteria for major CEIs. A branching of the apportionment process to lowerlevel accountable factors normally will not be required during the Definition Phase.
An input acccnn-table factor may not be in the same measurement unit as the system
,utput parameter(s) it influences.

This is typical of many functional parameters com-

posited by the capability parameter.

In most cases where this situation 13 present,
there is an analytical connection oi the different measurement units through transfer

functions.

On the other hand, accountable iactot.'s may have the same measurement

unit as their output parameters such as those which normally are summed or multiplied
(e.•g,

error, weight, lift, drag, probabilities, and turnaround time).

EFamples of

both aLlcountable factors with different measurement units than the system outputs they
influenc,, and those with the same input-output m( 'isrement units are listed in
Table 4-4.'
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TABLE 4-3 APPLICATION GUIDELINES FOR SELECTED
APPORTIONMENT TECHNIQUES

APPORTIONMENT TECHNIQUE PROCEDURE

0Lagrangian Method -

Maximize difference between output* and sum oi

constraint variables.

(

LagrEL~an Method With Priority Lists - Add priority numbers to determine
optimization path.

Q

Dynamic Programming - Optimize one stage of problem at a time.
Direct C2omarison (Direct Search) - Compare output* for each alternative.
n
SLconstraint

I

rammin - Optimize output* based on a system of linear
functions.

Gradient Projection - Modify optimization vector with constraint components.
of Variations - Formulate optimizing criterion as an integral.

Characteristic

Apportionment Technique ApplicL le**
(D__

____

X

* Fast to accomplish

X

*

X

Provides perspective of optimization
9 May require computer
• Concept Formulation
e

Definition

e

Acquisition

X

[gi

0

100(D(D@0

* Simple to understand

X
X

X

wx

@ I

X

X

X

X

[•
nx[•

0

x EY

0

9
x

* Maniy system inputs
9 Few system inputs
* Fcw values for each system input

[R

[

[]

[]

[J

x

X

X

['X I

[x]

X

* Continuous system inputs

I@

X

* System inputs do not interact

X

a Linear transfer fumctions
9 Nonlinear transfer functions

[xl

[]

[xl

X

X

[0

IM

(x
K]

x

x

x

[

[ff

(M[J

X

[Ml
X

[XM

*If output is Figure of Merit, inputs may be system parameters or accountable
factors
**X denotes applicable; [- denotes applicable and preferred
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TABLE 4-4 EXAMPLES OF ACCOUNTABLE FACTORS AND
PARAMETERS WITH DIFFERENT AND SAME MEASUREMENT UNITS
Accountable Factor (Unit)*

Parameter (Unit)

*

Pitch command (degree)
Cutoff velocity (f.p. s.)
Aerodynamic coefficients (-)
Re-entry ballistic coefficients

System time of flight (minute)

(---•

* System range (mile)

Payload (pound)
Total impulse (pound-second)
Pitch program (degree)

a System accuracy (yard)

Thrust offsets (inch)
Time to cut-off (microsecond)
Wind perturbations (f.p. s.)
Guidance -lignment (mitliradian)

.

System weight (pound)

Subsystem weight (pound)

a

System probability of maintenance
(percent)

Subsystem probability of maintenance
(percent)

* System probability of performing
function (Reliability) (percent)

Subsystem probability of performing
function (Reliability) (percent)

e System lift (count)

Subsystem lift (count)

* System drag (count)

Subsystem diag (count)

System error (feet)

Subsystem error (feet)

*

Subsystem turnaround time (hour)

* System turnaround time (hour)
*

System volume (inch")

0

3

Subsystem volume (inch3)

* System computer capacity (bit)

Subsystem computer capacity (bit)

* System probability of safety
(percentl

Subsystem probability of safety
(percent)

e System gain (volt)

Subsystem gain (volt)

* System impulse (pound-second)

Subsystem impulse (each stage)
(pound-second)

*AlI critical accountable factors are not exhaustively listed for each system parameter.
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Ap5portionment of Effectiveness Paraxeters
Optimization of an FOM invariably can be accomplished through two technical paths.
These are:
*

By optimizing the first-level critical accountable factors with respect to the
FOM, thereby optimizing the top-level system parameters with respect to the
FOM.
By optimizing tht

i-level system parameters directly with respect to the FOM.

It is also possible to take a utrect path from lower-level factors. However, this path
Is not technically feasible during Contract Definition because of the potential absence
of design details and definition at lower design levels and the lack of knowledge of the
precise effectiveness influences from the numerous interactions of accountable factors
present at these design levels.

Another possible but technically undesirable path is by

directly optimizing the effectiveness parameters of availability, dependability, and
capability with respect to an FOM. Since tho.se parameters typically are parameter
sets which are inclusive of multiple system parameters, their direct optimization would
not provide any intelligence as to the specific design requirements for the system parametL rs and their accountable factors for opti-mum effectiveness.
The need to separate out the apportioned values for availability, dependability, and
capability, apart from their utility in an effectiveness analysis, normally will arise
only if it is desired to include these parameter sets into system and subsystem performance specifications,

In practice, it is not expected that this will be universally required.

except in special appli'ations where these param.ters ere of critical consequence, and
thus have been traditionally included in specifications.

An example is the specification

of system availability for aircraft, booster, electk-onics, and missile systems and for
training missions. Another situation where it may be desirable to include the availability, dependability, and/or capaHli...

iarameters in specifications is where

2

trade-

off option is available for the system developer to establish the best combinatita of
system parameter values composited by each effectiveness parameter, subject to a
required value for the effectiveness parameter.

A variation of this situation is where

it is desired to control both an effectiveness parameter (such as the capability parameter) and a restrictive group of critical, high riek parameters by specifying values only
for the controlled parameters.

The open design option would then apply to the values

for the balance of the less critical parameters integrated by the effectiveness parameter.
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Procedure
The procedure for the accompllshn.nt of the apportionment analysis activity can be
se.mmarized by the following general steps:
* Translate each top-level FOM into a set of ,ub-FOM measures for each firstlevel subsystem.
*

Establish the technical connection of each sub-FOM to the system FOM.

Rep-

rsnt
this link-up with a performance-oriented logic diagram.
Numerically allocate an FOM to its sub-FOMs through the defined technical
connection of the sub-FOMs to the system parameters which they may influence.
Also allocate (1) the sub-FOMs to their subsystem performance parameters,
(2) the system performance parameters to their critical first-level accountable
factors, and (3) optionally, the system FOMs to their effectiveness parameters
of availability, dependability, and capability. Accomplish the apportionment
using techniques such as those delineated in Table 4-3 previously described.
Information Flow
The basic data required for the apportionment analysis activity include the following:
*

Specific descriptions of principal FOMs and sub-F-'OMs

* Initial performance requirements irom the system specification
*

Mission, performance, and resoumce constraints from the system specification
and baseline documents

*

Mission operational conditions (enemy threat levels, natural environments, etc.)
from baseline documents and the effectiveness analysis refinement activity

*

First and top-level transfer functions (including sensitivity functions) and
criticality matrix from the effectiveness parameter selection arftivity.

* Initial input-output nominals for design parameters selected from trade-off
and deterministic optimization studies from the effectiveness analysis refinement activity.
The basic outputs of this activity are used to validate the technical approach and to
establish realistic and firm design requirements for perfcraiance parameters to be
included in the updated system performance specification and detail specifications for
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major CEUL.

A firm technical basis is, therefore, provided on design criteria which

will lead to the development of an opUtrum performance-and cost-effective system.
Figure 4-4 summarizes the information network for the apportionment analysis activity.

4-4 EFFECTIVENESS tROGRESS MONITORING AND DEMONSTRATION
PLANNING

Eli

General
A program will be required to be defined during Contract Definition for the monitoring
of effectiveness progress, and the approach and procedures to be used for demonstration of current effectiveness achievement during later Acquisition and Operational
phases.

The early planning of this program will insure the availability throughout

later phases of the following:
* A timely, integrated, and continuous status of current, planned, and demonstrated system performance. This visibility will provide a valid and rational
basis for SPO and contractor management decisions on critical or sensitive
design and program areas requiring correction of deficiencies.
.

Necessary and timely tests, test data, and analytical and simulation studies
for use in (1) assessing current effectiveness status, (2) predicting future
performance progress, (3) development of more realistic target values for FOMa
and system performance parameters, and (4) demonstration of effect:Teness.

The system's current performance value is the terminal, measurable behavior that is
expected to be observed if the system is to be operated on the date of the estimate.

The

planned performance value is the anticipated value of a parameter at a designated point
in the de,-olopment cycic and will reflect predicted engineering changes and future expected progress.

The demonstrated performance value is that observable from actual

operational performance tests normally associated with Category III testing and Technical Approval Demonstration (TAD) testing (or Category I and II system testing if the
TAD equivalent is performed during such tests). A planned performance value if accurately estimated will converge to the demonstrated performance value.
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Effectiveness Progress Monitoring
A defined plan for monitoring effectiveness progrens during Acquisition and Operational
Phases should include a series of dynamic elements to be accomplished in t timely and
technically acceptable manner.

The plan is to include the basic approach, implementa-

tion guidelines, and methods for its accomplishment. In line with the integrating asr 3cts
of the system and cost effectiveness technology, such a plan should be responsive Lo
the outputs of the multi-specialty disciplines affected.

For the effectiveness monitoring

program to be efficient, fundamental features must be incorporated. These include
(1) simplicity in implementation, (2) technical sufficiency, (3) flexibility so that critical
and sensitive design areas which are rotating with time can be highlighted, (4) maximum
utilization of existing data, and (5) non-duplication with other complementary p'lans,
except on a top summary level.
As a part of the plan for monitoring effectiveness progress, an efficient system is to
be defined for the regular assessment of technical progress in meeting system performance parameter requirements and goals throughout the Acquisition Phase.

The system

should be planned with observant care of the following practical realities:
The status of an FOM value and the value for each of its effectiveness parameters of availabiflity, dependability, and capability normally cannot be directly
tracked. These are composite values, determinable through analytical calculations. In contrast, *he system parameters, first-level parameters, and accountable factors are directly tractable in that they represent the measurable, terminal
performance cxnaracteristics of a system and its constituent subsystems.
Only parameters and accountable factors critical to the performance and cost
effectiveness of a system are to be tracked.
aTechnical performance measurement and tracking of critical parameters and
accountable factors is a dynamic process, wherein each element may rotate in
time with respect to its criticality. Thus, a critical parameter should be reduced
in stature to a non-critical parameter and deleted from the tracking system
it its target has been achieved and is not expected to be altered with anticipated
design changes.
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A necessary entity of a technically sufficient monitoring plan on effectiveness progress
and growth is a system for the meaniDgful measurement of progress in meeting target
values for the system performance parameters. Such a system is defined as a Technical Performance Measurement (TPM) system.

Elements to be included on a prelimi-

nary basis in a TPM system, consistent with ihe amount of design details and configuration definition available during the Definition Phase, include* Master list of parameters and accountable factors to be tracked.

Table 4-5

provides examp,.es of such items.
* Planned converg.'nce profile for each parameter and accountable factor listed.
As a minmium, an estimate of the current performance value at the start of
development, and the planned value at the time of system delivery, are to be
*

included.
Format for reporting of status on the current, planned, and demonstrated
parameter values achieved and assigned, such as:
(1) Parameters and accountable factors from the master list which are to
be reported to the procuring agency. This normally will invok.' a tnolevel and some first-level system parameters
(2)

Frequency of reporting.

Typical program points for- reporting are those

which coincide with the planned SPO review of the contractor's integrated
systems engineering and technical direction efforts.

These SPO reviews

are addressed to determining contractor progrees and technical adequacy
in meeting system requirements, including effectii--ness considerations.
Typically, these points are the system requirements reviews, preliminary design reviews (PDR), crieical design reviews (CDR), first
article configuration inspection (FACI), acceptance tests, and TADs.
(3)

Approach for highlighting current and anticipated critical problem areas,
and the nature of problem analysis summaries to be presented.

(4) Approach for filtering of design changes affecting the parameters and
factors on the master list.
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TABLE 4-5 LXAMPLES OF CANDIDATE PARAMETERS FOR INCLUSION
IN A TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM*

Mission
Basic long range mission
* Basic payload mission with specified g load factor
* Maximum payload mission with specified g load factor
* Re-supply mission
*

System and First-.Level Parameter
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
e
*
*
*
*
*
e
*
e
9
a
o

Liftoff weight
Takeoff distance
Rate of climb (gear up)
Initial cruise altitude
Cruise speed
Payload
Range
Empty weight
Operating weight
Operating weight cmnter of gravity
Takeoff drag
Cruise drag
Landing drag
Takeoff maximum lift coefficient
landing maximum lift coefficient
Installed takeoff thrust
Installed climb thrust
Installed cruise thrust
Maximum reverse thrust
Installed cruise thrust specific
fuel consumption

Abort reliability
Mission reliability
Maintainability
Organizational level maintenance
manhours
* Depot level maintenance manhours
* Field level maintenance manhours
*
@
e
*

*
4
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
9
a
9

inspection time
Safety
Quick engine change tWne
Preventive maintenance time
Corrective maintenance time
Structural limit weight at specified
load factor
Fuel capacity
Roll in one second
Air minimum control speed
Roll helix angle
Lateral - directional damping
Longitudinal short period damping
Aerodynamic center of gravity limit
Stall pattern indicator - cruise
Stall pattern indicator - takeoff
Stall pattern indicator - landing
Cooper rating (no augmentation),
lateral-directiona-!
Cooper rating (no augmentation),
longitudinal

* Uninstalled thnust
•Temperature in flight
•Flotation
* Electric load (cruise, takeoff,
climb, emergency)
a Hydraulic JY d (takeoff, approach)
a Turnaround time

*Examplc-s are based on an aircraft system. Measurement of each parameter is
to be accomplished based on specific operating conditions (e. g., altitude, weight,
center of gravity, temperature, etc.).
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(5) Approach and method for obtaining current and planned parameter
and accountable factor values. Date sources potentially useful in
ebitim.Aing these values include:
(a)

planned design changes, with projecled effect of changes based
on sensitivity relationships developed in Step ElO.

EL.Ample2

of types of sensitivity relationships which can be applied to arrive
Sat predicted parameter values ere listed in Table 4-6.

(6)

(b)

credible design analyses

(c)

simulation tests

(d)

Category I and II tests

(e)

historical learning curves appropriately adjusted

Reporting form

Effectiveness Demonatration Planning
As previously indicated, a system FOM normally cannot in itself be physically
demonstrated. The notion of effectiveness demonstration, of ncccqsity, refers to a
physical demonvtration of the measurable performance parameters of a system, with
the observable results analytically composited to arrive at a demonstrated FOIl value.
Demonstration planning du:ing Definition, therefore, is to be responsive to this reality.
It also is to incorporate a nasic effectiveness demoanstration approach which utilizes
the stand rd Category

j,

TI, III, and TAD testsplanned for the system.

Effectiveness demonstration planning involves the following activities:
* Identification from the integrated test plan of those defined Category I, 1I, III,
and TAD tests which can be censidered to be system tests representative of
the operational environment, and, therefore, suitable to be used for demonstration purposes
Definition of the interrelation of demonstration tests v'hicb may be planned
separately for programs of relateti specialty disciplines, such as reliability,
safety, maintainability, human performance, etc., and the approach fur heir
integration
4-37
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TABLE 4-6 EXAMPLES OF SENSITIVITY RELATIONSHIPS FOR
PREDICTED PERFORMANCE

a (X) change in takeoff maximum lift coefficient

=

(-y) feet takeoff

distance
e

(X) counts cruise drag

a

(X) percent thrust specific fuel consumption = (-y) pounds payload

*

(X) pounds liftoff weight = (+y) pounds payload

*

(X) pounds liftoff weight = (+y) feet takeoff distance

*

(X) po•tc'6

*

(X) pounds liftoff weight

liftoff weight

=

(-y) pounds payload

- (-y) feet per minute rate of climb
(-y) feet initial cruise altitude
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* Definition of the approach for integrating Category III tests by the using
commands and TAD tests
* Establishment of the approach for integrating compatibility tests conducted
with augmenting systems
Analysis of the tests planned for the evaluation of system performance to
determine sufficiency of the planning for demonstration purposes.

Also,

analysis of the estimating problem associated with establishing confidence
limits for FOMs and system parameters, including a description of the
approach to be used.

One such approach is the technique using Mellin

transform and a Bayesian procedure to determine the output probability
distributions for products of parameters with known inrput distributions.
This technique is described in the RADC System/Cost Effectiveness Notebook.
Procedure
The procedure for the technical accomplishment of the effectiveness progress monitoring and demonstration planning activity can be summarized by the following general
activities:
* Establish a basic effectiveness monitoring plan, including the approach
for a TPM system
* Establish preliminary master list of system parameters and accountable
factors which are to be tracked during Acquisition and Cperational Phases.
Correlate list with PBS elements
* Establish expected convergence profile for these parameters and accountable factors
* Establish monitoring points whpre effectivenese progress is to be formally
assessed
* Identify the system parameters to be demonwtrated, and the method by which
the results are to be integrated to calculate a demonstrated FOM value
* Establish implementation guidelines, and identify data sources and methods
for obtaining measures of current, predicted, and targeted values
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*

Establish effectiveness status reporting format to include frequency of
updating, approach to highlighting critical problem areas, atid method for
displaying the current and historical convergence progress of a parameter
value to its target value for each critical item on the parameter list
Define an effectiveness demonstration plan to include suitable tests from
the planned standard test programs which are to be used as demonstration
tests. Analyze sufficiency of this test planning with respect to the number
of tests scheduled and test balance of the critical system parameterb to be
demonstrated, and establish approach for determining confidence limit
estimates.

Information Flow
The basic data required for the effectiveness progress moritoring and demonstration
planning activity are:
The parameters and accountable facto.cs and their relative criticality composited in the effectiveness criticality matrix, the sensitivity relationships,
and transier functions from the effectiveness analysis updating activity.
These data will provide the rationale for the formulation of the master
parameter list, convergence profiles, and selection of system parameters
to be demonstrated
*

The specification performance values from the system performance specification
and the detail major CEI specifications.

These values were developed,

allocated, and validated previously by the apportionment analysis activity
* Information from the system program management and schedule networks for
establishment of formal reporting and review points
* Category I and II test plan, and the TAD and Category

M test plan, if

available
* Demonstration plans for the related specialty technical parameters, such
as reliability, safety, maintainability, human performance, etc.
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Ile outputs of this activit, -will:
Provide the detail data requirements for effectivej:ess analyses to be

*

accomplished during Acquisit'lon
a Define the continuing effectiveness evaluations required during Acquisition
* Afford a perspective of tha ps rameters with a high technical risk, and
the rate of expected achie-iement of the target values for thes•e and other
parameters on a time basis
*

Provide an analysis of the system test plan in terms of usability for current
and demonstrated performance estirmates

* Form a basis for performance incentive provisions.
Fi•gure 4-5 summarizes the information network for the effectiveness progress
monitoring and demonstration pLraming activity.

4.5 REPORT
General

teE2[

I|

A final report is to be submitted to the SPO summarizing the system and cost effectiveness formulation, evaluation, and assurance planning results for the Contract lD.-fini-_,i
,

tion Phase. The report will be used by system planners at HQ USAF, HQ AFSC, and
the SPO, for many purposes including typIe following:
To provide a basis for the synthesi-" of the best features of each contractor's
design approach into an optimum sysiem within the overall performance,
cost, and schedule requirements and proprietary limitations
*To establish the traceability of design- iequirements, and to validate the
sufficiency of performance requ'ements included in the system specification
and the Part T detail specifications towards defining R system with optimum
performance and cost effectiveness to meet mission objectives
9To establish the high technical and cost risk areas requiring fotus and detail
design and effectiveness analysis during Acquisition Phase
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a To have realistic data for updating of the TDP and for the preparation of
the Proposed System Package Plan (PSPPh, which signifies that the decision
to proceed with Acquisition can be made
*

To provide the reference framework and a continuum for the effectiveness
activities to be implemented during Acquisition Phase

The system and cost effectiveness report is to inclade the following updated technical
data:
*

The mission analysis results, including descriptions of the specific objectives
of the mission and mission threats anticipa+ed by kinds, levels, and probability of occurrence

0

Explicit definition of the principal FOMs, their technical traceability to
specific system performance parameters composited, and quantitative values
fur each defined FOM and sub-FOM
Expanded system performance requirements profile, including parameters
taken into account a d their assigned values

* Expanded system operational requirements profile, including parameters
taken into account and their assigned values, maintenance concepts, logistics
support concepts, personnel estimates by specialty skills, training concepts,
transportation concepts, etc.
* Results of, and rationale for, effectiveness parameter selection, Including
criticality matrix
* Models and submodels used in the evaluation of FOM, sub-FOM, availability,
dependability, capability, cost, and cost effectiveness measures, incloding
explicit rationale and justification of analysis assumptions
*

Major sensitivity relationships of each defined FOM to its critical accountable
factors

e Transfer functions for the system level and subsystem level of functions in
terms of output system parameters
* Descriptions of defined system statis, state flow graphs as appropriate, and
probability estimates for each defined state
4-43

STabulated analysis results of current estimates for FOMs, sub-FOMs,
effectiveness parameters

and critical system parameters

* Data requirements and sources for Definition analyses accomplished and
those contemplated for use in the Acquisition Phase
e Description of apportionment technique used and apportionment results
on FOMs, sub-FOMs, effectiveness parameters, and critical system
parameters
Effectiveness progress monitoring and demonstration plan, including master
list of parameters for TPM, expected convergence profile for these parameters, and demonstration test planning evaluation results.
Information Flow
All of the major activities, Steps E9 - Ell, willprovide inputs to the System and Cost
Effectiveness Report for the Definition Phase. The technical data to be included in
the report are directly usable for the preparation of the PSPP and other baseline
documents needed to commence Acquisition.
report activity is shown in Figure 4-6.
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Chapter 5
SYSTEM AND COST EFFECTIVENESS IMPLEMENTATION
FOR ACQUISITION PHASF

Summary
The evolutionary system and cost effectiveness implementation process is continued

"intothe Acquisition Phase to provide Air Force and contractor managemehnt with
vi sibility and confidence of technical progress in meeting the defined effectiveness
requirements and goals as system design natures. During this phase, the effectiveness process is addressed to the activities of (1) detail effectiveness analysis, (2)
effectiveness progress monitoring and demonstration, and (3) final report. The detail effectiveness analysis activity provides a continuing, updated evaluation of the
effectiveness impact from synthesis being accomplished on design solutions, and the
extent that system performance will be responsive to the established effetcttveness
requirements and goals.

The effectiveness progress monitoring and demonstration

activity implements the plan defined during Definition. This activity provides the
overview of technical progress on effectiveness growth, critical risk and problem
areas, and achieved effectiveness performance at major milestone points, and employs
a technical performance measurement system to achieve its purpose.

The final re-

port activity provides to the SPO a closing summary of the significant effectiveness
progress achieved during the phase.

The basic time-sequenced format used to de-

scribe the effective iess activities of the Definition phase and their interactions ,;Ith
the system management procedures of AFSCM 375-4 on a composited basis is preserved for the description of the activities and procedures applicable to the Acquisition Phase.

5-1
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5-1 GENERAL
The Acquisition Phase consists of two overlapping efforts of development and
production. The phase starts with the issue of the System Program Directive and the
preparation of the System Program Package (SPP). It ends with the acceptance of the
last operating unit by the using command or organization, and when all changes required from Category II testing have been placed on contract.

The fundamental pur-

pose of this phase is to acquire and test the system elements required to satisfy the
SPP and the Eystem specification.

The Acquisition Phase is intended to achieve the

following objectives:
(a) Updating detail plans derived during the definitlor phase.
(b) Identification of spares required.
(c) Verification of Part I Detail Specifications and Inventory Equipment
Requirement Detail Specifications.
(d) Accomplishment of preliminary and detail design, and performance of
design reviews.
(e) Establishment of configuration of the system in terms of audited and
approved Part II Detail Sprcifications.
(f)

Beginning of production and construction.

(g)

Preparation of procedural publications.

(h) Performance of Categories I and II and any follow-on development testing.
(I)

Definition of logistic requirements in detail.

(J)

preparation for transition of system management from AFSC to AFLC.

.. (I)

Preparation for turnover of the system to the using command or organization.

The technical itutivities of the effectiveness process to be implemented during this
phase will contribute to the achievement of objectives (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (I).
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Implementation of the system and cost effectiveness proceos during Acquisition is
directed at the following basic purposes:
*

To provide current and predicted estimates of system and cost effectivvness
on a continuing basis as significant design details are developed on product
coafiguration, or as performance requirements are changed.

*

To provide a current assessment of technical progress in meeting requirements and goals on effectiveness-related parameters and measures.

*

To provide the SPO with a compendium of the final effectiveness baseline
used for anaiyses, the achieved versus reqiired/targetd effectiveness, and
the system improvement potentials for effectiveness growth.

The principal uses of the effectiveness process outputs are:
a

'To -dde trade-off decisions.

*

'Ic establish system/subsystem traceability and validation of parameters
Xffecting system and cost effectiveness.

*

To evaluate current and predicted system and cost effef:tiveness status as
design progresses to insure the evlution of a system th:1t will meet the defined riquirements and goals for an optimum cost, performance, and time
balance.
To ruapportion effectiveniso and ryrtem parameters as needed for optimum
cost-performance-time balance.

*

To provide management visibility of technical progrer.' on effectiveness
growth, critical problems, and high risk arp.f._ requiring timely atteation
through effectiveness analyses.

*

To demonstrate effectiveness performance results under operational
condlttbns.

*

To determine whether effectiveness requirements and goals have been
met.

*

To assess the extent that operational tactics are iffected by final
effectiveness results.

*

To validate areas requiring engineering modifications.
5-3I

The system and cost effectiveness process during the Definition Phase was addressed
to the definition of the effectiveness formulation, evaluation,and assurance baseline for
the Acquisition Phase.

Elements defined in detail include (1) effectiveness and

effectiveness-related measures, (2) critical parameters and accountable factors influencing these measures, (3) sensitivities and relationships of the influences under
operational conditions, and methods for their measurement, '") achievable and firm
performance requirements to be included into the system specification and Part I of
detail specifications for optimum system effectiveness, (5) effectiveaess analysis
models, (6) data requirements for the analyses to be accomplished, and (7j progress
monitoring and demonstration plan.

Additionally, current estimates for the defined

effectiveness measures were prepared to guide perforaance-cost-time tradeoff decisions, shape preliminary design solutions, focus the expected performance efficiency
and economy of the defined system configuration, and highlight the technical and cost
risk areas requiring special attention and resolution during system development.
The evolutionary system and cost Afectiveness process is continued into the Acquisition Phase to provide an authoritative perspective of the technical progress towards
meeting the defined effectiveness requirements and goals as design details are developed on product configuration.

The activities required are summarized by the

following implementation steps:
Se*

-

Detail Effectiveness Analysis I This activity refines the

analysis baseline.

It includes (1) model changes, (2) parameter re-selection,

(3) more precise definition cf the FOM measures, operational conditions, and
technical FOM traceability and representation, (4) reapportionment of
effectiveness-sensitive parameters, (5) reassessment of data requirements,
and (6) similar planning factors for valid analyses.

Additionally, this activity

provides a continuing series of effectiveness evaluations concomitant with the
development of the product configuration.
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*

Ste

E14 - Effectiveness Progress Monitoring and Demjnstration

Tins activit;, provides management with the needed visibility of the technical
progress on effectiveness growth, critical problems and continuing risk areas,

I

and achieved effectiveness performance at major milestone points.

This is

accomplished with a dynamic technical performance measurement program

I

and through use of selected test results.

*

Step E15 - Final Report

This activity provides a report that summarizes

the significant results of the effectiveness formulation, evaluation,snd
assurance activities implemented during the Acquisition Phase, including
(1) the updated baseline used for analyses, (2) uomparison of the final measured, projected, and demonstrated effectiveness values, (3) an analysis of
the operational implications of the results, and (4) system improvement
potentials for future effectiveness growth.
System effectiveness requirements and targets normally will be specified in the SOW,
the system specification, and Part I of detail specifications.

Typical requirements

for inclusion in these documents for execution by the selected Integrating and associate contractors are:
Updating of effectiveness analysis baseline, specifically to include reevaluation of effectiveness parameter selection, the effects of parameter
requirement changes on the effectiveness FOM, and modifications to models
provided or approved by the procuring activity.
*

Refinement on a continuing basis of system and cost effectiveness analyses,
including availability, dependability, and capability analyses, with the
analysis results to be made available for review by the procuring activity at
specified development and production milestones, such as PDR, CDR, FACI,
Category II testing, and Technical Approval Demonstrations (TADs).

*

Preparation of computerized analysis routines to a specified computer
language and format as applicable.

1
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*

Control of effectiveness model changes affecting confliuration-effectiveness
relationship as Class 1 changes subject to the change control procedures of
AFSCM 375-1.

*

Coordination of guides and standards for the accomplishment of subcontractor analyses.

0

Updating and implementation of a dynamic effectiveness progress monitoring
and statusing program, to include a technical performance meaburement
system and a systematic procedure for isolating design changes with major
effectiveness implications.

*

Updating and implementation of an effectiveness demonstration plan.

*

Final reporting of analysis results.

The effectiveness process to be implemented during the Acquisition Phase is compatible
with, Interacts, and supports both the system program management and systems
engineering management procedures as defined in AFSCMd 375-4 and 375-5, respectively.
The three processes have complementary activities for translating detr.ll design requirements into optimum performance-cost-time solutions within sensible risk allowances.

An overview of the relationships and interactions was provided in Figure 2-3

in Chapter 2.

5-2 DETAIL EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS
General
The principal product of the Acquisition Phase is the acceptance of a total system which
is capable of perforning the intended mission in the operational environment.

The phase

begins with the PSPP revised to refleci any changes required by the System Program
Directive and converted into the System Package Program (SPP), the master plan for
this phase.

Preliminary detail design is then initiatod by the Acquisition contractor.

This preliminary design is to assure that the design approach selected is acceptable
to satisfy the spbcified requirements of the SOW, the system specification, Part I of
detail specifications, and other baseline documents.

5-6

Subsequently, engineering

definition continues throughout this phase until the system has been described by
Part 1I detail specifications and drawings.

As additional detailed design information

becomes available, such ac from test results, changes to existing requirements may
be required.
The detail effectiveness analysis activity is addressed to a companion and continuing
definition and critical evaluation of the impact to effectiveness of the synthesis being
accomplished on alternate design solutions, and the extent that the detail design being
developed will be capable of meeting the established system -effectiveness requirements and goals. Effectiveness definition and analysis results requiring continuous
updating and refinement include the f0llowirg activities initiated during Concept
Formulation and/or Definition:
*

Mission analysis

*

Principal FOM an.d sub-FOM tecýhnical traceability and correspondence
to functional, specialty, and operational parameters

*

Performance reqmrements analysis

Y

Operational requirements analysis

*

Effectiveness parameter selection

*

Model and sub-model structuring

*

System and cost effectiveness analysis

*

Apportionment analysis

u

Progress monitoring and demonstration plaraing

Mission Analysis
The refirement of the mission analysis is addressed primarily to improving the
definition of the specific objectives for the mission by:
*

Incorporation of latest intelligence information on the kind, magnitude,
lelel, and probability of enemy threats expected to be present at the time
of initial operational deployment, and at a time five years in the future.
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*

A more accurate quantitative definition of the terminal performiance
parameters to be achieved by the system as evidence that the specific nission objectives are met, includin•g the specification of a minirunm , maximum,
or range of required or targeted values for the parameters.
A more precise definition based on design detaizs being developed of the
system neutraliding capabO Itics ard limitations to counteract enemy threats,
including the capabilities of augmenting systems which may be planned for
simultaneous employment in the mission, avoidance tactics to take advantage
of special system characteristics, and other countermeasures.

Analytical

techniques, such as computer simulations, can be used to obtain a penetrability and/or vulnerability profile as a probability function of time, threat
levels, angle of attack, altitude, and similar dependent variables.

Principal FOMs
The values for FOM measures defined at the conclusion of Definition are not expected
to change for the Acquisition Phase.

However, a more precise definition is required

of the specific system parameters composited by the effectiveness parameters of
availability, dependa6illty, and capability that critically influence each FOM measure,
and the technical logic by which each FOM relates to these system parameters and
their sett: of critical accountable factors.

A similar refinement in definition will be

needed for each sub-FOM developed.
Performance Requirements Analysis
First-level system functions previously defined normally will not change during
Acquisition.

Second-level, subsystem functions, however, may change as a result

of trade-off studies to investigate alternate means of accompLshing the tasks, consistent with the product configuration being developed and resource restrictions. A
Frefinement

of the time-based, operational requirements profile will be requized to

in-lude the definition of (1) sperific first and second-leve- functions influencing
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effectiveness, (2) the set of corresponding system and subsystem parameters that
can be measured as evidence of successful accomplishment of these functions, (3)
quantitative values and tolerances for the parameters, and (4) the natural environmental spectrum associated with each function.
Operational Requirements Analysis
A corresponding updating and refinement c*. the system operational requirements
profile (and as necessary, the system and CEI specifications) are accomplished
based on detail data developed from the following systems engineering activities:
*

Trade-off studies of maintenance, test, and activation factors to determine
detail requirements imposed by the AVE or OGE, MGE, and AAE selected
during Definition.

Factors to be analyzed include (1) levels of maintenance,

(2) quantity of equipment, (3) estimated range and depth of required spares
and spare parts, (4) facility utilization, (5) test and activation equipment,
and (6) total predicted costs, all of which will influence operational parameters defined in terms of measures such as downtime, costs, and in-

commission rates.
*

Development of detail maintenance funntions and design requirements for
maintenance functions, maintenance end items, facilities, and maintenance
personnel and training.

*

Cost-effectiveness trade-off studies on maintenance loading to establish the
combination of equipment, spares, and personnel required to maintain the
system efficiently and economically. Accountable factors, such as the
number of days deployed before a unit is returned for preventive maintenance,
the number of units to be deployed concurrently, the hours of work per
maintenance personnel, and equipment availability, am assessed as a part
of these studies.

*

Detail studies of transportation time, costs, and relevant factors.
Detail studies of intersystem interfaces, such as combined reaction time,
error contributions, survival time, and target identification time.
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*

Studies of special facilities required for achieving a required readiness
state for the system.

*

Detail identifitation of the natural environmental spectrum expected to
be influential on the operational parameters.

Effectiveness Parameter Selection
Refinements for the effectiveness parameter selection activity is a continuous
process during Acquisition and is addressed to:
*

A re-evaluation for criticality, and a reselection as necessary, of the
output parameters for the previously defined system and subsystems and
of the accountable factors for subsystems with defined sub-FOMs.

*

A.revision of the transfer functions to obtain a more detailed and accurate
representation of the input-output relationships for the system and subsystem
functions.

*

A further extension of the transfer functions to lower design levels to accommoda. : product configuration trade-off analyses for arriving at the required
inputs for the critical accountable factors.

*

A revision of sensitivity functions based on detailed analytical studies and test
results.

*

A revision of the normalized sensitivity coefficitnts included in the criticality
matrix based on detail analysis and test results.

Model Structuring
The system and cost effectiveness submodels will change as a result of any system
performance parameter reselections. Additionally, other model changes will be required on a continuous basis to insure an accurate measure of mission objective
accomplishment in terms of measurable system performance parameters.
the following refinements will be -:;aded:
*

Typically,

Continuous re-examination, verification, and modification of assumptions,
and reduction of other analytical error sources to increase model precision
based upon current design details, more penetrating analytical studies, and
test results.
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Validation and expnansion of the defined system states, ano further definition
of the state progression logic.

Table 5-1 shows a typical progression logic

for establishing, expanding, and defining system states during Acquisition,
and the evolution linkups of these states to those defined in earlier phases.
For most applications, the system operating conditions that can influence
I

effectiveness are reducible to three conditions. These are the conditions
of fully operable, fail-operable (partially operable), and inoperable. Of
these three condition:i, only the fall-opera.le condition should be divided
into different system states. From the viewpoint of evnluating the effect

*

of different systeri states on an FOM measure (and hence, on the fulfillment
of one or more mission objectives), there is no practioal reason for dividing
the fully operable or inoperable system condition into different system states.
A rationale for establishing the different divisions of state groups to be
associated with the fail-operable condition is to define as belonging to the

*

same state group all system anomalies resulting in the same order of magnitude of change to an FOM value (e.g., :. 05). For most applications, the
number of divisions should not exceed five groups of significantly different
states. !.his is concordant with the premise that a larger number of state
groups would be analytically unwieldy. It would also be incongrous with the
errors inherently present in approximations to transfer functions and in
estimates of initial anc transition probabilities for the defined states.

Such

errors would not be reduced significantly by a finer division of s,.at'- groups.
A procedure for establishing the different states to apply to the fail-operable
system condition is as follows:
(a)

Identify the major sub-functions for each top-level system function.

(b)

Determine the output distribution for each system parameter associated with the previously identified top-level system function by
evaluating the significant combinations of fail -operable anomalies
which can arise with the sub-functions (e.g., simultaneously, one
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TABLE 5-1 STATE PROGRESSION LOGIC

Mission
Operating
Condition
* Nonabort

* Abort

*

Conceptual Phase
System
Operating
System
Condition
State**
Fully
operable

1.0

Inoperable 2.0

Definition Phase
System
Operating
System
Condition
State**

Acquisition Phase
System
Operating
Condition

System
State**

Fully
operable

1.0

Fully
operable

1.0

Failoperable*

1.1

Failoperable*

1.1.1
1.1.2
etc.

Inoperable

2.0

Inoperable

2.0

May be denoted as "partially operable.

t

** States canbe renumbered (e.g., 1, 2, 3,.

).
An example of State 1.1.1 is
"one out of four engines not operating." This state may be renumbered as State
No. 20 State 1.1.2 could be defin3d as "two out of four engines not operating,
one on each side" and renumbered as State No. 3; etc.
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sub-function inoperable, a second sub-function operable but out of
tolerance, and all other sub-functions in tolerance). Relate a system
parameter output value for each such combination.

Use simulation or

direct calculations from the mathematical transfer functions to determine these output values.
(c)

Calculate an FOM estimate for each output value.

Categorize the

analyzed combinations of sub-function anomalies into practical broadrange state groups based on the FOM values thus determined.
*

Updating the estimates for the probabilities of the system being in a
specific initial state and making a transition from state to state.

With

the Important failure combinations previously identified and categorized
Into distinct state groups, and with results from breadboard/de-velopment
tests properly translated, current estimates can be validly obtained.
0

Further definition of the effectiveness evaluation baseline, including a
restructuring as needed of the threat level groupings to reflect the latest
threat posture identified in the updated mission analysis.

0

Revision of the system effectiveness submodels. The submodels defined
for the effectiveness parameters of availability, dependability, and
capability will require updating to reflect the Impact of new performance
requirements or parameter r3selections. Separate models used to evaluate
the critical system functional, specialty, and operational parameters
composited by the effectiveness parameters also will require updating as
the design details evolve, and as the critical accountable factors and theIr
values are more accurately defined.

f
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Inclusion of a new system parameter, the quality parameter, to represent
the Influence on the FOMs of variations from the established product configuration during production.

The quality parameter will moderate the

level of system availability, dependability, and capability achievable.
Typically, the quality parameter can be considered to act as an accountable factor for each of these effectiveness parameters.

It can be defined

as the probability of detecting a defect critically influencing system performance when such a defect is present, and is a function of factors such
as (1) the probability of a set of critical defects occurring, (2) the probability of detecting these defects when they are present, (3) the sensitivity
of the effectiveness parameters to the presence of those defects when they
escape detection, and (4) the measurability and frequency (opportunity) of
measurement for the dafined defects.
*

Expansion of the cost submodels and cost relationships defined for each
major category of cost.

This will provide increased precision and realism

to the system cost model and will allo',: detail cost trade-offs to be validly
accomplished on high technical and cost risk product areas.
*

Formulation of cost effectiveness 6wlbmodels that are compatible with the
system cost effectiveness models.

these submodels are to be used for

assessment of the major performance-cost-time trade-off alternatives on
product configurations at the subsystem and lower levels.
*

Re-evaluation of the data requirements and sources needed as model inputs
to obtain valid output estimates of FOMs, effectiveness parameters, system
parameters, and cost effectiveness measures defined for the system and
subsystems.

Sources of data expected to be of major usefulness include

engineering analytical studies, preliminary and critical design reviews,
first article configuration inspections (FACIs), CEI and system/facility
acceptance tests, system Category I and II tests, technical approval demonstration tests (TADs), and the operational phase Category III tests.
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System and Cost Effectiveness Analysis
System and cost effectiveness analyses will be required on a continuous basis during
Acquisition. Principally, the analy ies are addressed to:
*

Refining the optimization of critical system parameters and accountable
factors to shape design sniutions for high risk areas, to validate changes
to performance requirements in the system specification and to detail CEI
specificttions based on their integrated effects on other design criteria,
also to esablish detail product design requirements.

*

Validating changes to the original scope of technical programs, such as
the reliability and maintainability efforts.

*

Justifying engineering change proposals on the basis of net effect to the
overall capability and economy of the system.

*

Developing information needed for the system preliminary design reviews,
(conducted on an incremental and integrated basis early in Acquisition) to
assess the performance effectiveness, economy, and feasibility of the
design approach.
Establishing from trade-off studies the cost-effective detail requirements
for maintenance elements of the system. These elements include detail
maintenance functions and design requirements, maintenance personnel
and training, and maintenance facilities. Typical trade-off studies to
optimize these maintenance elements should include the factors of maintenance levels, equipment quantities, range and depth of required spares
and spare parts, facility utilization, test and activation equipment, and
costs.

Updating of sensitivity functions and the criticality coefficients to improve
their accuracy for use as practical design guidelines and to provide detail.
design visibility of the influence that changes to design requirements for
critical accountable factors will have on the system parameters and FOMs.

5-15
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*

Providing current and predicted estimates for the system and subsystem
FOM measures, effectiveness parameters, and critical system parameters.
Current estimates can be prepared from the results of engineering analysas,
Category I tests/verifications (especially those performed on the complete
system or on broad assemblages of CEIs and subsystems), and extrapolations of historical data available from Government data banks, contractor
sources, or standard sources (e.g., MTL-HDBK 217 data appropriately
adjusted)., Predicted estimates of the expected convergence values for these
measures and parameters can be inade based on performance requirement
changes or additional design refinements anticipated to be incorporated prior
to first delivery of the completely developed system. Current and predicted
values for the system FOMs and parameters are to be prepared when a
major design change occurs, when significant test and evaluation results
are obtained, and to support syr.teir design reviews, FACI, acceptarce tests,
and TADs.

*

Developing information to support critical design reviews (CDRs).

This in-

formation is to include the system and cost effectiveness rationale and traceability for the established detail design and performance requirements.
*

Providing current and predicted estimates of cost effectiveness measures
concurrently with the FOM and parameter estimates to assess the
performance-cost-time balance of th,3 design being evolved.
Providing confideuce limits for each FOM and cost effectiveness estimate
to reflect the precision of the estimates.

Apportionment Analysis
The branching of the apportionment process below the second-level (subsystem)
accountable factors will be required daring Acquisition to provide the technical traceability of design and performance requirements appearirg in major CEI detail srecifications and product specifications. The apportionment rationale and techniques
described for this activity during the definition phase are equally applicable for this
extension of the apportionment process.
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A reapportionment of the values allocated during Contract Definition to subsystem
parameters, FOMs (sub-FOMs), and accountable factors will be requi1red if new subsystem constraints are surfaced (from development studies) which are neither costeffective nor technically feasible to overcome. A readjustment, therefore, of the
previously allocated subsystem design criteria must necessarily be made based on
more refined trade-off studies to arrive at realistic and firmly achievable subsystem
design requirements.
Additionally, top-level system parameters comp)sited by the effectiveness parareater
sets of availability, dependability, and capability may require cross-reapportionment.

"Theneed for a reapportionment among these system parameter values at this point in
[

time may arise from extreme circumstances, such as new intelligence information of
enemy potentials influencing system performance capability.
Progress Monitoring and Demonstration Planning
Prior to the implementation of the effectiveness progress monitoring plan defined
during Definition, the master list of parameters and accountable factorp to be tracked
during development, and their expected convergence profile, are to be refined and
validated. This is to insure that only effectiveness-critical performance requirements,
including high technical and cost risk areas, are selected for inclusion in the Technical
Performance Measurement (TPMd) sybtcm.

Alterations to the master list and profiles

may occur a3 a result of refinements, such as reapportioned and/or additional performance requirements, re-ordering of the sensitivity rankings in the criticality matrLx,
and revised learning curves based on a better defined design solution. Additionally, the
format for reporting of status on the current, planned (al.ticipated), and demonstrated
parameter values achieved and assigned, including the approach, methods, and data
sources to be used for arriving at current and predicted estimates, are to be reexamined and updated.
Similarly, the effectiveness demonstration plan, which is based on demonstrating the
extent to which measurable and critical system parameters are met, is to be updated.
This updated plan is to reflect the contractor plans for Categories I and 11 testing, to
incorporate the latest Category MI operational demonstration test planning by the using
command or agency, and to be responsive to the TADs planned for the systbu iW whe
operational environment as a part of the turnover of the system to the using command
or agency. The analysis of the sufficiency of the tests for demonstrating system
effectiveness and the method by which demonstration test prGgrams for related efforts
will be integrated (e. g., reliability and maintaiablil ty tests) are to be revised based
on the latest test planning information.
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Information Flow
The basic data required for the detail effectiveness analysis activity are available
from regular development sources. Most of these aources are progressively updated
during Acquisition.

Principal sources include the following:

r

SPY and the updated program and design requirements baselines.

*

Definition Phase system/cost effectiveness report.

*

Program w,ýrk breakdown and contractor work breakdown structures.

*

Detail design data.

*

System test plan.

*

Results of Category I tests and evaluations.

*

Updated ev'ineering analyses, RASs, engineering trade-off studies to
establish detait solution approaches, schematic diagrams, time lines,
maintenance analyses, and the system operational plan.

The outputs of this activity will contribute to:
*

The updating and validation of the system specification and Parts I and II
of the detail specifications for major CFIs.

*

The assessment of the effectiveness influence due to intersystem and intrasystem interfaces.

*

The creation of design solutions that are optimumly balanced for performance, cost, and time factors.

*

The timely focusing of development effort onto high technical and cost risk
areas impacting system and cost effectiveness.

0

The technical base for conducting the effectiveness progrPss monitoring
and demonstration program.
An integrated perspective of overall system performance capabilities to
support program elements, such as program reviews, requirements reviews, design reviews, and engineering change requests.

*

A basis for better and more timely system management and systems engineering management decisions.
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A summary of the basic Information network for the detail effectiveness analysis
activity is shown in Figure 5-1.

5-3 EFFECTIVENESS PROGRESS MONITORING AND DEMONSTRATION
General
This activity implements the effectiveness monitoring and demonstration plan defined
during Definition and updated early in Acquisition. The activity places emphasis on
providing Air Force and contractor management with visibility and confidence of the
current, predicted, aid proven program performance achievements.

Regular outputs

of the activi*y will provide guidance for valid and timely decisions by project manager.s
addressing the integration of the multiple functional, specialty, and operational performance parameters, and their associated technical disciplines, in support of overall
program goals.
This activity is primarily directed at the preparation and issue of timely status reports
reflecting the achieved and anticipated effectiveness progress during Acquisition.

The

technical performance history from the inception of Acquisition, including measurements of current, planned (anticipated), and demonstrated values of FOMs, effective
ness parametcrs, and system parameters, are to be provided to the SPO on a continuing basis. This information provides the insight into the rate at which design
3olutions are converging unto the critical performance requirements or allocated values
on a time basis, and those high risk areas and technical variances from targets where
major effort should be concentrated or redirected. To provide an overviaw of the corivergence progress for each measure, summary charts can be used. An example of such a chart
is a parameter convergeace profile (planned value profile) chart as shown 'n Figure 5-2.
Estimates of current and planned values are to be based on analytical, test, and
evaluation data, including:
*

redible engineering analyses

6

Simulati-jn studies

*

ro
Category I and

tests, FACIs, and system/CEI acceptance tests

C
Htstorical

trojections,
including learning rate
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Parameter Convergence Profile
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Demonstrated values are to reflect the results from integrated performance tests in
the actual environment. Test results that are to be used to determine demonstrated
performance include those from Category I, II, III, and TAD system tests which are
normally planned as a part of the overall Acquisition and Operational programs.
Information Flow
The effectiveness monitoring and demonstration status report will orovide the SPO
and contractor management with summary- level effectiveness data that will be useful for the following purposes:
a
*

Guide technical evaluations of program progress
Guide program redirection
Highlight problem areas as they occur for corrective qction

*

Document design solution history and effectiveness growth

*

Validate engineering design changes and modifications

*

Guide deployment tactics changes

Figure 5-3 summarizes the information network for the effectiveness progress
monitoring and demonstration activity.

5-4 FINAL REPORT

Step E15

General
A final report is to be submitted by the Acquisition contractor to the SPO for review
and acceptance.

The submittal of the report is to be coincident with the delivery of

the last system to the using command or agency, signifying the end of the Acquisition
Phase. The final report is to indicate:
*

The final analysis baseline used for the effectiveness evaluations, including
the final form of all models, the explicit description of assumptions and
anaiysis conditions that apply to their use, ard levels of threats.
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I

•

The final estimates of current,

planned,

and demonstrated values versus

specification requirements or goals for the system and subsystem FOMs, the
effectiveness parameters, and the critical system parameters composited
by the FOMs.
*

Recommendations for model and estimate imprcvements based on factors
such as model sensitivity to specific assumptions, more precise representation of the technical link-up of FOMs to system parameters and accountable factors, and performance areas limcompletely demonstrated.

*

Identification of system constrainti and improvement potentials for future
effectiveness growth.

*

*

Analysis of the operational implications of the achieved effectiveness.

Information Flow
The basic inputs for the contractor final report is the effectiveness progress monitoring and demonstration status report, augmented by specific, detail effectiveness
analysis reports and studies documented by the contractor throughout the Acquisition
Phase. Upon acceptance, the final report submitted by the contractor can be merged
by the SPO into the final system report submitted to higher headquarters describing
total system accomplishments during Acquisition.
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Chapter 6
SYSTEM AND COST EFFECTIVENESS TECHNICAL MANAGEMENT

i

SSumma

ry

a,

4Significant

Air Force and contractor participating management actions are
I necessary to insure the effective attainment of the objectives associated with the
of the systein Simplementation
and cost effectiveness management process.

The

significant actions which are primarily the responsibility of Air Force management are (1) determining and specifying Figures of Merit, (2) establishing and
1 specifying the data needed to document and to provide continuing visibility and
1

confidence of overall system progress towards meeting technical goals and
requirements, and (3) specifying required technical analyses for credible and
defensible effectiveness evaluations.

AIresponsibility

Major actions which are principally the

of contractor management are (1) implementing the effectiveness
process, (2) planning for data to provide for their maximum utility in effectiveness evaluations, and (3) organizing for management of the effectiveness effort.
For both sets of actions, fundamental considerations and guidelines are delineated.

6-1 GENERAL
The principal objectives of the system and cost effectiveness management
t

I

process are to provide Air Force and contractor management with:
* A continuing visibility and quantitative measure of confidence in overall
system progress towards meeting technical requirements and goals.
* A formalized rationale for better and more timely program and technical
decisions.
Assurance that the system as conceived, defined, developed, produced,
and transferred to the using command or agency possesses an optimum
balance of performance capability and cost.
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The effective attainment of the objectives is a participating Air Force and
contractor management effort requiring strong discipline and an orderly approach.
Significant management actions necessary for an efficient and effective implementa-

"tionof the system and. cost effectiveness process involves:
Air Force Management Action
* The proper determination and specification of Figures of Merit that will
provide an accurate and valid measure of the expected system performance
response to meet assigned mission roles.
* The establishment and specification of the type and amount of data needed,
appropriate to the system type being procured,to support program
decisions and to provide visibility and coniidence of system and cost
effectiveness achievements and progress.
* The specifying of the particular technical analyses required for an accurate
evaluation of system and cost effectiveness based upon identifiable needs
for the analyses.
Contractor Management Action
e The efficient 'implementation of the system and cost effectiveness management process with its continuum of activities.
e The scientific planning for the acquisition of realistically attainable and
valid data nece:.ary for conducting effectiveness analyses.
e The establishment and implementation of organization, management, and
data feedback plans and controls for the effectiveness activities.

"Thesystem and cost effectiveness management implementation process has broad
applicability to most Air Force systems and procurement situations.

For any

application, however, special management attention must be given to the need for
i

selectively applying the technical elements and procedures of the process. This is
to acknowledge the special program considerations concomnitant with the specific
nature of a system or project, such as the type of contract, the program complexities, and the absence of formalized program phases with their concentration of effort.
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6-2 AIR FORCE MANAGEMENT
Determining and Specifying Figures of Merit
The proper determination and specification of system Figures of Merit are described
in paragraphs 3-3, 1-2, and 5-2 of the manual.

This task is characterizeds by a

succinct translation of each set of mission objectives into a quantitative measure
of overall system performance. A precise statement of the specific mission demands

"againstwhich the system is being acquired is a fundamental consideration in specifying Figures of Merit that are meaningful, realistic, and accurate.

Thesn mission

objectives must be defined in terms of measurable, system performance, behavior,
and characteristics.

A system is normally a part of an overall military force

structure. To achieve precision in the definition of the mission objectives for a
system, the system objectives must be traceable totop-level system effectiveness
goals of the force structure (or still higher levels if overall Air Force, Department
of Defense, or national objectives are being addressed). Branching from the force
structure level is a layered hierarchy of mission requirements with specific system
effectiveness goals assignable for each operational, level down to the system level.
Logically, this hierarchy can be considered as a Figure of Merit (eflectiveness) tree
or breakdown structure.

The focal point of the Figure of Merit tree normally will

be the mission objectives assigned to the force to be deployed in a specific time
franme to interdict, deter, or otherwise control a threat to natlonal security.

j

A

Figure of Merit can be established for each set of significantly different mission
objectives for the force structure by conducting force-level studies addressing the
required system mix of the force appropriate to the threat environments envisioned.
These studies should consider factors such as intelligence estimates of enemy
offensive and defensive potentials, and the Air Force strategie.3 and tactics to be
employed to counter the threat potentials based on the technical possibilities of
developing the needed force composition.

Upon identification of the required force

composition and effectiveness, the assignable set of specific mission objectives
and Figures of Merit for each of the different systems in the force can be resolved
from the higher order force objectives and Figures of Merit. As an added degree
of detail for apportionment and other analysis, a simultaneous breakdown of the
Figure of Merit parameters of availability, dependability, and capability can be
accomplished along with the cascading of the Figures of Merit from a top force
structure, or any intervening level, down to the system level. Figure 6-1
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illustrates a Figure of Merit tree for a hypothetical continental Air Defense Force
consistirg principally of a wvarning and detW ition system and two interceptor aircraft
wings.

The force is assigned to cover a sector area.

This area Is partitioned into

two smaller areas, the outer sector area and inner sector area, with each of the two
areas further divitzud into two zones.

The Figure of Merit tree shows the downward

branching of the Figure of Merit for the Air Defense -Force to the interceptor system
Figures of Merit.
r

Establishing and Specifying Data
Factors to be considered in establishing and specifying the data required to document
the program effectiveness analyses and to provide the continuing visibility and
confidence of system and cost effectiveness achievements and progress include:
* The data output need and form. The data must be in a form usable to

ji

support program decisions.
S*

The data output quality. A confidence must exist that the data will be valid,

t

accurate, and defensible to support program decisions.
* The level of data detail.

The data level should be limited to the major CEI

level, or higher levels to which all items of deliverable hardware are
identified.
As a minimum, the following data items should be specified:
* The system and cost effectiveness report for Cnncept Formulation.
report is described in paragraph 3-9 of Chapter 3.
The system and cost effectiveness report for Definition.
described in paragraph 4-5 of Chapter 4.

Thiis

This report is

a An effectiveness progress status report to coincide with the system PDR,
FACI, CDR, acceptance test, Category II test, and TAD milestone points.
This continuing report is described in paragraphs 4-4 and 5--3 of Chapters
4 and 5, respectively.
The final system and cost effectiveness report for Acquisition.
is described in paragraph 5-4 ol Chapter 5.

'

This report
1
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Specifying Required Analysis
The technical analyses required for a credible evaluation of system and cost
effectiveness performance are:
* Mission analysis (paragraphs 3-2, 4-2, and 5-2)
. Figure of Merit definition analysis (paragraphs 3-3, 4-2, and 5-2)
* Performance requirements analysis (paragraphs 3-4, 4-2, and 5-2)
* Operational requirements analysis (paragraphs 3-5, 4-2, and 5-2)
* Effectiveness parameter selection analysis (paragraphs 3-6, 4-2, and 5-2)
* System and cost effectiveness analysis (paragraphs 3-7, 4-2, and 5-2)
The characteristics of these analyses are described for Concept Formulation,
Contract Definition, and Acquisition in the above-referenced paragraphs.
Additionally, the nature of the analysis results to be documented and reported are
delineated in paragraphs 3-9, 4-5, 5-3, and 5-4 of the manual.
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P-3

CONTRACTOR MANAGEMENT

The effibient and effective management implementation of the system and cost
effectiveness process by participating contractors will require an authoritative
perspective of the involved tec.bnical elements and procedures and their mutual

I

dependencies with those of both the system program management and systems

I

engineering management processes associated with a particular system procurement. Since the procedures of the manual are based on the efficient channeling

iiof

engineering data and analyses to provide an overall perspective of the system
technical-cost-time performance,

the degree that the activities, analyses, and

data elements are properly integrated will be a major factor in the success of
the system program involved.

Implementing the Effectiveness Process
The manual basically is addressed to how the effectiveness process typically is
implemented on a time basis for any class of Air Force systems.

The manage-

ment action for this important program consideration involves the judicious
selection of the major activities to be timely implemented and to insure that the
depth of implementation is consistent with the total program scope and cost.

Planning for Data
The procedures of the manual are based on the maximum use of engineering data
normally generated during a typical system program, with a minimum need for
additional data.

Careful preplanning and redirection of the scheduled analyses,

studies, tests, and similar data sources will be required to insure their maximum
usability for effectivenecs evaluations.

The total data requirement for effectiveness

evaluations is a composite of the individual daLa needs described in each step of the
process.
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Organizing for Management of the Effectiveness Function
I4 is vital that contractor overall management of the effectiveness function be
established at an authoritative program level and properly structure.d. The responsibility should be assigned to a single organization. This does not imply
the requiremýre, f,.r a new or separate organization for system effectiveness.

Ii
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Chapter 7

APPLICATION GUIDELINES FOR SPECIFIC MAJOR
CLASSES OF AIR FORCE SYSTEMS

I

I
A

I'

I

Sumnmar

Application guidelines are provided for the aircraft, ballistic missile, booster,
satellite, command and control, and warning and detection classes of Air Force
systems.

For each system class, major technical elements of the effectiveness

structure are translated in terms of current system perforramnce and design
criteria, analyses, and terminology to provide the Air Force and contractor
managers with an authoritative perspective of the technical correspondence
present.

Effectiveness elements that are translated include (1) mission objec-

tives, (2) mission conditions, (3) Figures of Merit, (4) effectivehess parameters,
(5) top-level system functions, (6) system parameters, (7) accountable factors,
(8) transfer functions, (9) cost effectiveness measures, and (10) analyses.

E,

7-1 GENERAL

This chapter provides application guidelines for major classes of Air Force
systems.

Included are guidelines for the following system classes:

*

Aircraft

*

Satellite

*

Ballistic missile

*

Command and control

"*

Booster

a

Warning and detection

rwo prerequisites are fundamental to the efficient implementation of the system
and cost effectiveness technology.
*Hilaving

rrhse are:

an overall perspective of the system and cost effectiveness

Itmplement'lon concepts, technical cle nents, and management process
involvi d.
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Having an intelligence of how the implementation concepts, technical
elements, and management process of the effectiveness technology can
be related specifically to the mosaic of current system performance and
design criteria, analyses, and terminology for a particular application.

Prior chapters of this manual were addressed to the first of the two implementation prerequisites.

The contents of these chapters were directed at providing

Air Force and contractor program managers with a broaa perspective of the
general concepts, technical elements, and procedures that can be practically
and validly applied to implement the effectiveness technology during Concept
Formulation, Definition, and Acquisition. Additionally, an overview was
provided of the interactions of the effectiveness elements and procedures with
the AFSC system program management procedures and systems engineering
management procedures. This chapter is intended to provide further insight
into the correspondence and required translations of the effectiveness technical
elements to the spectrum of current system performance and design criteria,
analyses, and terminology.
efficiency.

This is the second prerequisite for implementation

For each class of Air Force systems, representative translations

are provided for the following system and cost effectiveness technical elements:
*

Mission objectives

*

System parameters

*

Mission cunditions

*

Accountable factors

*

Figures of Merit

*

Transfer functions (in terms of

*
*

Effectiveness parameters
Top-level system functions

input-output variables)
Cost effectiveness measures
*

Analyses

The representative translations are intended as guides and, thus, are broadly
rormulated so as to be of genaral applicability to, and characteriutic of, most
systems in the system class.

For any application, the translations must be in

terms of spocifically applicable and measurable system performance and design
criteria,

The specialty technical parameters represent a category of system performance
parameters that is universally applicable to all major systems, independent of
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system class, with only the prescribed parameter values and some accountable
factors being different from one system to another. Because of this commonality,
these parameters and their accountable factors are- separately listed In paragraph
7-2 to follow. A transfer function can be established for each paramf ter listed,
to relate the output values of the parameter to the ensemble of input values for
its applicable set of accountable factors.

7-2 COMMON SPECIALTY TECHNICAL PARAMETERS
Parameter

Accountable Factor

*

failure rates
mission time
alternate modes of operation

I

Mission reliabiiity

Safety

* Survivability

* In-operation maintainability
and repairability

* Penetrability

* Security
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override capabilities
hazardous failure rates
fail-safe devices
human factors
special equipment
exposure time
reaction time
dispersal radiuc
hardening level
countermeasures
alternate modes of iritiation
time constraint
accessibility
number of spares
override capabilities
adjustment capabilities
mean time to repair/replace
special skills
decoys
hardening level
countermeasures
angle of attack
exposed surface
communication characteristics
transmission time duration
coding charactcristics
command and control sequencing

Parameter (Continued)

Accountable Factor (Continued)

* Vulnerability

armament
protective capabilities
neutralizing capabilities
angle of attack
flight path profile
warning time
electromagnetic interference and
radiation
mean time to a critical failure
redundancies
override capabilities
adjustment capabilities

* Abort reliability

Human performance

frequency of tasks
time for tasks
operation
exposure time
accessibility
special skills
basic maintenance policy
level and location of maintenance
level and location of spares
alert conditions

•nAvailability

S~
• •
•

*

Maintainability
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number
of installations, sites, and
operating
locations
reaction time
warning time
operational schedules
number of systems In Wing
inspection time
fraction of toval time in operation
installation and checkout time
checkout equipment maintenance time
checkout failure rates
inventory fill rates
removal rates
organizational, depot, and filfdr time
required for maintenance
transportation time
time required for mission interfaces
with augmentinjr systems
special handling fa-tlities
number of Wing level personnel allocated
mean and maximum~, time to repair
time constraiints for preventive
miaintenan• c
type and level o' ,maIntenance personnel
hi- s;,., laity ;,kills

Accountable Factor (Continued)

Parameter (Continued)
Maintainability (Continued)

.
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AIRCRAFT

A.

Mission Objective
1.

mean and maximum time between
failures
mean and maximum preventive
maintcnance time
mean and maximum corrective
maintenance time
maintenance activity sequencing
administrative and supply down time

Transport System
The system shall be capable of providing air lift capability of
cargo/personnel at high subsonic speed within a prescribed time.

2.

Bomber System
The system shall be capable of delivering a specified payload to
an assigned target on time and within prescribed accuracy and
to return to base point.

3.

Tactical System

The system shall be capable of providing timely close air support
for ground troops, providing air escort for tactical bombers,
bombing tactical targets, and flying reconnaissance missions.
4.

Interceptor System
The system shall be capable of destroying engaged enemy aircraft
at high subsonic speed.

B.

Mission Condition (Other Than Natural Environment)
Acoustic noise
Altitude prvssur,3
SEloctromagnette interference
7-5

Temperature
Angular oscillation
Sustained acceleration
Vibration
Shock
Radiation

C.

Figure of Merit (FOM)
1.

Transport System FOM
Expected number of ton miles to be carried per unit of time.
Expected time required to deliver a designated strategic cargo
to a specified destination and i turn.

2.

Bombe~r System FOM
Probability of destroying (n) targets with (x) number of sorties.
Probability of (n) bombs dispersed within an (x) radius on a
target of (y) hardness with (z) aircraft.

3.

Tactical System FOM.
Probability of providing timely troop support over (n) distance
with (x) number of sorties.
Expected number of sortie missions which can be completed with
a fixed force.

4.

Interceptor System FOM
Probability of destroying (n) out of (m) enemy aircraft of a
specified type per engagement.
Exp•cted number of aircraft targets of a gtvcn size and type which
can be neutralized with (n) number ol sorties.
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5.

General Aircraft System FOM
Expected number of training missions which can be completed
per month.

6.

General Aircraft Subsystem FOM
Probability of achieving a specified thrust with (n) engines
over (t) time.
Probability that the navigation subsystem will perform to a
specified accuracy over (t) time.
Expected accuracy of fire control subsystem under visual or
all-weather conditions.
Expected lethality of on-board armament for a specified target
posture.
Expected number of UFH/VFH communication channels operating
at a specified power raýIng over (t) time.
Probability of identifying a target of type (x) and delivery of
payload to target within (t) f-ie during an (n) hour missions.

D.

Effectiveness Parameter
1.

Availability
The expected number of aircraft that are in-commision to proceed
to a tactical mission at any random instant of time.
Available flight hours per month.

2.

Dependability
Given the availability state, the expected numibr of aircraft that
can successfully complete a mission when commanded.
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3

Capability
Given the availability and dependability states, the expected number
of aircraft systems that will operate within specified system parameter
tolerances in meeting their objectives, e. g., within specified values

of range, cruise speed, rate of climb, etc.
NOTE: The effectiveness parameters may also be expressed in
terms of probability.
E.

Top-Level System Function
Propulsion
Flight control (manual and automatic)
In-flight refueling
In-flight malfunction detection
Cargo air drop
Navigation
Communication
Target destruction
Takeoff
Cruising
Flight maneuvering

Terrain avoidance
Target identification
Payload delivery
Instrument landing
Visual landing
Auxiliary power delivery
Environmental control
Loading
F.

System Performance Parameter
1.

Functional Parameter
Ru.nge

Payload capa•tcy
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t
Rate of climb
Speed (cruise, stall, takeoff, landing)
Altitude (initial cruise)
Maneuverability
Lethality
Takeoff and landing distance
Center of gravity envelope
Stability and control characteristics
Buffet boundary
Braking coefficient
Cooper rating

Auxiliary power load
Cargo air drop tonnage
Turnaround time
Liftoff weight
Drag (takeoff, cruise, landing)
Lift coefficient (takeoff and landing maximum)
One-engine-out climb rate
Weight (empty, operating)
Operating weight center of gravity
Thrust (installed takeoff, climb, cruise)
Maximum reverse thrust
Stall pattern indicator (cruise, takeoff, landing)
Installed cruise thrust specific fuel consumption
Structural limit weight at specified load factors
Roll in (t) time
Air minimum control speed
Roll helix angle
Lateral directional damping
Longitudinal short period damping
Temperature in flight
Flotation
Main power load
Hydraulic load

B
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2.

Specialty Technical Parameter
(See listing in paragraph 7-2 of this chapter.)

G.

Accountable Factor
1.

Accountable Factor for Functional Parameter
Takeoff thrust
Static thrust
Nacelle configuration
Pylon configuration
Thrust reverser characteristics
Equilibrium angle of attack
Sideslip angle
Angle of bank
Air velocity
Center of gravity
Monents and products of inertia
Aerodynamic forces
Gravity
Applied moments about aircraft axes
Aircraft roll, pitch, and yaw rates
Wing area
Aileron configuration
Spoiler characteristics
Trailing edge profile
Angle of attack
Shape o; aircraft
Reynolds number
Mach number
Heading Euler angle
Horizo.ital tail profile and area
Vertical tail profile and area
Elevator profile
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SRudder

characteristics
Velocity
Target area
Landing field characteristics
Search pattern
Leacling edge flaps - inboard
Lift and drag coefficients
Weight (takeoff and landing)

I

I

Air density

SFuel consumption rate
Maximum frontal area

tI

Reaction time
NOTE:

Each of the accountable factors

asted can he broken

down to the next lower level of Puccantable factors.

it

For example, the accountable factor of lead~ng edge
flaps - inboard is influenced by area, location span,
maximum deflection, percent of surface ahead of
hinge line, type of surface, rate of deflection, sweep
angle of hinge line, equivalent root chord length,
equivalent tip chord length, mean chord length, trean
chord location, and percent of wing afiected.
2.

Accountable Factor for Specialty Technical Parrmotor
(See listing in paragraph 7-,. of this chapter.)

111
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H.

Transfer Function (Output Parameter as a Function of Input
Accountable Factor)
Parameter

Accountable Factor

1.

weight (final)
weight (initial)
wind
air density
lift coefficient
drag coeffickunt
surface area
fuel capacity
rate of fuel flow
thrust

Range

A
2. Takeoff and landing
distance

pilot technique
ground condition
airplane altitude
drag coefficient
thrust
speed
weight
lift coefficient

3.

Rate o" climb

roll, Pitch, and yaw rates
sideslip angles
lift coefficient
dynamic pressure
wing area
velocity
thrust
drag coefficient
weight

4.

Lift

angle of attack
surface area of wing
shape of aircraft
velocity
air density
Reynolds number
Mach number
lift coefficient

5.

Drag

drag coefficient
maximum frontal area
angle of attack
velocity
air density
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Parameter (Continued)

Accountable Factor (Continued)

6. Cruise speed

weight
dynamic pressure
surface area
lift coefficient
drag coefficient

Cost Effectiveness Measure

1.

Transport SysteDm
Expected number of consecutive deliveries of specified cargo to
tts destination within (x) hours per unit cost of delivery.
Expected number of ton miles of general car.go transported per
unit of cost.
Minimum cost-time product required to deliver a specified cargo

2.

Bomber System
Expected number of point targets destroyed per unit of cost.
Expected numnber of alert missions per unit of cost.

3.

Tactical System
Expected number of close air supports per unit of rout.
Expected number of successful tactical bombing missions per
unit of cost.
Expected number of successful reconnaissance missions per
unit of cost.
Expected number of successful air escort, missions per unit
of cost.

4.

Interceptor System
Expected number of enemy aircraft destroyed per unit of cost.
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5.
*

General Ai craft System
Expected number of hours of training accomplished per
unit of cost.
Expected cost of sustaining a specified force level per year
for a specified system effectiveness value.

J.

Analysis
Payload vs range
Takeoff distance vs gross weight
Landing distance vs gross weight
Altitude vs rate of climb for various gross weights
Airplane limit load factor vs Mach No.
Drag rise vs Mach No.
Power required vs speed
Velocity vs rate of roll
Stick force vs velocity for different tab angles
Elevator floating angle vs angle of attack
Hinge moment vs angle of attack
Elevator angle vs lift coefficient
Thrust required vs speed
Variation in lift and drag vs Mach No.
Cruise speed vs range
Cruise drag coefficient change vs range
Range vs operating weight
Weight vs take-off distance over 50 feet
Air speed vs weight
Gross weight vs center of gravity
Cargo load vs fuselage station
Altitude vs equivalent air speed
Landing distance vs weight
Altitude vs range
Damping parameter vs rolling parameter
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7-4 BALLISTIC MISSILE

A.

Mission Objective

The system shall be capable of delivering a payload to a specified target within
a designated time, detonate, and do a prescribed amount of damage.

SB.
(Other Than Natural Environment)
Mission Condition
Acoustic noise
Altitude pressure
Electromagnetic interference
Temperature
Angular oscillation
Sustained acceleration
Vibration

Shock
Radiation
Jamming
Enemy intercept threat
C.

Figure of Merit (FOM)
1.

System FOM
Probability of destroying a prescribed target of (x) hardness in (t)
time with (n) targeted missiles.
Expected number of targets destroyed of (x) hardness with (n) or
less missiles.
Expected level of damage to an (x) hardened target with (n) or
less missiles in (t) time.

2.

Subsystem FOM
Probability that the missile guidance system will perform to a
specified in-flight accuracy for a specified time.
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Probability that the payload will impact on target for a specified
re-entry profile.
Probability of achieving a specified thrust for each of (n) stages
over (t* time.
Probability of achieving a specified post-boost maneuver within
(t) time.
D.

Effectiveness Parameter
1.

Availability
The expected number of missiles that are ready to proceed to the
launch phase at any randoma inatant of time.

2.

Dependability
Given the availability state, the expected number of missiles that

"can be launched successfully and delivered to the target area when
commarded.
3.

Cpnability
Given the availability and dependability states, the expected number
of missiles that will operate within specified system parameter
tolerances in meeting their objectives, e.g., within specified limits
of range, height of burst, circle of equal probability, lethality, etc.
NOTE:

E.

The effectiveness parameters may also be expressed in
terms of probability.

Top-Level System Function
Launch
Propulsion
Guiidance and control
Staging
Payload delivery
Target destruction
Environmental control
Maneuvering
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F.

Sstem Performance Parameter
1.

Functional Parameter
Range
Payload caparcity

Velocity
Maneuverability
Lethality
Center of gravity envelope
Stability and control characteristics

S~Liftoff weight
S~Drag

SWeight
Thrust

N

j

Pitch, yaw, and roll
Temperature in flight
Main power load

Si

Hydraulic load

Accurac3
-,Altitude
Trajectory
,A.ttitude control va-i.iables

2.

Specialty Techniccl Parameter
(See listing in parag-aph 7-2 of this chapter.)

G.

Accountable Factor
2.".

Accountable Factor for PFnctional Paramecer
Takeoff thrust
Static thrust
Specific impulse
Air mlocity

Center of gravity
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Moments and products of inertia
Aerodynamic forces
Gravity
Roll, pitch, and yaw rates
Velocity
Target area
Air density
Fuel consumption or burn rate
Reaction time
Propellant weight
Thrust vector control variables
Thrust termination characteristics
Chamber pressure
Burnout velocity
Burnout angle
Lofting angles
Exhaust velocity
Impulse-weight ratio
Time on target
Vapor sensing characteristics
Pre-fI•ght pressure characteristics
Pre-lairnch mass properties
Thrust ýermination time
Timing errors
Loop gain
Bending Iuadt
Angular velocity
Gyro drift errors
Mass properties tolerances
Payload weight
Drag loss
-Arming sa9 fuzing time
Expenl

3,I inert weight

Lethal radius
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Target posture and dispersal patterns
Target sening
Burst tattern
Optional fuze set
Angle of attack
Maximum frontal area
Earth's radius
Inertial platform alignment
NOTE:

Each of the accountable factors listed can be
broken down to the next lower level of accountable
factors.

2.

Accountable Factor for Specialty Technical Paramuter
(See listing in paragraph 7-2 of this chapter.)

H.

S[Accountable

Transfer Function (Output Parameter as a Function of Input
Factor)
Parameter

Accountable Factor

I. Range

weight
wind

air density
drag coefficient
propellant capacity
burn rate
engine balancing

lofting characteristics
apogee altitude

velocity angle

pitchi program
thrust
burnout velocity
2.

3.

Accuracy

wind velocity
burnout variablea

earth rotation
acceleration
vehicle velocity
lofting
gyro drift
guidance errors
range errors
track errors

Circle of equal
probability (CEP)
7-9
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Parameter (Continued)
4. Thrust

Accountable Factor (Continued)
thrust ooefficient
nozzle throat area
chamber pressure
characteristic exhausl velocity

5.

Specific impulse

exposed burning surface

propellant linear burn rate

propellant density
effective propellant weligt

1.

6.

Total impulee

7.

Overall rocket performance

specific impulse
hot gas weight flow rate
burn time
residual propellant
thrust buildup inefficiencies
thrust
specific impulse
total impulse

8. Time of flight

pitch command
cutoff velocity
distance to target
aerodynamic coefficients
re-entry vehicle ballistic coefficients

9.

radius of ordnance effect
height of burst
ordnance concentration
target profile

Lethality

Cost Effectiveness Measure
Minimum cost of destroying a prescribed target of (x) hardness with
a prescribed probability of kill.
Expected -uraber of targets of (x) hardness destroyed per unit of cost.
Expected dollar value, strategic value, or percent of damage to enemy
property per unit of cost.
Cost per missile on target for a specified probability of success.

J.

Analysis
Range vs theoretical burnout velocity
Mach number vs drag coefficient
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Time vs roll moment
Motor pressure vs vector angle
Time vs launch pressure
Time

m'rom
launch vs cold wall heat 'ate

Mission time vs velocity
Gross weight vs distanie
Payload vs range

1

Ven-ity vs altitude

Total impulse vs vehicle gross weight
Thrust vs velocity
Gross weight vs center of gravity
Trajectory
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BOOSTER

A.

Mission Objective

The system shall be capable of directly injecting payloads of specified weights into
circular orbit from x 1 to x 2 nautical miles altitude and into any point on the
conic of elliptical orbits whose perigees and apogees are no less than yl nautical
miles and no greater than Y2 nautical miles.

B.

Mission Condition (Other Than Natural Environment)
Acoustic noise
Altitude pressure
Electromagnetic interference
Temperature
Angular oscillation
Sustained acceleration
Vibration
Shock
Radiation
Buffeting and loads
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wimp

C.

Figure of Merit (FOM)
1.

System FOM
Probability of injectirig a satellite vehicle of (x) pound3 into a
y-degree orbit of (z) nautical mile altitude at (t) time.
Expected number of successful repeat missions for which the
booster can be utilized.

2.

Subsystem FOM
Probability of achieving a specified thrust at any random instant
of time.

D.

Effectiveness Parameter
1.

Availability
The probability of the booster system being ready to procoed to
the launch phase at any randomn instant in time.

2.

Dependability
Given the availability state, the prcibability of the booster system
to inject a payload into a specified orbit.

a.

Capability
Given the availability and dependability states, the probability of
the booster operating within specified system parameter tolerances
in meeting their objectives, e. g., within specified values of
accuracy and time.

E.

Top-Level System Function
Launch
Propulsion
Steering and stability control
Stag;ng
Orbital injectkn
Thrust vect )r uontrol
7-22

F.

System Performance Par-'xeter
1.

Functional Parameter
Ascent attitude rates
Satellite vehicle separation condition3
Mixture ratio
Altitude thrust
Altitude specific impulse
Chamber pressure
Thrust buildup rate
Injection accuracy
Thrust
Specific impulse
Operation over mixture ratio range
Operating cycle
Engine start time
Chamber pressure buildup time in vacuum
Thrust unbalance
Thrust overshoot
Differential shutdown impulse
Engine shutdown
Chamber alignment under zero thrust
Dynamic characteristics
Liftoff weight
Electrical power
Propellant start consumption
Thrust decay rate
Total shutdown impulse
Thrust vector control angular travel
Thrust vector misalignment
Gimbaling limitations
Autogenous pressurization
Nozzle cant
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2.

Specialty Technical Parameter
Launch reaction time
Launch hold tftne
Abort reaction time
Turnaround time
Launch rate
Launch window-

(See additional listing in paragraph 7-2 of this chapter.)
G.

Accountable Factor
1.

Accountable

actor for Functional Parameter

Takeoff thrust
Static thrust
Center of gravity

Moments and products of inertia
Aerodynamic forces
Gravity
Roll, pitch, and yaw rates
Air density
Fuel consumptior or burn rate
Effective burning time
Propellant weight
Thrust vector control characteristics
Thrust termination
Chamber pressure oscillations
Burnout velocity
Burnout Lngle
Exhl.ust velocity
Impulse-weight ratio
Vapor sensing
Pre-flight pressure characteristics
Nozzle expansion raCo
Propellant density
Cutoff time
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Total time, liftoff to injection error
Dynamic loads
Angular velocity
Thrust coefficient
Mass properties tolerances
Payload weight
Drag loss
Expended inert weight
Angle of attack
Nozzle throat area
Altitude errors
Earthis radius
Inertial platform alignment
Hot gas we ight flow
NOTE:

Each of the accountable factors listed can be broken
down to the next lower level of accountable factors.

2.

Accountable Factor for Specialty Technical Parameter
(See listing in paragraph 7-2 of this chapter.)

HI.

Transfer Function (Output Parameter as a Function of Input
Accountable Factor)
Accountable Factor

Parameter
1.

Ascent attitude rates

roll rate
pitch rate
yaw rate

2.

Injection accuracy

in-track velocity error
flight path angle error
orbital inclination error
altitude error
cross-track position error
total time, liftoff to injection error

3.

Satellite vehicle separation
conditions

pitch error relative to velocity error
yaw error relative to velocity error
roll error relative. to local vertical
attitude rates about pitch or yaw axis
attitt de rates about roll axis

4.

Thrust

thrust coefficient
nozzle throat area
chamber pressure
charo.cteristic exhaust velocity
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Parameter (Continued)

A'nountable Factor (Continued)

5.

Specific impulse

6.

Total impulse

exposed burning surface
propellant linear burn rate
propellant density
effective propellant weight
specific impulse
hot gas weight flow rate
burning time
residual propellant
thrust buildup inefficiencies

7.

Overall rocket performance

thrust

specific impulse
tolal impulse
I.

Cost Effectiveness Measure
Expected cost per pound of initial payload weight placed into orbit.

J.

Analysis
Wind speed vs altitude
Velocity vs altitude
Frequency vs gain
Motor pressure vs vector angle
Time vs launch pressure
Mission time vs velocity
Total impulse vs vehicle gross weight, altitude, velocity
Thrust vs velocity
Velocity vs burnout angle
Burnout altitude vs burnout angle

7-6
A.

SATELLITE
Mission Objective

The system shall be capable of trinsrrJtting information at a specified rate and
perform priority selection and schedule transmissions in accordance with priority
rankings.
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B.

Mission Condition (Other Than Natural Environment)
Acoustic field
Pressure/altitude
Vibration
Shook
Sustained radiation
Temperature
Electromagnetic inter Zerence
S,-stained accelerz-ion
Angular oscillations

C.

Figure of Merit (FOn)
1.

System FOM
Probability of receiving and transmitting high priority information
within (x) seconds at prescribed frequency ranges.
Expected number of low priority messages received and transmitted
per month within prescribed frequency ranges.

2.

Subsystem FOM
Expected number of SHF and VHF channels operating at a specified
effective radiated power for (n) years.
Probability that the satellite control subsystem will perform to a
specified accuracy over (t) time.
Probability that the electrical power subsystem will provide (x) watts
to the communication and telemetry subsystems for a minimum of
(n) years.

D.

Effectivenes;s Parame'er
1.
Avaflability
The probability that the sateLite is ready to proceed to the launch
phase &t any random instant of time.
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2.

Dependability
Given the avM!•ability state, the probability that the satellite will
transmit messages upon command.

3.

Capability
Given the availability and dependability states, the probability
that the satellite will operate within specific s; -. em parameter
tolerances in meeting their objectives.

E.

Top-Level System Function
Dispense payload
Achieve operating altitude and station
Sustain orbital position and attitude
Provide electrical power
Receive and transmit i:Sormation
Generate and transmit beacon signals
Thermal control

F.

System Performance Parameter
1.

RFnctional Parameter
Antenra beam pointing
Stabilization (spin or 3 axis)
Power characteristics
Separation
Attitude control and reference
Satellite injection
Solar cells deployment
Antenna deployment
Shroud separation
Apogee motor separation
Thrust (apogee -motor)
Horizon sensing
Coarse thrust control
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Fine damping
IF filtering
Payload capacity
RF signals
Effective radiated power
Frequency characteristics
Amplitude response
I

tPhase

response
Signal suppression
Beea

n characteristics

Telemetering

fiCenter

of gravity envelope
Steady state specific impulse
De-spin

! ,•

Signal conditioning
2.
.

Specialty Technical Paramater
(See listing in paragraph 7-2 of this chapter.)

G.

AccountaLle Factor
1.

Accountable Factor for Functional Parameter
Specific impulse (apogee motor)
Average thrust (apogee motor)
Shroud separation
Separation of launch vehicle adapter
Polarization
Beacon signal level
Antenna coverage
Spin rate
Beacon frequency
Propel]ant containment characteristics
Channel capacity
Battery charging
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Power distribution
Power discharge and duty cycle
Impedance
Operating range
Intermittent load requirements
Power shunting
Frequency range
Tone modulation
Frequency modulation
Frequency accuracy
Frequency stability
Single signal level
Amplitude response
Phase response
Tone frequency spacing
Beacon incidental phase modulation
Benccn interference

Spurious signals
Pulse interference
Output radiation
Bit coding
Bit rate
Word rate
Frame rate
Frame synchronous word
Data word
Satellite identification word
)C voltage and current channels
RF power cha•nels
Temperature channels
Telemetry calibration reference
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Telemetry bus voltage
Sensing voltage (dummy load)

*

Decoding (despin and spin)
Range filtering
Input filtering
RE cwiwtchlng
¶.unnel diode amplificat~on
Local oftclllation
UH F Isolation
Output isolation
Variable attenuation
Interstage filtering
Input multiplexing
NOTE:

Za

Each of the accountable faotors listed can be
broken down to the next lower level of accountable
facto rs.

Accountable Factor for Specialty Technical Parameter
-3-

(See listing in paragraph 7-2 of this chapter.)
H.

Transfer F'unction (Output Parameter as a. Function- of Input
Accountable Factor)
Parameter

Accountable Factor

1. RE signal

signal level
capacity
polarization
single signai
beacon signal
antem±'t coverage

2.

Effective radiated power

frequency range
beacon frequency
center frequency of transient passband
stability (long term)
stability (short term)

3. Frequency characteristics

stability (temperature)
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Accountable Factor (Continued)

Parameter (Continued)
4.

Overall amplitude response

frequency variation
power output variation
receiver input signals
amplitude variation
degradation from thermal noise

5.

Satellite identification
frequency

spacing between tone frequency
frequency stability (one year)
frequency stability (one second)
frequency stability (temperature)
initial frequency accuracy

6.

RF output characteristics

effective radiated power
frequency range
frequency stability
frequency accuracy
polarization

7.

Telemetry accuracy

DC voltage and current channels
RF power channels
temperature channels
telemetry calibration reference

8.

Orbital stability

latitude

longitude

altitude
velocity
Cost Effectiveness MeaSure
Expected number of consecutive successful attempts to transmit a
high priority message within (x) seconds per unit of cost.
Expected number of bits of low priority messages transmitted per
unit of cost.
I

Expected number of channel-years per unit of cost at a minimum
specified effective radiated power.

J.

Analysis
Fixed vs oriented solar arrays
Spray coating vs cover slip of solar arrays
Surface tension screens vs metallic, elastomer diaphragm
Shunt vs series switching
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4/

Magnesium vs magnesium-thorium structure
Body spin vs wheel launch vehicle
Stabilization wheel size vs angular momentum
Stabilization wheel size vs solar pressure compensation
Select vs fine fixed thruster arrangements
Synchronois elliptical apogee vs low circular altitude
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COMMAND AND CONTROL

A.

Mission Objective

rhe system shall be capable of locating an. orbiting vehicle, provide remote
operation and control of the vehicle and payload subsystems, and provide
communication to and from the orbiting vehicle.
B.

Mission Condition (Other Than Natural Environment)
Temperature
Electromagnetic interference
Jamming
Radiation
Shock
Vibration

C.

Figure of Merit (FOM)
1.

System FOMT
Probability vh-at the system will operate continuously for (t) time and
locate an orbiting satellite at a given point in time, transmit commands
to and receive data from the sratelite, spatially correlate the data
when required, and control and operate the satellite and payload
when required.

2.

Subsystem FOM
Probability that (n) remote tracking stations will locate, track, receive
and transmit at any random point in time.
I-3
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D.

Effectivevess Parameter
1.

I

Availability

.

Probability of the command and control system being ready to proceed

I
i

to the opcrational nfode at ary random instant of time.
2.

Dependability
Given the availhbillty state, the probability that the command and
control systemn will operate to provide support to (n) satellite systems
for a period of (t) time,

3.

Capability
Given the availability and dependability states, the probability that the
command and control system will operate within specified -system
parameter tolerances to accomplish each of the following when
required:
*

control traffic up to (n) satellites

* receive (y) quantity of data in a prescribed frequency range
from (n) satellites within (t) time
* process (y) quantity of data from (n) satellites within (t) time
* transmit (x) command decisioins to (n) satellites within (t) time.
E.

).p-Level
System Function
Orbit determination and prediction
Acquisition and tracking of orbiting vehicle
Command and control of satellite
Data processing
Malfunction detection

F.

System Performance Parameter
1.

Functional P. rameter
Range
Accuracy
Tracking
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Recovery force control
Communications control
Mode generation
Orbit determination
Command generation
Command selectiun, monitor, control, execution
Data base generation
Telemetry/tracking data processing
Remote tracking
Commanding transmission
Commanding verification
Telemetry playback
Tracking history playback
Telemetry data compression
Pict are definition
Synchronizing
Command prediction
Mode and picture generation
Storage capacity
Real time display modification
System iitialization and recovery
On-line load monitoring
Bulk storage loading
Data base control
2.

Data base display
Specialty Technical Parameter
(See listing in paragraph 7-2 of this chapter.)

G.

Accountable Factor
1.

Accountable Factor for Functional Parameter

SRaw tracking data
Tracking data recording rates
Pointing data
Range rate
Ranging data
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Radiated electromagnetic signals
Data compression

Data routing
Search patterns
Data lines
orbit data
Number of channel paths
Command rate, loading, storage, formating, mode, and sequence
Real time control messages
Telemetry signals
Antenna information comparisons
Data sorting and synchronization
Transmitting rate
Verification rate
Data processing rate
Information rate
Antenna position
Signal maximum rise time
Signal maximum fall time
Computer controlling capabilities
Computer interface equipment capabilities
Signal characteristics.
External load impedahce
Source impedance
Frame length
Slave bus directing capacity
Estimated time to acquisition
Estimated time to track
Antenna position range
Number of commands to be transmitted
Display capacity
Processing mode capacity
Monitoring capacity
Signal strength
Voice transmission data characteristics
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Input ready signals
Output resume signals
Signal duration
Response time
NOTE:

Each of the accountable factors listed can be broken
down to the next lower level of accountable factors.

2.

Accountable Factor for Specialty Technical Parameter
(See listing, In paragraph 7-2 of this chapter.)

H.

Transfer Function (Output Parameter as a Function of Input Accountable

Parameter

Accountable Factor

1. Tracking

slave bus directing capacity
estimated time to acquisition
estimated time to track
antenna position
range
data processing rates (real time)
antenna information comparisons
antenna position range and range rate

2.

Commanding

number, sequence, and timing of
commands to be transmitted
number of correct verificatinns
echo signals (results and alarms)
transmission mode for specific commands

3.

Telemetering

display capacity
processing mode capacity
monitoring capacity
signal strength and quality
telemetry processing modes (prepass
or real time)
telemetry mode processing variables
voice transmission data characteristics
telemetry data range

4.

Data processing (telemetry)

number of data signal inputs
input ready signals
output resume signals
logic signal characteristics
signal maximum rise time
signal maximum fall time
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I.

Parameter (Continued)

Accountable Factor (Continued)

4.

input impedance
voltage
number of data outputs
input request signals
information ready signals
function ready signals
normal channel signal characteristics
buffer channel signal characteristics
external load impedance

Data pyocessing (telemetry)
(Continued)

Cost Effectiveness Measure
Expected number of stored bits of information which can be retrieved
within a spocificd time per unit of cost.
Expected number of satellites which can be supported for a prescribed
period of time per unit of cost.
Cost per hour of real time operation.

J.

Analysis
Geographic vs geocentric latitude
Probability of a juisitlon vs integrated signal-to-noise ratio
Probability of acquisition vs range
Signal-to-noise ratio vs range
Attenuation vs wavelength
Background temperature from atmosphere vs cosmic noise
Rehearsals
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WARNINC AND DETECTION

A.

Mission Objective

The system shall be capable of detecting, wa,.ning, and tracking aircraft
and missiles within a prescribed range, accuracy, and time delay.
B.

Mission Condition (Other Than Natural Environment)
Acoustic noise
Radiated noise
7-38
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Jamming
Electromagnetic interference
Temperature
Vibration
Shock

C.

Figure of Merit (FOM)
System
p.
FOM
Probability of detecting an object given that (n) tracks are in process.
Probability of successfully completing a track, given detection.
Expected number of tracks which can be performed simultaneously
within a prescribed accurs...
Probability of acquiring a given target within (t)time or within (x)
numbertof scans.
2.

Subsystem FOM

Probability of the antenua efficiency factor being within x 1 to x 2 percent.
D.

Effectiveness Parameter
1.

Availability
The probability that the system is in a ready state at any random
point in time for continuous operation.

2.

Dependability
Given the availability ste,

the probability that the system will

operate properly at any random instant of time.
3.

Capability
Given the availability and dependability states, the ,probability that
the system will accurately detect, warn, and track an airborne
object at minimum range (x) to maximum range (y).

i

E.

Top-Level Sys t em Function
Transmitting
Receiving
ScannIng
Detecting and tracking
Ranging
Target identification
Data processing
Control center data communications network

1'.

System Performance Parameter
1.

Functional Parameter
Angle of sector coverage (horizontal and vertical)
Beam steering
Beam switching
Range radius
Azimuth angular accuracy
Operating frequencies

Maximum radar range
Target acquisition accuracy
Tracking accuracy
Communications (alert) control
Signal-to-noise ratio
Strobe and display scale
Data base display
Data base control
Height identification
Tracking stability
Track count
Number of radar inputs
Number of simultaneous intercepts
Time delays
Weapon target separation
Digital data link
Message processor
Controller comparator
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.1
2.
G.

Specialty mvchnical Paratmeter
(See listing in paragraph 7-2 of this chapter.)

Accountable Factor.
1.

Accountable Factor for Functional Parameter
MNlimum range
Minimum range
Peak -nower output
Pulse repetition rate
Pulse duration
Minimum detectable received signal level
Antenna gain
Antenna azimuthal/elevation beamwidth
Antenna azlmuthal/elevation scan rates
Receiver gain
Receiver channel bandwidth
Receiver sensitivity
Unambiguous range
Voltage lo€el
Receiver recovery time
Azimuth. bearixrg
Range rate
Doppler rescputton
Peak power
Average power &ndmaximum average power
Frequency range
Input signal range
Voltage threshold
Dynamic rangn
Input impedance
Output signal dlsrernability range
Selection range of open channels
Pulse shape
Power output variation
Leakage resistance

Waveshapes
Electrical continuity
Pulse length
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Voltage standing wave ratio
Side lobe and back lobe levels
Beam switching time
Frequency response
Signal integration time
Signal processor gain
Transmitter power output
Blip/scan ratio
Harmonic distortion
Intermodulation
Linearity (converter, multiplexer, analog)
Spurious signal level
Transmitter pulse width
Signal amplitude
Pulse rate per second
Thermal noise
Antenna rotation characteristics
Scan speed
Target area, speed, heading, positiun, count
Target distance
Antenna reflected area
Received power
Transmitted peak power
Effective aperture area
Transmitter frequency
NOTE: Each of the accountable factors listed can be broken
down to the next lower level of accountable factors.
2.

Accountable Factor for Specialty Technical Parameter
(See listing in paragraph 7-2 of this chipter.)

H.

Transfer Function (Output Parameter as a Function of Input
Accountable Factor)
Accountable Factor

Parameter
1.

Target acquisition accuracy

range
azimuth bearing
range ratio
acceleration
target course and count
7-42
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Parameter (Continued)

Accountable Factor (Continued)

2.

Tracking accuracy (radar)

3.

Signal-to-noise ratio

4.

Scattering

doppler resolution
azimuth angulkri accuracy
frequency
peak power
average power
pulse length
pulse repetition rate
antenna gain
signal integration
time
signal processor gain
beacon antenna gain
signal loss
transmitter power
target range
radar wavelength
radar wavelength
radius of object

5.

Detection

threshold voltage
amplitude of signal or noise

6.

Maximum radar range

noise factor
signal-to-noise ratio
equivalent noise bandwidth
temperature of signal source
system loss factor
power gain
radar wavelength
transmitter power
target cross section

Cost Effectiveness Measure
Minimum cost of detecting and tracking an object for a specified
probability.
Expected number of track-hours with a specified accuracy of track
per unit of cost.
J.

Analysis
Altitude vs range
Filter matching losses for peak vs average signal
Loss (db) vs number of range elements observed
Loss (db) vs noise deflection
Attenuation vs frequency
Velocity vs range
9-43

Amplitude vs range
Normalized thermal noise error vs signal-to-noise ratio
Target location vs position error, velocity error
Tracker elevation angle error vs range
Multipath error relationships
Scanning loss vs scan speed
Live interceptions
Simulated interceptions
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Appendix A
EXAMPLE OF IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES

1. INTRODUCTION
An example is presented herein to illustrate and demonstrate the implementation
guidelines and procedures described in the manual for the formulation of criteria an"
evaluation of system and cost effectiveness during the Concept Formulation Phase.
This example follows the step-by-step sequence of effectiveness activities detailed for
this phase in Chapter 3, and addresses the analysis of a hyputhetical transport aircraft
concept.

In actual practice, the analysis results would be compared with those of com-

peting system concepts to arrive at a selection decision of the preferred system(s) to be
defined in the Definition Phase. This selection decision is based upon many program
management factors additional to a system's potential performance and cost stance.
Since these factors are beyond the scope of this manual, the selection decision process
is not illustrated herein.
A restrictive coverage is provided for the effect 4 .veness criteria formulation and evaluation elements of (1) mission analysis, (2) performance requirements analysis, (3) operational requirements analysis, (4) effectiveness parameter selection, (5) model structuring, and (6) system and cost effectiveness analysis.

This Is to simplify the example for

ease of understanding since a full illustration of the effectiveness process would be complex for a transport aircraft system.

Furthermore, a more complete analysis would

entail basically an extension of the procedures illustrated in tte example to accommodate
a broader spectrum of critical top-level system parameters and accountablh factors
without materially altering their coirtent.
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2. MISSON ANALYSIS
The transport aircraft system is to be designed to fulfill a mission of providing longrange airlift capability at high subsonic speed over any type of route.
is to have an all-weather operational capability.
are considered as different specific missions.

The system also

Variations of this general mission
These include:

(1) The basic long range mission.
(2) The maximum payload mission with a specified g factor.
(3' The basic payload mission with a specified g factor.
(Il)

The re-supply mission.

The specific missions are to be accomplished with a minimum of elapsed time and costs.
The technical arid cost performance potentiali of the system for missions (1) and (2) only
will be numerically analyzed since the techniques for determining system and cost effectiveness for these two missions typically can be applied to missions (3) and (4).

All missions are tc be achieved in the presence of hostile enemy threats and diverse
climatic conditions expected to be encountered at any land area where the Air Force will
have a mission to move a large and varied quantity of personnel or cargo.

For the pur-

pose of the example, the assumed threat levels, threat intensities, probability of each
threat occurring, and the average threat intensities postulated to influence system performance, and hence mission outcome, are listed in Table A-1.

The average threat

intensities currently expected will be used in the effectiveness analysis.

Additionally,

the example considers only the effect of headwinds and atmospheric density from the
following atmospheric conditions typically influencing system performance:

(1) Headwind
(2) Atmospheric density
(3) Tailwind
(4) Crosswind
(5)

Temperature

(6) Acceleration of gravity
(7)

Atmospheric pressure

A-2
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TABLE A-1 ASSUMED THREAT LEVELS

Antiaircraft
Threat

Nominal
Intensity

Level
Light

(Including
no threat)
Moderate

Current

i_

Current
_ Avrgil
Probability

6.06x10-

0.66

1

Average
Intensity
4.0x10-I

lethal rounds
per
foot square
per hour
10OOxl-

5 Years in Future
Years inFutm____

_

1

Probability

Average(1)
Intensity

0.62

3.7(x1-(

2
I
0.18

OS1. 18

lethaJ rounds
,per second if

18xI•0 "
I

no protection
Heavy

1.0 milliroentgen(2 )
per hour

0.16

0.16= L

0.20

0 20

(1) Average intensity is obtained by mi'
Alying the nominal intensity of the threat level
by the probability of the threat I,
occurring.
(2) Associated with the effect of a xnilliroentgen per hour exposure iki , proa•1iii
(RAD) that the aircraft will be disabled during any time it is unpro.-uct;d.
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3.

SPECIFYING PRELIMINARY FIGURES OF MERIT (FOMs)

On the basis of the mission analysis, preliminary FO1d measures are defined for use
in evaluating the performance effectiveness of the system to meet the mission objectives.
Si,

These measures, which ýharacteristically are grossly definable during Concept Formulation, are:
(1)

The probability of achieving a basic long range mission with a specified
payload.

ThiE is to be at least 0.98 as a goal for a peacetime mission and

0.70 for a wartime mission.
(2) The average number of ton-nautical m:les of cargo delivered per aircraft
per day over the lifetime of all aircraft in the fleet.

This is to be at least

340,000 ton-miles as a goal.
(3) The probability of achieving a maximum payload mission.

This is to be at

least 0.97 as a goal.
(4) The average number of personnel-miles delivered per aircraft per day over
the lifetime of all aircraft in the fleet. This is to be 2,000,000 personnel-

f

miles as a goal.
The system and cost effectiveness analysis illustrated in this example is restricted to
the evaluation of FOMs (1) and (2).

4.

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

All FOMs defined are relatable to critical system functions that must be present for the
transport aircraft to accomplish its assigned mission. The extent to which the functions
can be achieved is measurable by output parameters of the system. These system
parameters, in turn, depend oa ci itical accountable factor inputs. Table A-2 is a listing of typical system parameters, functions, and accountable factors for the hypothetical
transport aircraft system, categorized by the effectiveness parameter sets of dependability and capability to which they can be related.

The numerical example considers

the system parameters of range, maximum payload, cruise velocity, safety, vulnerability, survivability, and reliability. These parameters are atssociated with the cruising
phase of an aircraft's flight profile.
A-4

TABLE A-2 SYSTEM PARAMTTERS, FUNCTIONS,
AND ACCOUNTABLL FACTORS
Parameter

Function

Ac-ountable Factor

Dependability
* Survivability

Exposure time
Reaction time
Dispersal radius
Hardening level
Alternate modes of initiation

Reliaibility

Failure rates
Mission time
Alternate modes of operation
Override capabilities

Capability
* Range

e Mamimuni Payload

e Cruise Velocity

Propulsion

Cruise velocity
Specific impulse of fuel

Aerodynamic lifting

Draig coefficient
Wing surface area
Lift coefficient
Weight-initial, final

In-flight refueling

Rate of in-flight refueling

Aerodyna,, Mi lifting

Cruise lift coefficient
Cruise drag coefficient

Propulsion

Thrust available

Payload delivery

Volume of compartment
Load factor (g)
Empty weight

Aerodynamic lifting

Weight
Atmospheric density
Wing surface area
Cruise lift coefficient
Drag coefficient
Thrust

* SateLy

Hazardous failure rates
rail safe device
characteristics
Human factors
Special equipment
characteristics
Reaction time
A-5
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TABLE A-2 SYSTEM PARAMETERS, FUNCTIONS,
AND ACCOUNTABLE FACTORS (Continued)
Parameter

Function

Accountable Factor

Capability (Continued)
* Vulnerability

41

Take-off and
Landing Distance

Armament protective
capabilities
Neutralizing capabilities
Angle of attack
Flight path profile
Warning time
Propulidon

Thrust
- chamber pressure
- area of burn surface
- thrust coefficient
Speed

Coefficient of rolling friction
Aerodynamic lifting

Take-off lift coefficient
Take-off drag coefficient
Wing surface area
Weight

Aerodynamic lifting

Wing surface area
Angle. of climb
Drag coefficient
Weight
Lift coefficient
Atmospheric density
- Altitude
-Sea level pressure

Propulsion

Thrust

* Accuracy of
Navigation

Navigation

Accuracy of pcsition and
velocity meters
Accuracy of guidance

o Cooper Rating

Flight stabilization

Horizontal directional
stability
Vertical directional stability
Roll stability

e Rate of Climb
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5.

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

Major operational parameters influencing availability include:
(1) Average flight hours per day.
(2) Maintenance man-hours per aircraft flight hour.
(3) Average crew size for maintenance.
All of these parameters are included in the numerical effectiveness analysis.

/
6.

EFFECTIVENESS PARAMETER SELECTION

/

The next step in the effectivwness formulation pro ess is to identify the system
critically influencing the selected
parameters and accountable factors, and their vtes,
FOMs and, thus, to be addressed in the effective ess analysis. The critical system
parameters and accountable factors to be considered in the example are listed in
Table A-3. Sensitivity relationships based on historical design experience which are
useful to correlate the influence of accountable factors on system parameters are listed
Some specific numerical relationships will be established in the effectiveness analysisi step of the effectiveness process to be illustrated in paragraph 8. All
values for system parameters and accountable factors listed in Table A-3 and used
in Table A-4.

throughout the example are hypothetical.
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TABLE A-3S CRITICAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS
AND ACCOUNTABLE FACTORS
FIGURE OF MERIT (1): Probability of achieving a
basic long range mission with a specified payload.
Assumed Accountable
Factor/Parameter Value
Mission Condition
4 x 10

Intensity of moderate threat (L 2 )

18 x 10-9 round per second

Intensity of heavy threat (L 3 )

0. 16 milliroentgen

Lethality per milliroentgen (RA)

10-

Standard deviation of wirds (a

20 knots

Availablity)
Average potential flight hours usable
per day (t)

per milliroentgen

*(A
*

Maintenance manhours per aircraft
flight hour, minimum (Amh)

4. 0 manhour/hr.

Average crew size for maintenance (Cr)

10 men

Dependability (D)

*

Reliability, minimum

0.98

Reliability, actual

*

Coefficients relating weight to
reliability (p,, P2 ' P3 )

0.85, 10-,

Coefficients relating weight to
survivability (r 1 , r 2 )

0.02, 0.001

Survivability

*

Capability (C)

10

*

Exxpocted operating lifetime (T)

300,000 hours

Fuel consumption (c')

0.32/hr.

Drag coefficient due to okin
friction (CDf)

0.03

Oswald's efficiency factor (e)

1.0

*Denotes a value to be calculated

'I

round per sq. ft. per hour

Intensity of light threat (L,)

A-b

TABLE A-Zý CRITICAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS
AND ACCOUNTABLE FACTORS (Continued)

K

Assumed Accountable
Factor/Parameter Value
Capability (C) (Continued)
Lift Coefficient (Ci)

0.5

Payload (PL)

250,000 lb.

M,-Aimum initial weight (W0 )

700,000 lb.

Safety

0.999

Surface area of wings (8)

5,800 sq. ft.

Surface area of aircraft (ACRS)
Maximum cruise altitude (Aitm)

8,700 sq. ft.
40,000 ft.

Range

4,000 nautical miles

Efficiency of protection against
light threat (k1)

50. 0 sq. ft. /lb.

Efficiency of protection against

50.0 sq. ft./lb.

Efficiency of protection against
heavy threat (k 3)
Empty weight excluding weights
allocated to reliability, survivability, and protection against
threats (WE)

62.5 sq. ft./lb.

Relative air density (a)

0.245

Final weight (W1)

*

Wing span (b)
Drag coefficient (C*

*

%Telocityof flight for maximum
range (V)
Range in still air (R)

*

Weight allocated to reliability (We)

*

Weight allocated to survivability (W.)

*

Allocation of payload to protection
against threats (Wp)

*

medium threat (k2

300,000 lb.

*

FOM (1)I
*Denotes a value to be calculated
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TABLE A-3 CRITICAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS
AND ACCOUNTABLE FACTORS (Continued)
FIGURE OF MERIT (2): The average number of tcn -miles of
cargo delivered per aircraft per day over the lifetime of all
aircraft in the fleet.
Assumed Accountable
Factor/Parameter Value
Mission Condition
(Same values as 'cr FOM (1))

(Same conditions as for FOM (1))
Availability (A)
(Same parameters as for FOM (1))

(Same values as for FOM (1))

Dependability (D)
Reliability. minimum

*

(Same value as for FOM (1))

Reliabil4 ty, actual

*

Survivability
Coefficients relating weight to
reliability

*

Coefficients relating weight to
survivability

(Same values as for FOM (1))

(Same values as for. FOM (1))

Capability (C)

*

Expected operating lifetime (T)

300,000 hrs.

Surface area of aircraft (ACRS)
Surface area of wings (S)

8,700 sq. ft.
5,800 sq. ft.

Maximum cruise altitude (Altm)
Fuel consumption (c')

40,000 ft.
0. 32/hr.

Final weight tW 1 )

550,000 lb.

Drag coefficient due to skin
frictiorn (CD?
Oswald's efficiency factor (e)

0.03

Lift coefficient (C L)

0.5

Empty weight excluding weights
allocated for reliability, survivability, and protection against
threats (WE)

300,000 lb.

1.0

*Denotes a value to be calculated
A-10

,TABLE A-3 CRITICAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS
AND ACCOUNTABLE FACTORS (Continued)
Assumed Accountable
Factor/Paramcter Value
Capability (C) (Continued)
Maximum initial weight (W0 )

'00, 000 lb.

Efficiency of protection against
light threat (k1 )
Efficiency of protection against
medium threat (k2 )
Efficiency of protection against
heavy threat (k3)
Safety

0.5 sq. ft. /lb.

Range

4,000 nautical miles

Relative air density (0)
Wing span b)

0.245

Drag coefficient (CD)

*

Payload (P

0.5 sq. ft. /lb.
0. 625 sq. ft. /lb.
0.999

*

)

*

Weight allocated for reliability (WR)

*

Weight allocated for survivability (W.)

*

Total Cost (Co
Average maintenance cost per
manhour (C.)

*

$10/hr.

Fuel and related cost (C4 )

$0.25/lb.

Fixed daily cost (C1 )

*

Maintenance cost (C2)
Fuel and related cost (C 5)
FOM (2)
Cost Effectiveness
*Denotes a value to be calculated

A-I1
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TABLE A-4 SENSITIVITY RELATIONSHIPS
x pound change in payload = y ton-nautical mile per day*
x unit of survivability

y ton-nautical mile per day*

=

x pound of protection

=

y unit of vulnerability*

x pound of protection

=

y pound of payload*

x foot cruising altitude = y ton-nautical mile per day*
x unit lift coefficient = y foot takeoff distance
x pound payload = y foot cruising altitude
x unit fuel consumption rate coefficient = y nautical mile range*
x foot cruising altitude = y nautical mile range*
x pounds payload ý y nautical mile raage*
x unit lift coefficient

=

x unit drag c6efficient
x pound of'weight

=

y nautical mile range*
=

y nautical mile

range*

y reliability*

x pound of weight = y survivability*
x unit fuel consumption rate coefficient

=

y cost per day*

x pound payload = y cost per day*
x unit lift coefficient = y cost per day*
x unit drag coefficient due to skik friction = y cost per day*
*To be derived from numerical analysis 6f paragraph 8
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MODEL STRUCTURING

Availability Parameter
For each of the FOMs to be evaluated, availability is measured as the fraction of
available daily utilization hours to total daily hours over an extended periad of time for
a typical aircraft in the fleet. An aircraft is considered available when it is not outof-commission due to maintenance.

(An alternate measure could be based on an air-

craft's instantaneous availability, which is the probability that an aircraft will be ready
within a prescribed time.) Availability (A) may be expressed as:
SMh

24 (

FlC)

(1)

htr

where
mh is the number of maLntenance manhours per aircraft flight hour
F

t

Cr

is the average potential flight hours usable per day
is the average crew size for maintenance

"Thequantity (Mmh Ft/Cr) in equation (1) represents the average number of hours per
day required by a crew of (Cr) men to perform all the maintenance on the aircraft.
During this time, the aircraft cannot be "tilized.

This average number of maintenance

hours per day includes both the daily scheduled maintenance time, as well as other
maintenance time which may render the aircraft unavailable for extended periods of
time.

The averag-e number of maintenance hours per day, divided by 24, is then the

average fraction of total daily hours that a typical aircraft is unavailable.
tracted from 1 to obtain the numerical value for availability.

This is sub-

The potential number of flight hours per day (Ft) that a typical aircraft can be utilized
is calculated by multiplying tbh availability measure by 24, namely,
Ft = 24A

A-13

(2)

The solution of equations (1) and (2) similtaneously results in the following relation for
availability:

A

(3)

1 + Mh/C

Dependability Parameter
For each of the FOMs to be (valuated, dependability is considered as the probability
that the aircraft system will. continue to function given that it was available at the beginFor the example, dependability is structured as the product of the

ning of the mission.

system parameters of reliability and survivability.

Reliability for the transport air-

craft system is defined awj the probability that the aircraft will reach its destination.
The goal for reliability is 0. 98.
the aircraft will survive,

Survivability is defined as the probability that either

all ground threats or that no ground threats exist, subject to
Survivability is defined as the probability (P)

the condition that the rdrcraft is available.

that the aircraft and s.rew will survive a hostile ground threat, given that both are available.

It is assumed that the aircraft and crew can survive a ground threat if either (1) a

moderate or heavy threat is present, but the aircraft and crew can react (includivg takeoif)
within 20 minutes, or (2) only a light threat (including no threat) is present for which it is
assumed that in all instances there is sufficient time to react if necessary.

Therefore,

system dependhbility can be expressed as:

Dependability = Survivability x Reliability

(4)

with:
Survivability = P i Survival

(5'

= P I A light threat is present
+ P I A mcderate or heavy threat is present and reacting within 20 minutes}
= P I Light threat
+ P I Moderate or heavy threat
= P
+

{

P I Reacting within 20 minutes

Light threat

[I-

P

I Light threat

J
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P

J Reacting

within 20 minutns

/°

.I

I

The probability of reacting in 20 minutes is considered to be a function of whether
special features are incorporated in the aircraft, such as additional thrust in engines
to increase takeoff thrust and/or decrease starting time. Such features are assumed
to add weight to the aircraft and affect the capability of the aircraft. This probability
can be approximated by:

iP{Reacting in 20 minutes}
!i

where
P1

=

p1

+

2
P2 W5 - P3 Ws

(6)

is the probability of reacting within 20 minutes without thr,
special features

W

is the weight, in pounds, of such special features

p and r3

are the sensitivity coefficients relating probability of reacting
within 20 minutes to the weight of the added features

Similarly, reliability may be represented by a transfer function of the weight effectively allocated to redundant equipment,. This transfer fu1nction is assumed to be of
the form:
Reliability = (0.99) 1.0 - r 1 'ýxp I-r

2

WR

(7)

where
r1

is a parameter such that reliability with no redundancy is
0. 99 (1 - rl), whereas reliability with maximum redundancy
is 0.99

r2

is a parameter which relates the rate of increase in reliability
to the amount of redundancy

WE

is the weight, in pounds, which can be effectively allocated for
equipment redundancies to increase reliability.

A-1
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Therefore, the combined equation for dependability is

Dependability

=

P Light threat} + (I - P {Light threatl)
S(P
1

+

P2 ws

-

P3 Wp)2

(0.99) (1.0-

r, exp

h-r2 Wn)

(8)

Capability Parameter For FOM (1)
The capability parameter for FOM (1) (the probability of achieving a basic long
range mY 'sion for a specified payload PL) is the conditional probability of achieving
a dtsireu i, .g range, given that the aircraft system is available and dependable.
The equation for the range (R) in still air of a turbojet aircraft in nautical miles is:

where
-1 •
cis

tthe consumption rate of the fuel in pounds of fuel per hour
for emeh pound of thrust

C

L
CD

SW0

is the lift coefficient
is the drag coefficient
is the initial weight of the plane, including fuel and cargo,
in pounds

i,

is the ratio of the density of air at the cruising altitude to the
mean atmospheric density at sea level

S

is the surface area of the wings in square feet
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is the final weight of the plane in pounds, including cargo and

W1

remaining fuel, on landing.
W

+ WR+ P

It is the sum

W E+ where WS and W

+ W

are the

weights allocated to the enhancemenl, of survivability and
reliability, as previously defined; P

is the payload, or

5L

Samount of cargo, in pounds; W

P

is tie amount of aircraft

weight in pounds allocated to protectioL against threats, as
previously defined; and W is the rerr aining, essential

E
empty weight at the end of a mission.
Since the payload weight remains constant, the difference between the initial and
final weights is the amount of fuel (FR) used, namely:

SFR

W0 -W

(10)

1

Therefore,
0W W1 + FR
W

S

+W

H

+P

L

+W

P

+W

E

+FR

R

and equation (9) may then be written as:

18
CL

(

+/W+wRPLWW
w+ +~W
wEF FE

-

+

(11)
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The nomina! range given by this equation and, hence, also the probability of achieving
any given range, is maximized for a given initial weight, final weight, altitude, Rnd
fuel consumption rate when the critical drag ratio, C
=R ( FicLD ) is maximized.
The drag coefficient (C

depends upaon the lift coefficient approximately according to

the relation:
CD

Ct + (C't1', Ae)
Cm + (C

(12)

-3/b2e)

where:
CDf

is the drag coefficient projected for a zero lift coefficient, and
is due to skin friction

As

is the aspect ratio, which is the quotient of the square of the
wing span divided by the wing surface area

b

is the wing. span in feet

e

is Oswald's efficiency factor, which accounts for variation in
drag due to the angle of attack and induced drag term.
normal conditions, e is close to one.

Under

The critical drag ratio (CDR) is maximized when the aspect ratio As is equal to
the following:

A
A

b2
b
S
2

3

L

eCDf
A-l "

(
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(13)

When this equation is satisfied, the critical drag ratio (CDR) reaches its, maximum,
namely,

CDR

C

(iAeC~f'/+
A
N

(14)

Equation (9) also may be expressed in terms of the initial weight (Wo) of the aircraft, including cargo and fuel, as follows:

WW0

2)5
ODR

Hence, a bare minimum of fuel (FR required, in pounds, under standard conditions
is given by:
FR

W
-

- W
S
R 2 c' 2
V 11DR
1181 +
2
DR

2R'

S(16)
1181

In the presence of a headwind of VW knots and an average airspeed of V, equation
(15) can be modified approximately as follows:

=

(jW

1 +

R

c'

cr-) 2

(17)

The airspeed (V) is given by the following equation under tha condition oZ maximum
range:

V

=

295. 25 W/(rCLS)

(18)
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and from equation (13),
V

=

16.9

e
eW/(ab
)

(19)

where the constant 295. 25 is the conversion from statute miles to nautical miles of
the constant in the Breguet range equation, and
b

is the wing span in feet,

W

is the weight of the aircraft at any time, and as an approximation is 1/2 the sum of W0 and W1
WS + WR + PL + WP+

,

namely

WE + 1/2 FR

An assumption is made that wind velocity is normally distributed with a mean of zero
velocity and a standard deviation of crV_ knots. Therefore, the probability that the
wind will be a headwind, and that the headwind component will exceed 3aV,
0. 135%.
of a 3a.V

is

The amount of fuel (FR) required to achieve a specified range (R') in spite
knot headwind is:
V

FR

=

2B JW +

B2

(?0)

where:
B

R'c'
CDR
D

aWS
11

1

1-3u

16.9

eCb
W

Normally the required fuel capacity will be greater than FR,

such as 1.3 FR, to

account for contingencies other than headwinds.
The probability of achieving a specified range (R') under the assumption of normally
distributed winds can be calculated according to the following steps:
e

Calculate R according to equation (9).

*

Determine the margin (R-R')/R.
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.

Multiply this margin by 16.9

\

to obtain the

ab

number oa standard deviations for wind velocity.
.

Convert the number of standard deviations to a probability by use of the
normal distribution.

For example, 3 standard deviations correspond to

a probability of . 99865.

The resulting probability is that of achieving the required range (Rt) subject to the
achievement of safety and invulnerability goals.

ter this example, capability is con-

sidered to be the product of this probability and the parameters of safety and invulnerability.

This may be written as:

16.91

Capability

x

b

R

-

R

(21)

(Safety) x (Invulnerability)

where
4' is the cumulative probability function with
tt
4•(t)

1

(exp

x2/2

dx

(22)

Safety is assumed to be 0. 999
Range (R) is calculated according to equation (9)
invulnerability is defined and determined as below

The invulnerability parameter is defined as the probability of flight survival under
hostile threats.

It is considered to be a function of the average intensity of enemy

threats, the amount of aircraft protection against the threats, and the loss in total
capability of the fleet resulting from the loss of aircrait because of their vulnera-bility to the threats,

I.I

Invulnerability can be estimated as the fraction of actual fleet

3A-21

capability in the presence of an enemy threat to fleet capability without this threat.
Fcr the purpose of this example, it is assumed to be of the form:
Invulnerability

=

(1

-

exp [-XTI)/(XT)

(23)

for:
T = the expected operating lifetime of the aircraft in the absence of an
enemy threat
A = the average lethality of all threats per hour of flight
The average lethality (X) may be expressed mathematically as:
A CSL 1 exp

j~kWR/AcB

+ 3600 Lexp

~k Wp/AC~
+ BA

where:
AR
ACBS
LI

L3 exp -kaWS/ACRS

is the surface area of the aircraft in square feet
is the average number of lethal rounds per second of a light threat
in the path of flight, under the assumption of no protection against
this threat

Wp

is the amount of protection and shielding afforded against the
average threat, in pounds

WR)

I

as previously defined

kl

is the efficiency of the protection in combating a light threat, in
units of square feet/pounds

L2

is the average number of lethal rounds of a moderate threat per
second

k2

is the eLiacwncy of the protection agaiast the effects of a moderate
threat, in units oI square feet/pounds
A-22

(24)

L

is the average intensity of a heavy threat, in milliroentgens

per hour
R

.1

k
4'

*

AD

is the probability that the aircraft will be disabled during any
time that it is unprotected from a heavy threat exposure

3

is the efficiency of the protection against a heavy threat, In
units of square fect/pounds

Capability Parameter fo2, FOM (2)
The transfer functic:, of the capability parameter (C) for the FOM (2) measure (the
!

i

average number of ton-miles of cargo delivered per aircraft per day over the life-

time of all aircraft in the fleet) is considered to be:
C = (Ton nautical miles per day, conditional upon aircraft availability and
dependability) x (Safety)

Ii

Since ton-nautical mileage per hour is physically the product of flight velocity in
nautical miles per hour (knots) and the number of tons of payload carried, and there
are 24 potential flight hours per day under perfect availability, then:
C = (Payload in tons) x (Velocity in knots) x (Safety)

Using the relationship of equation (18), the approximation for W in equation (19),
the weight of the aircraft at any time, and the conversion of pound payload to ton
payload, then:
C = (0.012) 1)y295"25 (WS+WR+ P

+WP+WE+
L

LH

P

F )/aCLS

E

L

x (Safety)

(25)

From equation (11), the fuel required (Fr) in equation (25) may be related approximately to other previously defined parameters and accountable factors of range as
follows:

S2

II

X2 +
F

-W
S + W R + P L + W P + WE
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4 X2

(26)

!

H

ii

~with

.

X
-

I

'c'(IcNf/CL 1+ CLS/nbe)/

2

525cL

Figures of Merit
Each of the FOMs used in this example is assumed to be a product function of availability, dependability, and capability. FOM (1) is the probability of achieving a basic

IL

long range mission of R'

nautical miles with a payload of PL pounds.

It is equal to

the product:

Avail•bility x Dependability x Capability

(27)

where:
Availability is calculated according to equation (3)
Dependability is calculated according to equation (8)

Capability is calculated according to equation (21)
FOM (2) is the expected number of ton-nautical miles per day of cargo moved. It is
also equal to the product:
Availability x Dependability x Capability

(28)

where:
Availability and dependability are the same as for FOM (1)
Capability is calculated according to equation (25)
Cost Effectiveness Measure
The cost effectiveness measure is defined restrictively for illustration purposes,
and is the ratio of FOM (2) to total operating costs per day (the cost effectiveness
measure for FOM (1) is similar and, therefore, is not illustrated).

For simplicity,

the total costs are divided into three defined categories:
(1)

Fixed costs per day (C 1 ), such as interest on aircraft production cost
and depreciation which is independent of aircraft usage.
A-24

Part of the

cost of producing an aircraft is the cost of making it readily
maintainable. For purpose of trade-off, the relationship between
maintainability and cost is assumed to be according to the following
formula:

30
\mh

CI

(29)

+ 2A, 000)

where the constants are sensitivity coefficients of the relationship
between fixed acquisition cost per aircraft and msinter~ance manhours per flight hour.
(2) Total maintenance costs per day (C2 ), with
C2

C 3 Ft

=m

(30)

where:
C3 is the average maintenance cost per manhour.
l mh and ft are as previously defined.
(3) The daily nonfixed costs (C,), the portion of operating costs relating
to aircraft usage, with

6

=VC
4 C5
-t

(31)

where:
C4 is the fuel and related costs per pound of fuel.
C5 is the total fael and related cost, with
C

(5 rc -CDF C+P +
D

Cs

+
IR
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+

+ý,P

L

(32

P +W E

2

Total co',L

( Co)

C

is then

=C
a 1 + C 2 + C6

CLSe
1
I16,300
M - 2000
00 ++ jmhfFt"3 +PtC~' 0CL~
(Ws+wR+ PL+Wp+WE+

(33)

-F)

(CE) = FOM (2)/Total Cost
(34)

= ADC/C°

-i
where:

8.

A
D

is given by equation 13)
is given by equation (8)

C
C

is given by equation (25)
is g._ven by equation (33)

SYSTEM AND COST EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

Three separate analyses will be required.

These are:

9 The determination of values for all free accountable factors ani.
parameters such that FOM (1) is maximized.
i The determination of values for all free accountable factors and
parameters such that FOM (2) is maximized.
o The determination of values for all free accountahle factors and
par.,unotcrs such that (CE), the quotient of FOr
*

sum of all comts,

31)divided by the

is nmaxttr~ized.

At the ou:siot, some direct optimizations may be muad.

For ewomlnl,

the system

tavailaiility parameter for either FOM measure can be calculated directly from
,.Jluttoil (31),

Aht,.,

1sH1g eolations (12, and (13), the optimum wing sptu, (--in be
A -1i.,

<I

approximately derived based on the assumed values ior the lift coefficient, the
projected drag coefficient, and Oswald's efficiency fa-"tor.
I

I

K

However, other values of

accountable factors
and parameters are not directly calculable and will require an
"
iterative, composite analysis to determine thei

best combination of values so that the

dependent FOM or CE measure is maximized.

The results of the three separate analyses to establish the optimum values for the
involved free accountable factors and parameters are summarized in Tables A-5 and
A-6.

Additionally, the numerical values for the sensitivity of the critical parameters

to changes in contributing parameters and accountable factors are given in Table A-7.
r

This table represents an updating of Table A-4 in paragraph 6, and is obtained by
differentiating the equations (transfer functions) given in paragraph 7.
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TABLE A-5 CALCULATED VALUES FOR FOM (1)
of Merit: The probability of achieving ai basic long rangeSFYigitre
mission with a
specified payload.
Accountable Factor/
Parameter Value
0.714

Availability (A)

17.1 hours/day

Flight-hours per day (Ft

0.939

Dependability (D)
Reliability

0.988

Survivability

0.950

(CI

0.996

SCapability

Final weight (W1 )

556,500 pounds

Wing span (b)
Drag coefficient (CD

215 feet
0.04

Velocity of flight for maximum range (V)

511 knots

Range in still air (R)

4,570 nautical miles

Weight allocated to reliability (WR)

3, 800 pounds

Weight allocated to survivability (W.)

700 pounds

Allocation of payload to protection against threats (Wp)

2, 000 pounds

FOM (1)

0.008

A -2H

TABLE A-6 CALCULATED VALUES FOR FOM (2)
Figure of Merit:

The average number of ton-miles of cargo delivered per aircraft

per day over the lifetime of all aircraft in the fleet.
Accountable Factor/
Parameter Value
For Max.

For Max. CE

FOM

(with fixed

(without fixedM

0.714

0.775

Flight hours per day (F,)

17.1

18. 6 hours/day

Actual direct maintenance manhours
per aircraft flight hour (fmh)

4.0

2.4

Dependability (D)

0.936

0.936

Reliability

0.986

0.986

Stir vivability

0.949

0.949

1,517,000

1,517,000 ton-miles/
day

Wing span (b)

215

215 feet

Drag coefficient (CD)

0.04

0.04

Payload (P)

248,000

248,000 pounds

Weight allocated for reliability (WR}

1,600

1,600 pounds

Weight allocated to survivability (Ws)

0

0 pounds

$99,600

$102,000/day

$24,100

$ 26,700/day

$ 1,710)

$

$73,800

$ 73,800/day

FOM (2)

1,014,000

1, 100, 000 ton-mqles/
day

Cost Effectiveness

10.2

10. 8 ton-nilcs/B

Availability (A)

Capability (C)

L

Total Cost (C
Fixed daily cost (Cl)
Maintenance cosa

(C2)

Fuel and related cost (C5)

,

1,710/day
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TABLE A-7 CALCULATED SENSITIVITY RELATIONSHIPS
1 pound change in payload

=

4. 0 ton-nautical riles per day

0. 001 unit of survivability = 1000 ton-nautical miles per day
1 pound of protection = 1.5 x 10-7 unit of unvulnerability
1 pound of protection = 1.0 pound of payload
1 foot cruising altitude = 15 ton-urautical miles per day
0. 001 unit fuel consumption rate coefficient = -14 nautical miles range
1 foot cruising altitude = 0. 068 nautical mile range
280 pciunds payload = -1 nautical mile range
0. 001 unit lift coefficient
0. 001 unit drag coefficient

4.5 nautical miles range
-180 nautical miles range

0. 001 unit fuel consumption rate coefficient = $231. 01 fLel cost per day
1 pound payload = $0.059 of fuel cost per day
0. 001 unit lift coefficient = $73.80 of fuel cost per day
0. 001 unit drag c.efficient due to skin friction = $2, 960. of fuel cost per day
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Comments on FOM (1) Analysis Results
range param eter is the principal system param eter contributing to the FOM (1)
measure. The established goal for this parameter to guide conceptual studies was a
minimum of 4,000 nautical miles. A minimum range capability in still air of 4,570

a

t

nautical miles was analytically determined to be required and obtainable for the
example transport noncept.
headwind conditions.

This higher design range value ccmpensates for expected

Further, the probability of achieving the FOM was determined

to be 0. 668, shnrt of the w-artime mission goal of 0.70 by 0. 032.

Many options are

available to overcome this deficiency. For example, operational tactics can be modified to provide tactical aircraft support to neutral.t!e anticipated enemy threats, thereby
increasing the transport's inherent invulnerability, and corrsprondingly, its FOM
measure.

I

The estimate of 0. 714 for the availability parameter is based upon a measure which
I

considers the potential maximum utiizatiton of each transport for a 24 hcur operating

£

day.

rhis primarily addresses an emergency, wartime plan for continuous usage.

For peacetime or limited war missions where usage demnands are not as severe, a
lesser amoaunt .i' maintenance is anticipated.
value car, be expected (e.g.,

Consequently, a higher availability

if the transport usage baseliae is an average of 12 hours

per day, transport availability will be clse to one).

Coupled with a companion, anti-

cipated increase in system survivability due to infrequently expected enemy threats
for the peacetime or limited war mission, the goal of 0. 98 for the FGM (1) for this
rlission is reasonably af.tainable.

Comments on FOM (21 Analysis Results

Al

'two values were obtained for the FOM (2) measure of the number of ton-miles of cargo
moved per day.

One was for a maximum system effectiveness .riterion without 1110.

presencu of major cost alturnatives.

The fother was (or an optinwrn cost effuctivcness

criterion.

I~i
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A

In each case, the value obtained was approximately three times the specified goal of
340, 000 ton--miles because the analysis was addressed to the most severe operational
demands.

These demands are:

o Each aircra.t is to be fully utilized each day except for that portion of
a day when it is undergoing maintenance.
* Each aircraft is to carry a full load of cargo on each flight to and from
a specified destination.
Both of these operational demands for full utilization of each aircraft occur only in
emergency and sustained wartime situations. Even in such instances, it is still not
anticipated that each transport will fly a return trip with a full cargo load. Thus,
when considering a more realistic mission of a transport to be utilized an average of
12 hours a day and to fly empty one-third of its total flight time (with the other two* !thirds

of the time fully loaded), then the transport system will be capable of moving
approximately 350,000 ton-miles per day, exceeding the specified goal of 340, 000.
The goal of 250, 000 pounds for payload is missed bý 0, 8%.

Design or operational

alternatives are available to achieve the goal, such as flying at a higher cruise altitude or in-flight refueling provisions so that less fuel will be required to be carried.

A.-3,2
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Appendix B

t

SYNTHESIS AND ANALYSIS METHODS FOR DETERBINING
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS,

OUTPUTS, AND INPUTS

Introduction

This appendix summarizes the sya.hesis and analysis procedures to be used to
establish transfer functions and to evaluate measures of:

r

*

Figures of Merei (FOMs)

*

Effectiveness parameters of availability, dependability, and capability

s

Syhtem parameters integrated by the effectiveness parameters

*

First-level acoountable factoiS (design variables)

Depending on the level to which the synthesis and a.'alysis are being addressed,
each of these ,neasures may be evaluated as an output of transfer functions for
defined inputs.

Output-input relat:mnsh:ps may be as follows:

Output

Input
Effectiveness parameters,

eFOM

system

parameters, or first-level accountable

.

'

i

J

!

factors
a Effectiveness parameters

System parameters or first-level
accountable fictors

*

System parameters

First-level accountable factors

*

First-level accountable

Lower-level accountable factnrs

factor's
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Part B1 - Synthesis Method

The synthesis method can be applied to determine optimum transfer functions, given
knowledge only of the inputs and required outputs. Additionally, this method will
allow for the development of a block diagram for the system having these transfer
functions.

The result is that an optimum system can be selected from a set of
possible systems without analyzing each candidate system in the set. The synthesis
method is inherently more difficult that the analysis methods described in Parts B2
and B3 of this appendix, which can be used to find the optimum input or output values,
given the set of transfer functions.

Further, there is a possibility that the set of

transfer functions may not exist in a form suitable for analytical use.

There also

is the fundamental design problem cf finding a physical representation for the system
with the optimum set of transfer functions.
The synthesis method is simplifi

...

varying elements are not complex.

ssteii

d.

Where complexity exists, the method is useful

to obtain appcoximate optimum systems.
A commonly occurring transfer function applicable to delayed response is one which
is in the lorm of the superposition (convolution) integral. This integral is:

y(t)

=

J

g(tr)x(

,

(1)

0
where
t

is time,

yt) is an analytically obtained output function of time,
g(t, T-) is tile impulse response transfer function relating y(t) to x( T),
x(T) is an input function of r , which in turn is a variable of integration
having the dimension of time.
Giver, this superposition integral relationship, a known input function x( r), and a
desired (known) output function p(t), a procedure is available for dLteOrmining
the transfer fubneoon g(t,

7)

which will result In an actual output function r(t)
B-2

as closely as possible to the desired output function
-as follo.ws,(1)

such as developing a system that will produce the smallest

error (/4(t) - y(t))

&

I

This procedure is

Establish a criterion for determining the closeness of fit of y(t)
to p(t),

P

p (t).

in a mean-squared sense.

Mathematically this

criterion can be a minimum expected value E expressed as:

&

E(IIP(t)

y(t)1,)

-

minimum

=

Another criterion is that the time-averaged mean-square error is a
i

minimum.
(2)

Define an autocorrelation fuaction

5xx( t, -r) and a cross-,:orrelation

function 0kgx(t, -r) which represent the expected value of x(t) x('r)
Aand

ji(t) x(,r),

respectively.

In most applications, these functions

can be sufficiently approximated by linear combinations of functions

"aq(t),

bq(t),

and Cq(t)

txx(t,

such that:

r)

aq(t) bq7T)

if

7•<t

aq('r) bq(t)

if

-r>t

q=1

S

Q

S
i:xx(t, -r)
,.

-

q=1

Sx(t,

Lv

c(t)
q'

bq(-r)
q

q=1
From equation (1),

establish the following iitegral relations:
t

xxlr,7

xX( t,rT)
0
where

a is a variable of integration.
3B-3

[S

df

I.

x(t, r)

Express the equations for

and •

(t, r)

In vector

notatin as follows:

(t,

T)

=

Ix×(t, r)=
where a(t)

if

T < t

_a(-r

b(t)

if

7r > t

c(t)

hb(

is the vector

b(t) and c(t)
(3)

a(t) "b(r)

r)
Q

a

and the vectors

are similarly defined as Q-th order vectors.

Find Q-th order vectors g( t)

g(t,r)

and y('r) such that:

£(t)

=

(ZT)t0(t

-

r

with
u(t -)

1

=

--

if

t > T

it

t <_ 'r

This is accomplished by the following:
(a)

Define the function

I

where:

t
t)=

I

fMaq(r)

vp(r) dr

0f

(b)

Define the funution

w(t -7)

=

w(t

-

'r), where:

[a(t)7h(T)

-

a(r)

b(t)]

This function, in most applications, depends on (t
(c)

Define the Laplace transform W(x)
b(t),

and B.(s)

respectively, where:

W(s)

feStw(t)
o
0

1-4

dt

- r)

alone.

of w(t) and

|K

r0v
/I,,

*1t
•(s)

/e-

b(t) dt

0

C'

E

(d)

Define the vector function F( s), where

F(s)
(e)

=

_(s)/W(s)

Determine the vector function Y( 7r),

r((s),

Laplace transform of

which is the inverse

where:

a+i-c

ia-

f-ef

(-)

E(s) ds

icwith:
and a is a real number located to the right of all
singularities of
(f)

C(s)

in the complex plane.

Determine the functions gl(t)
elements of the vector g(t )

,

.... ,

gQ(t) , which are the

by soiving a system of equations.

In matrix form, these equations are

Q
I21

IQ1

(1+122)..

IQ2

where the symbol (t)

.

.

. (1

1QQ)

has been oimitted Imi aii

elements for brevity.

I

1
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c

2Q

2

I9Q
I,

L!*Q

g,

aid c

(4)

Determine the impulse response transfer functiorn g(t, r*)
evaluating the following equations:

g(t, r)

=

[g(t).

7(r)]

u(t--r) +hk(t)

by

6 (k){(t -r)

k
where
h¶k(t )may
g,
(t - -r)

be chosen in an arbitrary manner to simplify
and

represents the k-th derivative of the ttanslated unit
impulse function.

By setting each hk(t) to zero, one particular solution for g(t,

- ) can

be obtained.
(5)

Establish an optimum block diagram representation of the system
configuration based on the determined function

B-6

g(t,

r j.

Part B2-

Analysis Method I

The analysis method I can be applied to determine an optimum output y(t)
given knowledge of the input function x( r) and the transfer function g(t, 7The general form for a time-delayed response function is the superposition integral
0o equation (1),

which is:g

x

t

t
f

A t

g(trr

) tf

x(i

0
If g(t,

7)

is of the form where it is a product of functions of single variables,

then g(t, -r)

can be expressed as:

g(t,c')

=

a(-r) g(t - r).

Itt

y)

-

x(r) a(r) g(t

-

7) d-r,

(2)

0
where
a( 7)
g(t - r)

is a time variable gain element and
is a time-delay function (impulse response transfer function)

Figure B-1 is the analog representation of equation (2).

x(t)

-1

a(t)

G( s)

Figure B-1

B-7

t)

Direct compmtation of the optimum output y(t) using equation (2) is difficult, especially
if the impulse response transfer function g(t
the result cf analog computations.

r) is determined empirically, or as

-

An alternate procedure is to formulate the adjoint

V equation (2 ) and Figure B-i.

This adjoint is mathematically equivaler.t and is:
t

y(t)

x(t - -r) a(t - 7') g(,r) dT

(3)

0
This equation is more convenient to evaluate than the original equation (2) in applications where all that is known of the input x( t - -r) is that it is a random variable
with a particular distribution.

Figure B-2 Is the analog representation of this

adjt•tt equation.

v( t) .7

7,

at

__

_r

__&

-r_

_

-

x

,,_

__

T)9(tg

-

-)r):-r

-~------Adjointof Figure B-1-------•Figure B-2

The chief differences between the original system and its adjoint system are that
(1)

in the analog representation, the time function is reversed, and (2) the

operators G(s)

and a(t) are applied in reverse order.

adjoint system is that the operator

The advantage of the

G is applied to the input first, and the result

then applied to an ensemble of input*s x(t - T)

For example, the input ensemble x(t - -r)
and standard deviationo (t - -r).

If

may be random with mean m(t - '7-)

ml(t) and orl(t) are the mean and standard

deviations,respectively, of the output function y(t),

then the adjoint equations

corresponding to equation (3) are:

=

f

m(t - r) a(t
0
B-8

-

'-)g(-r)

dr-

a,=

t

f

a(t - r) a(t

-

r) g(-r)

Figure B-3 is the adjoint analog block representation for this set of equations.

Dmt(t)

1t)

multiply

output

--

o

1

a(t- 7r)

G(

(t)

S;a(t-r)
output

multiply

Figure B-3

The adjoint representation saves computation labor in that the common operato4
G( s)

is applied before the branching of the network into multiplication operations.

The multipliers of the example network are the mean input m(t
standard deviation a (t - r)

of the input.

B-

j.
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'r)

and the

Part B3 - Analysis Method II

The analysis method II can be used to address the problem of determining input
x(r) if the desired values of a time varying output function y(t) and the transfer
function g(t ,r)

are known, where y(t) can be expressed as:

y(t)

g(t ,-)

fjt

(4)

x(4r) dr

0
In many applications, the output is a time varying response function dependent
upon an input or input ensemble, and expressible as.
t

Yt

aae-'t + f

e-c(t - 7) x(-r) d'r,

0
where
a is the value of y when time (t)

i- zero, and

c is a constant which indicates how fast the output response is damped.

The solution for the o; imurn

input function involves the use of Laplace transforms,

and is:

Si

x(t)

di(t)
dt + /(O+)

&(t) + cp(t)

ad(t)

where

1p(O+)

is the value of p when t is zero.
t = 0,

d(t)

U( +)

means the value of pu immediately -.Aar this jump.

Is an impulse function with a value of 1/A
E, and is otherwise 0,

where f

B3-10
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If there is a jump in p at

if t is between 0 and

is a small postive number.

A more general problem which can be sol'ied by this method is to determine the Input
function x(-r)

and the output function y(t) such that equation (4)

and the following

differential equation are satisfied

~dy(t)dt

+

= b(t

y(t) + c(t) x(t),

where b(t) and c(t) are specified functiorn

of time.

Subject to thexo requirements, the input and output functions should be as close as
possible to stipulated desired input and output functions y,()
Mathematically,

this implies minimizing the following function

T

respectively.

J:

f

T
1f

and /4{4),

Y(4)3J2 +' P()[yk4)

44[i4

x()2-

0
where
•( 4)

and

g(

are weighting functions relating the relative importance of
matching or.tput and input functions, resuectively, to the
desired values of these functions, and
T is th& length of the time interval during which the input and
eotput functi.)ns are required for the system.

Time t is 0

and T at the beginning and end, respectively, of this interval.

The procedure lor determining the required input function x(t ) and output function
y(t) is as follows:
1)

Define functions

1 1(t)

and k 9 (t)

such that the following equations are

satisfied:

k 1 (T)
k

=

k2 (T)

=

2

bk

0

dk
S

dt-=2

S

•13-11

--

i-

2ck2Y+ +

ckk

dkz
2

dk2

= -•

2bk2 +

cc2 ki2
T

where kI means k 1 It)

k2 means k 2 (t), '

In order to determine k

and k

means 0(t)

etc.

the last two equations must be

integrated backward frcm T to 0.
(2)

Ic

Ix

Determine input x(t) and output y(t) by integrating forward from 0 to
T to solve the following equations simultaneously:
=

y

dy = by +
dt

72 k

+

2k,2 y

ox,

where all quantitins are function of time t.

Bi1

:
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Appendix C
COMBINATION OF SENSITIVITY FUNCTIONS

This appendix describes the detail procedu re for combining sensitivity functions
relating accountable factors to the effectivenecs parameters of availability, dependSablity, and capability with sensitivity functions that relate these effectiveness
parameters to a Figure of Merit.

The procedure is equally applicable to the combi-

nation of sensitivity functions associated with more thai. two design levels.
The changes

(

A), (A.D), and, (AkC ) in the system effectiveness parameters

of availability (A) , dependability (D), and capability (C),

respectively, due to

changes in accountable factors ct, fi., and 7k from their nominal values by amounts
S(Ati) , (A$), and ( 4 ~k), respectively, can be represented by sensitivity functions
of the following types:
-A.A = ai(Aci) + (terms involving higher powers of (Aid))
d

AkC
I

=

)D+

ck(Avk) +

(terms involving higher powers of (AP.))
(terms involving higher powers of (A1k) 1 ;

- where
factor influencing the availability parameter;
i-th accountable
0C.
8; is
is the
the j-th
accountable factor influencing the dependability parameter;

Yk is the k-th accountable factor influencing the cdpeability parameter;

and
ai , dj , and ck are partial derivatives of the availability, dependability,
and capability -narameters with respect to their accountable factors. These
partial derivatives describe the slope representing the ratio of the changes
in availability, dependability, and capability to the changes in their respective
accountable factors ci, pl , and Yk

Ii

C-I

If the same accountable fact6r influences more than one of the system effectiveness
parameters of availability, dependability, and capability, it will appear in more than
one of the three accountable factor sets of a, $6, and v
The total changes (AA) , (AD), and ( AC) in a system effectiveress parameter
oi availability, dependability, or capability due to the changes in all of its accountable
factu.:s can be cobsidered as the sum of changes arising from individual charges in
the accountable factors, plus nonlinear terms to relate the interactive effect of changes
in two or more accountable factors. Hence,
AA = al(A•c

1

)

a2(0a2 ) +

...

+ al(Aai) + (terms involving higher

powers of the ( dA)Is) ;

!

e D = dl(Aol)

+ d2(0;2) + -

+ dJ(Apfj) + (terms involving higher

pwr of the (A#)Is)
AC

=Cl(Ayl)

+ cZ('SY2) + •••+

CK( AYK) + (terms involving higher

powers of the (A -) Is)
where

I, J, and K are the number of accountable factors which influence availability,
dependability, and capability, respectively.
The top-level effectiveness function also may be approximated by sensitivity functions
that will relate the change AE in the Figure of Merit from its nominal value to the
changes AA, AD, and AC in availability, dependability, and capability, respectively,

from their nominal values. The combined effect of all these sensitivity functions can
be expressed by an equation of the following type:
AE

=

e 1 (AA) + e,(AD) + e 3 ( AC) + (terms involving higher powers of
AA, AD,

and AC)),

where
el, e 2 , and e 3 are the slopes representing the ratios of the change in the
Figure of Merit caused by a change in availability, dependability, and capability
to the amount of change in availability, dependability, and capability, respectively.

C-2

The formulas may be combined mathematically to yield a single formula for the
sum of the sensitivity functions.

This formula will relate the changes in accountable

factors fromtheir nominal values to changes in the Figure of Merit from its nominal
value, namely,

AE

=

a1 e 1 (Aci)

+ a2

e (Aa 2 ) +•.

+ dle 2 (A, 1 ) + d2 e 2 (Adf2 ) + "
+ C1 e 3 ( dy 1 )

C2 e3( AY2 ) + "

a11 e,(,Ac 1 )
+ dj e 2 (t#j)
+ oK. e 3(A7K)

+ (•erm.,; involving higher powers of the (Aa) 's:.
(

I#9)s,
and the (Ay7)'s).

Additionally, the formula may be used to determiy • the combination of changes in
one or more of the accountable factors that would result in the largest increase "n
the Figure of Merit without violating an- design restrictions or requir.ements which
may be placed upon the accountable factors.

C-3
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Appendix D

I

APPORTIONMENT PROCEDURES

a

L4
t

Introduction
MOM

_T"hIR

•an d

,,n,.,.

tAs rore

a to
1rebe used to

im*.

pL•AwuVdi

o.j

for apportioning system effectiveness-related measurers of:
.

Figures of Merit (FOMs)

*

Effectiveness parameters of availability, dependability:, and capability

*

System parameters integrated by the effectiveness parameters

*

First-level accountable factors (design variables)

Depending on the level to which the effectiveness apportionment analysis is being
addressed, each of these measures may be evaluated as outpuls of transfer functions
for defined inputs.

Output-input relationships may be as follows:

Output

"The

Input

0

FOM

Effectiveness parameters, system
parameters, or first-level accountable
factors

*

Effectiveness parameters

System parameters or first-level
accountable factors

*

System parameters

First-level accountable factors

o

First-level accountable
factors

Lower-level accountable factors

apportionment analysis process basically involves the determination of the best

values for the input ensemble which will optimize the output being analyzed.

Upon

establishment of the optimum output value, the corresponding values of the inputs
associated with this optimum are the desired apportioned values.

Methods for optimizing an output measure subject to mission or system performance
constraints include thn (1)
lists, (3)

Lagrangian method, (2)

Lagrangian method with priority

dynamic r'-ogramming, (4) direct comparison (direct search), (5) linear

D-1

programming (6) gradient projection, and (7) calculus of variations.

A general

mathematical overview of methods (1 ), (3), (5 ), and (7) is included in the
System/Cost Effectiveness Notebook, RADC-TR-68-352, dated April 1969. This
appendix expands on the application procedure for methoda (1) and (3 ), and adds
the procedures for methods (2),

(4),

and (6), the Lagrangian method with priority

lists, the direct comparison (direct search) method, and the gradient projection
method of apportionment, respectively. The procedures for (5) linear programming
and (7) calculus of variations are commonly used in system analyses. Based on this
fact, the procedures for these two methods covered in the Notebook are in sufficient
detall for Luost applications V gearent x nd~ed further in this appendix.
Prior to the implementation of any of the methods described herein, the following
must be determined
* The nature of the output to be maximized or minimized
* The transfer functions relating the output to the Input variables
* The constraints placed upon outputs and/or specific input variables.
If specific input and/or output variables are constrained by limiting values due to
considerations such as resources available, mission performance and operational
deimands, and system compatibility requirements, then it is necessary that planned
design values for these variables be within the existing limitations. This restriction
on the values of the variables may be expressed mathematically as:

fk <_.Ck

for k= 1,...,c

or
fk

Ck

where
c is the number of constraints
fk is the planned desigr value of the k-th constrained variable; and
II
C is Lhe upper or lower limit on the k-th constrained variable.
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(1)

ru simplify the procedural description for the various apportionment methods, only
constraints of the form fk < Ck shail be considered to be present for the system.
However, by replacing fk and Ck by -Ik and -Ck respectively, the procedures
1may be extended to constraints of the form fk > Ck. Additionally, an output value,
as referred to in this appendix, will be used to denote either its true value or its
v;lue resulting from a change of sign, according to whether the true output is to be
maximized or minimized.
t, he maximized,
t

The output then can be uniformly Interpreted as a function

Also, the terms input and output are used in the general sense that

they may represent a sing'e variable or an ensemble of variables.

i
,The l,agrangian Method
A general method for establishing an input that will optimize an output involves the
I

use of numbers referred to as Lagrange multipliers.
a method consists of the follk
(1)

The procedure for using such

Eteps:
E, formulate a modified output variable

For an output v

by subtracting from it terms relating to the constraints.

This

modified output variable is the variable to be optimized and is
given by the following equation:

C

X k(fk

E

(2)

-C

k=1
The quantities A

are the Lagrange multipliers.

represent penalties for violation of the constraints.
are charged against the output variable.

Physically, they
These penalties

The values for the Lagrange

multipliers are chosen so that when the modified output variable is
optimized, none of the constraints is violated.
(2)

Perform a partial eiffirnntiation of the modified output variable with
respect to each of the input variables and equate to zero. Each of the
resulting partial derivatives will be zero at the optimum solution. As
a consequence of this operation, a set of equations is obtained, with
the number of equations in the set corresponding to the number of input

i

fl-a

variables.

Thus, if there are N variables a,

then the following N

equations will be formulated:
c

OE

/f

k-ki

0, for

lI=
1)

N

k-i
This set of N equations, plus the c constraint relp;;ionships are
represented by the formula fk •

Ck. will constitute (N + c) equations

with a total of (N + c) unknowns.

These unknowns will consist of N

incj4 w-_1•t
(3)

ar •

grange multipler.,

Solve the (N + c) equations.

One solution method is to solve the first

N equations for the input variabies by Newton's iterative method, with
fixed values, close to zero, for the Lagrange multipliers. If any of the
constraints is violated, the values of the corresponding Lagrange multipliers should be changed, and the solution redetermined.

Repeat this

process urtil each mLltiplier approaches the lowest value such that none
of the constraints are violated.
The procedure for using Newton's method in solving the first N equations for the values of the inputs a, with fixed values of the Lagrange
multipliers A, is as follows:
(a)

Make an initial estimate of the input values ot

(b)

Calculate for these inputs all the quantities contained in the following system ot linear equaetons, except the unknowns A
N
gi-04

-g., for j=1,...

k=1
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where gj is defined by

S~N

OE

L9f k

~ N

(4)

&k=1

(c)

Solve for the unknowns A 1

(d)

Add A1 to a

(e)

Repeat the procesa

for all I from 1 to N
from Step (b) until each input value ct

9pp umf sttfhe-eptftn'wcswukueasgh
A method such as Newton's method is likely to require the use of a computer.

a

If

several input variables interactively influence the output, but such interactions are
insignificant, a simplified procedure involving the use of priority lists will converge
and can be used.
Lagrangian Method With Priority Lists
A

With this method, the value of only one input variable is improved at each Ftep.

The

word "priority" connotes that for each step the input variables are ranked according
to the magnitude of improvement in the output function resulting from a change in the
value of an individual input variable.

At each step, only the viaue of th(o- input variable

with the highest ranking is improved.
A Lagrange multipler is the ratio of the rate of change of the output function to the
rate of change of the constraint function.

Alternately, it may be ircerpreted as

representing the ratio of the rate at which the output function is ovitimized to the rate
that the slack is taken up in the constraint as the input value is clanged. In general,
this interpretation of Lagrangian multipliers applies to the case where there are any
number of constraints. A slack is the margin by which the corstraint is not violated.
For example, if the constraint is f K-- C1, then the slack is C1 - f1 "

D-5

For the case where only one constraint exists, the Lagrange multiplier may be
denoted as A, and be expressed aEc:

OE

(5)

O

The values A( 1 )i' for I = 1 to N, may be different from each other for the steps of
the iterative solution, but will converge to a common value A r+ the last iteration.
Equation (5) is the one-constrain4 equi-,alont of equation (3).
-- --

-la

m-,,

*

-

•
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-

For the case of one constraint t6e procedure for optimization is as follows:
(1)

Chooes a tentative value for each input variable so that none of the constraints
are violated.

Calculate the derivatives of the output function E and the con-

straint function fI with respect to each input variable a 1 .
These ratios are priority numbers designated A

Compute the ratios.

according to equation (5).

One of these ratios is computed for each input variable ae . Arrange the input
variables in a priority list by descending order of their corresponding priority
numbers.
(2)

Increase (or decrease:, the value of the first listed input that will improve the
output until. either the output is optimized for that variable or any constraint
depending on that variable is reached. It will be necessary to recormpute the
output and the constraint as the input is varied.

(3)

Recalculate the priority numbers A(l)i and reorder the list if necessary.

(4)

Back away from the constraint by adjusting the value of tlu.hlast input or, the
priority list in such a way as toLntroduce slack into the constraint inequalities,
even if this represents a decrease in the output function. The amount of this
adjustment should be small or moderate, such as a unit step.

(5)

Iterate these steps until all the priority numbers are as close together as
possible.

For a continuous method, they may theoretically be made equal.

D-6,
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The resuli:ng values of the input variables constitute an optimum

-straint

are more than one constraint, the method may be applied by cb...dering one conat a time a.nd avoiding those input values which may cause any of the constraints to be violated.

f

If there

If this procedure Is unmanageable, an alternative is to

treat all constraints simultaneously.
4this

ution.

For each input variable and at each utcp,

is accomplished by constructing a priority number relating to all constraints,
and proceeding as in tie case of one constraint. Such a priority numoer, for the
i-th input variable y, is generated by the following process:
(1)

-aw0-0-

(2)

For each constraint, such as the k-th constraint, multiply each priority
number X (k)i by the slack in the k-th constraint, and call the result
(k)i
k)
eW _&W

M~r
..

~

For each i-th input variable, determine the value of k for which A*(k)i
is the smallest. This value is the priority number based upon all constraints to use for the i-th input variable.

In order bor the Lagrangian method with priority lists to prcvide an optimum solution
efficiently, the partial derivative of both the constraint and output functions with respect
to each of the inputs ai, namely Of/Oai and OE/Oat., should be functions principally
of only ai and independent of other inputs. A simple transformation, such as a
logarithmic transformation, may be required to provide the independence, especially
when the output function is a p:oduct of inputs. If the partial derivatives are signifi-

"*

cantly dependent on the other inputs, convergence of the Lagrangian method with
priority lists to an optimum solut-on will be slow. In such situations, the use of the
classical Lagrangian method will be more efficient, with the resulting equations
solved by Newton's meths'd or a comparable method.
Dynamic Programming Method
The dynamic programming method involves the optimization of one input at a time
for a multi-input situation. This method is based on the principle that if the value
chosen for a specific input is optimized, then the values for the remaining inputs
to be chosen to optimize the output are subject to the decision made on tVe first input.

D-7
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Problems most readily solved by the method'of dynamic programming are those
wMch cwn be represented in a form in which the contribution of each input to the
ouput E is additive, namely
E

g 1 (a 1 ) + g2 (d 2) +

=

"N

(I N)

(6)

and where the constraint is a linear combination of contributing Inputs O.

If there

are M number of Inputs out of N inputs a which contribute to such a constraint,
then the constraint may be mathematically describes as follows:
M

as
i

C>.

Cli o

il

Ofor i

=

1,2,3,...,M.

In order to implement the dynamic programming method, a series of functions of
an arbitrary variable x, for x between 0 and C, is defined:
f 1(x)

=

g1 (x/s 1 );

f. (x)

=

maximum ([g (xi/si) + fi_ 1 (x

-

x)]

i= 2, 3, 4, ....

M.

Let hi 'x) be the value of xi for which the maximum stated in the preceding equation
is attained.

Each function f1(x) is an output function which sequentially adds the in-

fluence of the i-th input to the influence of the previous inputs.
for any X is equivalent to the maximum value cf the sum

Sgil(al

j=1
where the inputs are to satisfy the inequality
ii

tZ

sjc

j

_Dx.
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The value of fi (x)

<Ia
The procedure for arriving at an optimum solution involves the following operations:
r
(1) Calculate and tabulate the functions f (x) through f (x) and h2
h(x) for values of x ranging from 0 to C. This procedure represents, at

[~

each step, an optimization problem with one more input tham was present at the
previoun step.
Find the value of x between 0 and C such that f(x)
is a maximum. De-

&
&(2)

The quantity x(i) generated at any i-th step (in this

note this value of x as x(M).

and the next operation) represents the value taken on by the following sum when

tthe
i

ii

values of ci are chosen optimally:

I

cml,
1

(3)

Compute for each value of i from M down to 2, the function hj[x(i)] . Denote
this value as TV Then x(i - 1) = x(i) -Y. The optimum value of each ce. is
then 7i/s.

Sometimes the fumctions gi( ca

are defined for a continuous spectrum of values of

UPi rather than for a limited range.
between 0 and C is defined

Then each function generated for values of x

analytically for a discrete set of R alternate values

C, where R is some
of x from 0 toC , suchas 0, C/(R- 1), 2C/(R- 1), .
integer. In this ,ase, the algorithm for the dynamic programming solution takes on

2

the order of MR /2 comparisons and calculations of the functions g.
If the output E is a function (sBch as a product) of inputs, a transformation, such as
logarithmic, may be applied to both inputs and oatput so that inputs and output will be
in the form of equation (6).
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The method of dynamic programming is feasible when the following conditions are
present:
*

The partial derivative

E/8a1i of the output with respect to any i-th input
does not significantly depend on the value of the other inputs. This implies
that the effects of the inputs upon the output are mutually independent.

*

The service of an automatic computer is available.

Direct Comparison Method (Direct Search)
The simplest method to understand for optimizing the output of a system is to compute
the output associated with each combination of input values for which none of the constraints are violated, and to determine the combination having the optimum output.
This simple comparison method is very laborious dae to the number of alternatives

Invowe-3 -F'e

xampae, it tere are

WvlInputs Man .

w4uU

MY Tohe-

i-th input, the number of alternatives to be investigated is R x R 2 x ....

xRM.

dleMInaMIvt?

For 4 alternates to each of 10 input variables, the number of alternatives is over a
million total combinations, unless a large number of alternatives can be eliminated
through knowledge of the constraints involved. Even if a computer is available, the
method of direct comparison is practical only when the numbers of inputs aind alternative values for each input are sufficiently small to be manageable.
Gradient Projection Method
The gradient projection method is characterized by a change in the oath of optimization whenever there exists a potential that a constraint may be violated.

The procedure

for using this method is as follows:
(1) Begin with an initial approximation for the inputs a such that no constraints are
violated. Calculate the output E and the partial derivatives OE/Oa i corresponding to these inputs.
(2)

Find those constraints, if any, for which there is >ttle or no slack. This implies
that Ck and f are approximately equal. Call these critical constraints, and
let b represent the number of such constraints out of a total of c constraints.
Thus, b Sc . Arrange the c constraints so that the b critical constraints
occur first. This is solely for the purpose of notational convenience. For each
D-10

of the critical constrain.s, calculate the derivative of the constrained function with
respect to the input variables. Then add to each input ai as follows:
0+K•kE-

l

Eb

-

t o.1

fI

"•

,

•k

i

1

i

'

k=l
where
N

N

ac, aao

k
Okf4

1i

0

O k

OE

=1

i=1

The coefficient K is independert of i

.

It is chosen so that (1) the output fune-

-flrrE-uw"u1Mub

r
Mht•• etrTlputs c1i is greater than tfl-cf
uted Mr iLe
inputs used on the previous iteration umd (2) no constraint is violated by more
than some fixed small amount.

It is advisable to choose K as large as possible

consistent with this rule.

Iterative methods can be used to find the largest permissible value of K at each step.
(3)

Change each input a.

to the following:

b
k-1

D

where
N~

Oaij

2

and Ck is the amount by which the k-th constraint is violated.

This amount

is zero or fk - Ck' whichever is greater.
(4) Repeat steps (2) and (3).

Continue the process until the output E cannot be

significantly intproved.
The method of gradikent projection normally will require the use of a computer.
D-Il
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